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Abstract

The association between dependent drug use and criminal behaviour is \\ell
kno\\n. This. coupled with evidence about the efficacy of treatment in addressing drug

usc. has Jed many jurisdictions to incorporate treatment interventions into their criminal
justice systems. The aim of these interventions that usc the law as a therapeutic agent
(kmmn as ·therapeutic jurisprudence') is to reduce. by mandating drug dependent

oftCndcrs into treatment. future offending.

lim~ ever.

within the treatment effectiveness

literature there is also evidence of individuals resolving their drug usc problems without
engagement in

treatm~nt.

The term ·natural recovery· has been used to describe this

phenomenon. Research into the processes involved in natural recovery has led to the
development of the concept of Recovery Capital. Recovery Capital refers to an
individual's pre-existing access to social. community. physical and interpersonal.

resources that facilitate and sustain change. In this research the notion of recovery
capital was operationalized into a ! 00 item questionnaire that tapped the domains
known to constitute recovery capital. namely Physical. Human. Social and Cultural
Capitals. The key innovation of this research was to test out the predictive value of
Recovery Capital for re-offending in a cohort of 150 drug related ofTcnders. The impact

on outcome of Recovery Capital was compared to other known criminogenic.
demographic and drug use factors on the recidivism rates over an 18 month follow up
period. The research was driven by four hypotheses. The first of these was that there
would be a positive association between levels of Recovery Capital and outcome. This
h) pothcsis was upheld. Not only were the levels of recovery significantly associated
with outcome. but it was found that for every one point increment in global recovery
capital score the risk of re-otlending dropped by 5%. The second hypothesis was that
the component parts of recovery capital \\ould not be individually innuential in
detcmtining outcome. This hypothesis was rejected. Each of the constituent components
of recovery capital. namely Social. Physical. Cultural and Human. \\as significantly
associated" ith outcome. The t\\O strongest predictors were found to he Human and
Cultural capitals with a one score increment respectively resulting in a 5.4% and a 9.2%
decrease in risk ofre-o!Tending. The third hypothesis was that the disposition (sentence)
handed dov.n by the court would not innuence outcome. This hypothesis was upheld.
the court dispositions of court mandated treatment. probation. incarceration. community
sen icc order or a fine had no impact on re-offending. The final hypothesis was that
recover) capital. when compared to other potential predictive variables would be the

Drug related

ofl~nces:

Factors in reducing re-offending

strongest predictor. This h)pothesis

'-'US

upheld in that recovery capital. \\hen anal)scd

using multi\ ariatc regression. v.as found. along v. ith age. to he the hest predictor of
outcome. Persons v.ith high. as opposed to low.levcls of recovery capital were 80%, less
like!) to rc-otTcnd. The implications of these findings arc that the social cmhcddcdncss
of an indi\ idual. rather than any clinical or judicial intervention. is critical in
determining the risk of re-otTending. As such recovery capital merits greater
imcstigation. and acJ...nov.ledgcment. as a criminogenic variahlc.
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A re,·iew of the literature

Drugs and Crime
The druR use and crime a.\.wc:iation

The relationship between drug use and crime has long been accepted. lhJ\\C\'Cr.
the precise nature of this relationship has also been much debated. One of the proposed
explanations for the association het\\een drug use and crime is the cost of dependent
illegal drug usc. Illegal drug usc is expensive. with heroin. cocaine and crack being the
most expensi\·e substances. In the United Kingdom indi,·iduals using these substances
spend. on awrage. £323 ($775 AUD) a week on drugs. \\hcreas users of other drugs
spend an a\Wage of£ 190 ($-156 AUD) a week (Bennet & llolltmay. 2004 ). Numerous
studies suggest that the use of illegal drugs is strongly related to the commission of
criminal acts (Best. Sidwell. Gossop. Harris. & Strang. 200 I: Chaiken & Chaiken.
1990: Hammersley. Forsyth. Morrison. & Davies. 1989: Ste\\art. Gossop. Marsden. &
Rolfe. 2000). Although dependent users obtain income from a variety of sources
( !Iough. 199-1 ). many steal to fund their drug use. Jan is and Parker ( 1989) found that
the majority of heroin users whom they intervie\\cd \\ere committing crimes to cover
the costs of their £500 ($1.200 AUD) per week heroin habits. Bennet ( 1998) found that
higher levels of illegal income were related to the use of heroin and crack cocaine and
almost half of the drug using participants in Bennet"s study reported that their drug use
was connected to their offending. It is known that drug users. particularly opiate users.
generate illegal income through shoplifting. drug dealing. burglary. fraud. street theft.
car theft. prostitution. and begging (Edmunds. I Iough. Turnbull. & May 1999).
Before going much further. it is worth noting that only a small proportion of
drug users become involved in crime. Illegal drug use is common place. According to
Ramsay. Baker. Goulden. Sharp and Sondhi. (2001 ). around half of people aged
between 16 and 30 have usod drugs at some point in their lives. Ho\\cver. only a small
proportion go on to develop serious problems associated \\ith their drug use (Edmunds.
Hearnden. & Hough. 1998). A review of nationally gathered data indicated that only a
minority of drug users progress to become problem users. Using data from the llritish
Home Office Addicts Index and the British Crime Survey. Edmunds et al. ( 1999)
estimated that only around '"three percent of those v.ho use illegal drugs each year are
·problem users "ho would benefit from treatment"" (p. 7). When considering the
remainder 97°/o of individuals who engage in casual or recreational drug usc. there is

Drug related otTcnccs: Factors in reducing re-offending
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little evidence of clear links between drug use and crime (Edmunds et al. 1999).
( Hfi:nding and illegal drug use

Figures trom the British Crime Survey (13CS) indicate that. in Britain. 141.060
drug otfences 'Acre recorded in the year 2002-2003 (Dodd. Nicholas. Povey. & Walker.
2004 ). llowever. this figure only includes otfenccs of drug trafficking. possession and
criminal damage under the value of £20. It does not include the many other offences
that drug users commit to fund their drug use. Estimates in the United Kingdom indicate
that between 20% and 60% of offenders either use. or are dependent on. illegal drugs
(Home Office 1997; Parker & Newcombe 1987). I lome Ortice research studies
involving the voluntary urine testing of arrestees found that 61% had taken at least one
illegal drug. with one in five of the 61% who had taken an illegal drug testing positive
for heroin and one in I 0 tor crack cocaine. The research results also indicated that
propcny offenders 'A ere 23% more likely than other offenders to test positive for
opiates. and 14% more likely to test positive for cocaine. Also. almost 50% of

shoplifters tested positive for opiates and 30 1% tested positive for cocaine. and one in I0
domestic burglars tested positive tor opiates (Bennett. 1998; Bennett & Sibbitt. 2000).
A recent study conducted by Bennet and Hollo'Aay (2004) imestigated the prevalence
of drug use amongst 3.091 arrestces in England and Wales. They also used voluntary
urine analysis and interde\\s with offenders to gather their data. Similar to previous
findings. Bennet and Holloway found that 69% ofarrestees 'Aho agreed to provide a
urine sample at the time of their arrest tested positive for one or more illegal drugs. Of
the interviewed arrestees. 18% were repeat offenders. Of the arrestees "ho reponed

using one or more illegal drugs in the last 12 months. and committing one or more
acquisitive crimes. 60% ackno'Aiedged a link bet\\ecn their drug use and otfending
behaviour. Drug using arrestees also reponed higher levels of illegal income(£ 17.000;
$40.800 AUD) than did non-drug using arrestecs (£6.000; $14.444 AUD) (Bennett &
Hollo"ay. 2004). Drug monitoring of police detainees in Australia revealed that 48% of
the detainees self reponed using drugs prior to their arrest (Milner. Mouzos. & Makkai.
2003). The most common arrests \\ere for violent and propeny offences. with 21% of
detainees 'Aho reponed using dmgs prior to their offence charged with violent offences
and 31% "ith propeny offences (Milner et al.. 2003). lmponantly. Ball. Shaffer and
Nurco ( 1983) found that. \\hen drug users were taking opiates. their criminal activity
significant!~

increased. but \\hen they abstained from opiates. their criminality reduced.

This relationship is more fully discussed belo\\.

Drug n:latc.:d olli:ncc.:s: I achlrs in rc.:ducing
l'hc.:
~1cDougall

~o.•cunumic

impact of thi:-. ofiCnding

and ( 'ul)~r 1:!Oil:!)

drug usc: in LnglanJ and
ill\ohc:m~nt
\\~rc.:

for drug

rc.:-ufl~·nding

im~stigat~d th~

\\"al~s

h~..·h;;l\
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ilHir i:-. signilicant. (iodfrc.:). Eaton.

e-conomic and social costs of ·class A·

in 2000. 'I he:) c.::-.timah:d that the: costs nfcriminaljusticc.:

u:-.er~ (~oung r~..·crc.:ati,mal usc.:r~.

rc.:gular usc:rs and prohlc:m

u~c.:rs)

t::!.J73.5 million (S5.696A million :\l'DI. I hi'\ ligurc.: on I) includc.:d the: mone)

spc.:nt on

procc.:s~ing

olli:nding drug users in thc.: ~..·riminaljusticc S)stem. On top of this.

there \\ere: the: economic and

ps~chological

impacts that these olli:nces had on

indi\ iduab and society in general.
Illegal drug u.w and ofkmlm)!.

A recent major Britbh :-.tud) into the ouh:ome of tr~..·atml.'nt for drug dl.'pl.'ndl.'ncc
( l'he National Treatment Outcome Research Stud) 1995:

~no\\ n

as :\TORS) examined

the impact of treatment on the li,·es of 1075 drug depc:ndent indi\ iduals. It \\as found in
the intake assessments ofthl.' ~·1 ORS that in thl.'

thre~

months hdi.lre coming into

treatment the cohort reported committing twcr 70.000 <:rimes. On mcrage. each study
participant committed O\er li\'e crimes per \\e~J.... The imc:-.tigators noted that: "Sixty
one pcrcent of the cohort reportcd committing nt

lca~t

nne oi1Cncc and almost three

quarters of the cohort had been arrested in the pre\ ious 1\\0 years on a total of 4.446
occasions" (Gossop. Marsden. & Sto\\an. 1998. p.9). <i<>ssop et al. ( 1998) also reponed
that of the NTORS cohon. 38% \\ere invohed in the!\. 29% in drug dealing. 15% in

fraud. 12%, in burglary and

5~ 1o

in rnhhcr). Of the crimes committed. acquisith e crime

was the most common o!Tcnce. \\hilst shoplifting accountc:d for 42 1% of all arrests.
Significantly though. 10% of the clients committed 75% of the crimes (Ste\\an et al..
2000). In contrast almost half of the clients reponed that the) had not committed an)

acquisitive crimes (Stc\\art ct al .. :WOO).This figure alone is indicati\'e that \\ithin a
treatment

sec~ing

cohon. the prevalence of criminal inn>Ivcment is high I) variahlc

from none to a high level of daily imohement. Best. Sid" ell. Ciossop.llarris and
Strang (2001) also noted that 44% of their sample of drug users entering a treatment

programme did not report any criminal in\'olvcment in the month prior to treatment.
This is an imponant finding and speaks to the complexity of the relationship het\\een
drugs and crime. Clearly. not all illegal drug users commit crimes (other than the

possession of illegal substance) and not all persons engaging in criminal bcha,·inur usc.:
illegal drugs. It therefore makes sense to be cautious about suggesting that cithcr onc
causes the other. Ne,·enhelcss there is an

O\ erlap.

Drug related offences: Factors in reducing
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The nature o/the crime-drug re/atiomhip
!Iough ( 1994) noted that ··studios on the association hetv. een drugs and crime

seem to either include drug users and look at their involvement in crime; or else take
groups of oiTenders and look at their imolvemcnt in drugs· (p. 13). Much of the

research to date has also failed to include control groups of non drug users and/or has
relied on small sample sizes; consequently this questions tho credibility of such

research.
As noted by Bean (2002). social scientists. by the nature of their research. arc
hardly ever able to ascertain ·cause· in the way that natural scientists can v.hen they

identify specific conditions that cause specific outcomes. llammerslcy. Forsyth.
Morrison and Davies ( 1989) emphasised the importance of distinguishing bctv.een
·statistical causality· (reliably predicting that one variable is caused by the second) and
"theoretical causality· (theorising about the predictive association of two variables)
when considering the relationship hctv.ecn drug use and crime. llammerslcy et al. noted

that in order to suggest a statistical relationship bch\een drug usc and criminal
behaviour. two things need to happen. First. drug users criminal hcha' iour needs to he

compared to a matched control group of non drug users" criminality so that base rates
can he established. Secondly th 1mpact of other variables on drug usc needs to he

considered so that relative magnitude ofcfTccts can he assessed. Bean (2002) argued
that it is misleading to talk of "links· with crime or to create the impression of somehow

being trapped in certain social or psychological circumstances that detcnnine drug use
or crime. Instead. he proposed that a less ·deterministic· tcm1 be used. Bean

recommended that the term ·cause·. if at all used ... is used in its v.eakcst sense. where
there is no suflicicnt condition. hut there may be a necessary one·· (p. I 0). lienee. to say

that drug usc causes crime. ··is to say nothing more than there is a tendency. or a trend.
to associate drug usc \\ith criminal behaviour"· (Bean. 2002. p.ll ). Bean concluded that
at best a weak causal link between drug usc and crime can he made and that diflcrcnces

in crime in\-olvcmcnt arc probably associated with differences in client characteristics
and behaviours and these are retlccted in patterns of drug usc.
A variety of theories explaining the crime and drug relationship have been
proposed. Some researchers suggest that that drug use leads to crime and the frequency
of crime is directly proportional to the frequency of drug use and severity of dependence
(Bennet & llollm\ay. 2004; llall. Bell. & Carless. 1993; llammersley eta!.. 1989).

Others ha\·e suggl!sted that crime and drug use are linked via an association with

Drug related offences: Factors in reducing rc-offcnding
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de,· ian! subcultures (I lean & Wilkinson 1988: 1\lcl!ride & \<1c('<>). 1981 ). An

alternative pcrspectiYe is that criminal acti\·ity and drug usc arc linh·d hy a common
cause either

ps~chological

distress or sociocultural dcpri\alion. Xiuli. ct al .. ( 199R)

noted that drug users arc a heterogenous group. and drug usc may he a cau~c of crime or
a consequence of criminal association. The) agreed that the causal direction of this link
varied between and \\ ithin individuals and also O\'er time.
Although a strong connection hct\\een drug usc and crime has hcen discussed
extensively in the literature. researchers openly ackno\\ ledge that .. empirical evidence
of causal it)' running from drug use to criminal hcha\ iour is difficult to ohtain due to
research constraints and data limitations. Drug usc may he the catal) st for criminal
acti\·ity. but the aetiology involYing drug usc and crime is complicated to articulate and
difficult to measure·· (French. McCollister. Kehrau. Chi mood. & McCoy. 2004. p.
21 8). Some of the possible influential factors in this relationship are discussed in the

following section.
/nfluenlial.fa('/ors in the drug ('time relalionship

It would seem that an individual's drug of choice can have a significant impact

on his or her lifcst)le and im·ol\'cment in crime. As noted. the usc of heroin. cocaine
and crack is more expensive than the use of other drugs (Bennet 1998: Bennet &
Holloway. 2004 ). Also. the regular use of more than one substance increases the cost of

a person's drug use and this seems to increase his or her illegal acti\·ities (llammcrslcy
et al. 1989). In their study of arrestees. Bennet and lloll<may (2004) found that although
users of heroin. cocaine and crack represented a tenth of all the arrestees. they were
responsible for 31% of the illegal income reported. Bennett ( 1998) reported that higher
levels of illegal income were related to the dependent use of heroin and crack. Klce and
Morris ( 1994) also noted that apart from the drug of choice. and the number of drugs
regularly consumed. the nature of the individual's 'relationship' with his or her drug use

also had significant impact on a person's criminal beha\iour.
It is useful here to introduce the notion of a disaggregated approach to drug
problems. Fir>! proposed h) Thorley. in 1982. a disaggregated approach avoids terms

such as drug abuse or misuse and instead categorises drug prohlcms according to the
users relationship with his or her drug. According to Thorley. there are three types of
drug related problems namely. problems of intoxication. problems of regular use and
problems of dependent use. Recreational substance users may become intoxicated and
this could result in criminal behaviour. hut they arc less likely to encounter as many
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Drug n.:lah.:d ofkm:..::-.: I actors in r..:ducing r..:-offcnding
h.·g.:ltlr :-.\lCial prohh.•nh a:-. mort:
'~..·ntun.:s

d~..·p..:nd..:nt

out lllr a night llf drinking

llla).

us..:r..;. For ..:xampk. the social drinker \\ho

as a n.::-.ult of intoxication. engage in hoistcrous

and ·out of character" hdm\ iour that results in him or her hcing arrc~tcd. I hl\\C\ cr. the
Stlcial drinh·r drug u:-.er

i:-.lc..;:-.likcl~

ll"'~t.:-.

I h~..· m..:ans

hi' or lwr 'uh,t:mn·
support

th~..·ir

l1:1hit is also

likd~

to hU\c an C'\tt:nsht.:- niminal record as a rt.:-sult of
h~

''hich n:cr..:ational suhstancc users maintain and

to ht.:- H'r) dilli:rt.:-ntto that of a dependent drug user.

I Iough ( 199~) noted that mo:-.t ca:-.ual drug u:-.c ( i.t.:-..
inc'\pcn:o.i\ c. I h~..· '-'' idcncc
u:-.c' i:-.

fund~..·d

in propt:rt)

indicat~..·~

r~..·cr~..·ational

drug usc) is rclati\ ely

that on I~ a small prorortion of ·rccn:ational drug

h) acqubithc crime. Some ca:-.ual drug u:-.crs do. hO\\C\Cr. get imohcd

crim~,.·

drug usc (I Iough.

and

sp~..·nd ~~proportion

199~ ).

ofthc

in~..·om~..·

they dcri\C from such crimes on

llo\\C\ cr. thi..; C\ idcncc Jncs not constitute a causal link

hct\\Ct:n drug u:-.c and ofli:nding: ofll·nders ~1l..;o u:-.e the

proc~..·eds

of crime for Jj, ing

cxpcn:-.cs as \\ell as the purchase of drug..;. I Iough ( 19941 made the distinction that in
such instances th~..· crim'-'s L'Olll'llitted could he con~idcr"•d as 'drug related' rather than
·Jrug driH•n'. I he implication i:-. that 'drug driH·n·

crim~..·s

arc commi11cd lllr the

purchasing of ilk•gal sul'l"tanc\!'i to numag\! pwl'llcms of drug lk•pcndcnc) \\hcrcas 'drug
related' crime compensates for

~hort

falls in c;..pcnditurc to CO\t.'r day to da~ li\ ing

expense:-.. lndi\ iduals \\ hll enClll11ll1.'r pnlhlcms (lf regular usc ma)

repeated!~

otll·nd

( f(lr example. the repeat drinl..-drh cr olll·nder). llo\\C\ cr. gi\ en their t~ pc of drug u:-.c. it
is h) poth\!siscd that these indi\ iduals arc liJ...cl) to engage in "P'-'citic crimes and arc less
likcl~

to hroadcn and d'-'\ clop their otll·nding
lkpc-ndent drug

u~ers.

is much more entrenched in

rcp~..·rtnirc.

ho\\\.'\\.'r. arc in a difl'cr~..·nt :-.ituation. Olicn their drug usc

th~..·ir lili::-.t~

lc and

the~ encount~..·r

dependence rather than prohlcms of intoxication or

prohkms of drug

r~..·gular li"C. ( )ftcn

their drugs rcpr\.'SL'nts a significant amount of their L'\J'll.'llditurc.

their spending on

\fan~ c.kpend~..·nt

drug

users finance their drug usc through crime (.laf\ b & Parl..a. 19R9: l.n & Stephens.
2002).

Clcarl~.

drug dependence. as opposed to drug

u~c

pc-r ~c. i:-. an important fltctor in

the relationship hct\\\.'\!n drug..; and crime.
Gh·cn that users ha\c difl'crcnt rclation!-<hips \\ith drugs. the precise nature of the
causal process linking drug usc and crime can take !-<\.'\\.'nil forms. In summarising
American research C\ idcncc. C'haik..:n and Chaih·n ( 1990) lllund that some drug users
progress from recreational drug 11sc to dep'-•ndcnt drug

u~e

and then to propcrt) crime

'"here as other drug users had a history of acquisiti'c rrim'-' that l'amc hctllrc their drug
usc. Chaiken and ('haikcn ( 1990) al:-.o tlnmd c\ idcnc..: that linked the regular usc llf
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heroin and cocaine to predatory crime. \\hcreas the regular usc of other drugs \\as less
predictive of predatory crime. Heroin dependenc) coupled '' ith polydrug use \\as also
associated'' ith persistent offending. Interestingly. a reduction in drug use. that

\\US

brought about through treatment. lo\\ered offending rates. Hammersley et al. (19&9)

report findings related to Scottish opiate users that \\ere broadly consistent with
American research. Clearly. an indh·idual"s choice of drug and the nature of his or her
use of this drug innuenced offending hehm·iour. Klcc and Morris ( !994) investigated

the association between crime and drug misuse in injecting heroin users and injecting
amphetamine users. They reponed on the different lifestyles that were associated with
different types of drug use. The sociahilit) of amphetamine use

\\US

clearly contrasted

to the isolating effects of heroin. Respondents in the Klee and Morris study spoke ahout

their drug usc being related to crime in a positive

\\3)'.

Amphetamine users spoke about

the drug induced e!Tects of alertness and confidence that \\ere associated with their drug
use. Klee and Morris concluded that factors other than the economical benefits of crime

needed to he considered when assessing the association het\\een drug use and crime. Of
particular rcle\'ancc was a person·s drug of choice. particularly a person·s preference tOr
stimulants or opioids.
It seems logical to suggest that the background and personal circumstances of
the user may innuence both the user's choice of drug and his or her pattern of usc. for

example. if possession of an illegal drug is discounted. recreational usc of ecstasy is not
usually associated \\ith crime. It is possible that this is. in the main. hecause of the

socio-dcmographic characteristics of the population taking ecstasy. Ecstasy users arc
more likely to he occasional drug users. \\ho are socially stable. employed, and do not

have a pre-existing criminal history (or a subsequent criminal career). This is in contrast
to heroin users \\ho are often from more impoverished backgrounds. are often
unemployed. have more limited access to housing and restricted socioeconomic
opportunities. The) are also ol\cn polydrug users. The emotional and psychological
benefits of drug use arc clear ·pull factors' into drug use. but it seems also that
demographic factors such as poverty. poor education and low social statu; are factors
that 'push' indiYiduals into establishing particular patterns of use. Hammersley. forsyth
and Lavell ( 1990) proposed that the association bemeen criminal heha,·iour and drug
use v.as a result of the shared factors of lifestyle and ps)chological need that promote

social dc\"iancc. A link hctween social and economic status has also been considered in
the drug- crime relationship. Nurco. Shaffer and Cisin ( 19&4) showed that social
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deprivation was negatively correlated with levels of drug use and crime, suggesting that
criminal behaviour and drug misuse may be associated with aspects of social
deprivation.
Hammersley et al. ( 1989) noted that criminal experience (success in criminal
endeavours) was a better explanation for crime than drug use itself. Similarly, age of
commencement of criminality is also an important factor in the drug- crime nexus. For
example. Nurco. Kinlock and Balter ( 1993) showed that individuals. whose criminal
career commenced before their drug use. were more likely. than matched comparison
groups. to report involvement in crime during adolescence. Hall, Bell and Carless
(1993) replicated this finding in an Australian study of methadone maintenance. They
noted that heavy involvement in crime was more common among clients who reported
having early contact with the criminal justice system. The development of a criminal
lifestyle during an individual's formative years appeared to be related to levels of
criminality exhibited during later periods of drug dependence.
In summarising this discussion. a comment made by Kreitman ( 1977) is worth
considering. Kreitman made the assertion that the 'clinician's view is hopelessly
biased'. In effect. where one looks. dictates what one finds. Thus. in drug treatment
seeking populations. one sees one perspective of the crime drug-crime link. However, if
one looks at an offender population. a different perspective is found. Both are of course
'true'. but both are 'biased'. The real 'truth' of the drug-crime association is possibly
three fold. Some people's drug use and crime are driven by the same causative factors
e.g .. socio-economic disadvantage and or psychological distress. For others their drug
dependence results in them becoming involved in crime and. finally for others. their
criminal activity causes them to come into contact with excessive drug use.
Relationships that have different aetiological beginnings are inevitably different. Some
of the complexity in the crime-drug association may be related to a failure to
disaggregate the cohorts under investigation and appreriate that for some drugs and
crime are clearly linked whereas for others there is no association whatsoever.

Responses to Drug Dependence
As noted above. the economic and social costs of drug use are considerable.
Substance use imposes costs upon the individual drug user. their families. the wider
community. industry and society as a whole. It is not surprising therefore that
governments and policy makers have invested in finding ways to reduce the costs
incurred through drug use. Interestingly. the most effective and cost efficient
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intervention for reducing the negative impacts of excessive drug use is treatment
(Godfrey. Ste,.art. & Gossop. 2004: National Institute of Drug Addiction 2001)
Over the past three decades. five large-scale outcome studies assessing the
impact of intervention for drug and alcohol dependence have been undertaken. In the
USA. three sequential studies occurred. The first was the Drug Abuse Reponing
Program (DARP) a longitudinal. multi-site. study in which the demographics and
treatment compliance of persons entering treatment were assessed (Simpson & Sells.
1983 ). This study commenced in 1972 and examined the effects of four treatment

interventions. namely methadone maintenance, therapeutic communities. outpatient
drug-free services and outpatient detoxification on an initial intake sample of 44.000
clients from 52 treatment agencies. The DARP programme was followed in the 1980s
by the Treatment Outcome Prospective Study (TOPS) (Hubbard. Rachal. Craddock. &
Cavanaugh. 1984 ). This study was also concerned with following a large cohort
(N~JI.OOO)

of illegal drug users through treatment (Hubbard et al .. 1984). In the TOPS

study the four treatment modalities were methadone maintenance, detoxification.
residential and outpatient drug free programmes. The final research study was DATOS
or the Drug Abuse Treatment Outcome Studies (Flynn. Craddock. Hubbard. Anderson,

& Dunteman. 1997). This was a comprehensive. naturalistic study of over I 0.000
persons entering a range of different modalities of treatment (methadone maintenance.
short term residential. long term residential and outpatient drug free treatment). The
next major study of the impact of treatment was the British NTORS study (National
Treatment Outcome Research Study. Gossop eta!., 1998). Again this was a
longitudinal. multi-site. investigation of the impact of treatment (residential. residential
rehabilitation. methadone maintenance and methadone reduction) on over 1.000 persons
coming into contact with standard. or real world. treatment (as opposed to a research
designed intervention). The fifth and final study was the United States Project MATCH
investigation (Project MATCH research group, 1997). Project MATCH was distinct
from the other studies noted above because the impact of treatment on alcohol
dependence "as investigated based on the premise that different types of intervention
(three theoretically distinct interventions) would each have a differential impact. In
effect. the study was designed to provide answers to the question: Which type of client
does well with "hat type of therapy? The intent was to conclude from the data gathered
that people with alcohol dependence could be effectively matched to different
interventions. The above studies represent a core ofkmmledge about the effectiveness
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and efficacy of treatment. Consequently, they have been extensively cited in the
treatment outcome literature. In January 2004, Australia commenced its own treatment
outcome study. Heroin users seeking treatment (N=745) were recruited from three
States and 80 heroin users not seeking treatment were recruited in New South Wales.
The sample was recruited from 19 treatment agencies and the three main treatment

interventions were methadonelhuprenorphine maintenance. detoxification and
residential rehabilitation. In New South Wales, at the one year outcome stage.
substantial reductions in heroin and other drug use were reported (methadone
maintenance 68%, detoxification. 54%. residential rehabilitation 69%). A reduction was
also noted in a non-treatment sample but was less (25% ). Considerable reductions in the
percentages of participants reporting committing any crime was also reported across the
treatment samples (Ross. eta!.. 2004).
As a result of the above research. a number of'givens' about the treatment of
drug dependence can be assumed with relative safety. The first is that intervention
·works': essentially consumers coming into contact with various forms of intervention
do 'better' than those not so exposed (Anglin. Speckart. Booth. & Ryan. 1989:
Mclellan. Woody. Metzger, McKay. Durrell, Alterman. & O'Brien 1996). Hser. Anglin.
Grella. Longshore and Prendergast ( 1997) in their review of the 'treatment careers' of
drug users noted the cumulative effects of treatment for drug users, with successive
episodes of treatment being associated with improved outcome.
The NTORS data showed significant increases in rates of abstinence from
illegal drugs in patients from both residential and methadone programmes (Gossop,
Marsden. Stewart. & Kidd 2003: Hubbard 1997). This result was deemed to be
particularly encouraging because abstinence from illegal drugs was a particularly
stringent measure to be applied to such a severely problematic group of drug dependent
indi' iduals (Gossop eta!.. 1998). There was also strong evidence that treatment
intervention improved the health outcomes of consumers (e.g., Anglin. Hser. & Grella
1997: Gossop eta!.. 2003 ). The improved health outcomes included reduced injecting
and sharing of injecting equipment. improved psychological health and reduced
morbidity and mortality (Gossop, eta!.. 2003).
Importantly, treatment is also cost effective. Using the NTORS and DATOS
data. it was estimated that for every extra £1/$1 spent on drug dependence treatment
there is a return of £3/$3 in the cost savings associated with lower levels of victim costs
of crime and reduced demands on the criminal justice system (Flynn. Kritiansen. Porto.
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& Hubbard 1999: Gossop. Marsden. & Stev.art. 1998). Ev"n expensive residential
treatments. that can be up to eight times as expensi\e as non-residential counselling

programs. have been shown to be cost effective (Flynn et ai.J999: Gossop Marsden.
Stewart. & Treacy 2002).
There is therefore good evidence to support the use of treatment. Researchers
have thus turned their attention to identifying the components that make treatment
etTective. As already noted. drug users are a heterogenous population. Different patterns
of drug use and dependence exist both within and betv.een individuals. and these
differences require a variety of responses. The majority of drug dependent consumers
enter a succession of different treatments and modalities over time (llser. Anglin.
Grella. Longshore. & Prendergast. 1997). Importantly. as shown particularly
persuasively in Project MATCH. there is no single best treatment. Instead. a
smorgasbord of interventions appears to be necessary and there appears to be an overall
equivalence of interventions. Programmes with very different ideological perspectives
appear to achieve very similar outcomes (Project MATCH Research Group. 1997).
Therefore. non-specific factors, such as the quality of the helping alliance. therapeutic
enthusiasm and adoption of a coherent theoretical model of intervention, all appear to be
critical in determining good outcome. It seems that these non-specific factors are of
particular importance to ·treatment repeaters i.e .. more experienced clients of drug
treatment agencies. Treatment repeaters tend to be more discerning about the treatment
they receive. responding Jess to treatment per se than to what they deem to be good
treatment (Anglin et al., 1997). Outcomes for treatment repeaters in the non-residential
treatments in DATOS depended much more on the quality of their current treatment
experience than did the outcomes for first time users of treatment (Anglin et al.. 1997).
Recovery from addiction thus appears to be a process not an event.
Consequently. treatment repeaters are the 'norm' rather than the exception. Treatment

repeaters also tend to have more extensive and longer drug using careers and are also
more involved in criminality. For this. and other reasons. treatment repeaters may be
Jess responsive to one-off treatment interventions. Instead. they may require more
prolonged and multiple episodes of treatment to achieve long-term abstinence and fully
restored functioning. However. the evidence shows that even long term drug dependents
v.ho have continued. or relapsed into. addiction. despite previous treatments. can benefit
from further intervention (Anglin et. al.. 1997).
Individuals who are entrenched in problematic drug use often encounter a wide
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range of problems associated with their substance use. Although. detoxification and/or
the use of appropriate medications (substitution. antagonist and psychotropic) arc

important aspects of treatment. they arc not enough h) thcmseh·es. Counselling and
other therapies are also an integral part of effective treatment. As noted above. it is often

the non-specific factors. such as a strong alliance bct\\ccn a client and their treatment
worker. that ha\e the most profound impact on a person's drug use. Ho\\cvcr. to bring
about lasting recovery. treatment appears to need to take on a more holistic approach.
Hence. treatment has to attend to the multiple needs of the indi\ idual. not just his or her
drug use. As noted by Moos (2003) ... People with addictive disorders exist in a complex
web of social forces. not on an island unto themselves. free of social context. Formal
treatment can be a compelling force for change. hut it typically has only ephemeral
influence. In contrast. 'elatively stable factors in people's lives. such as informal help
and ongoing social resources. tend to play a more enduring role:· (p. 3). This is a
critical issue that forms the core of the present research. namely what are the relative
contributions of social resources (Recovery Capital) and intervention in prompting

recovery?
Given the potential role of social recovery factors. it is not surprising that all of

the above outcome studies have shown that retaining clients in treatment is important.
Longer stays in treatment are consistently associated with better outcomes (Hubbard.
Craddock. & Anderson 2003 ). It has been argued that longer treatment durations
encourage social stability and social re-connect ion. This finding of ·longer is better is
particularly so for rehabilitation where three months plus of care significantly improves
outcome (Hubbard et al.. 2003: Hubbard. Craddock. Flynn. Anderson. & Etheridge.
1997).
Because clients often leave treatment prematurely. treatment programmes need
to include strategies that engage and keep clients in treatment. Of particular interest is
establishing the factors that influence clients to stay in treatment for longer. DATOS
found that ditTerent programmes offering the same fom1 of treatment had very diflcrent
retention rates. Analysis that disentangled the influence of client differences from
programme differences in the DATOS cohort has been carried out. rhis analysis
showed that differences in clients commitment to change through treatment. at
treatment entry. were far more influential than static factors such as the clients age.
gender. history of drug use. criminality. treatment history. emplo) mentor relationships
(Joe. Simpson. & Broome. 1998). Commitment to change through treatment improved
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clients" conlidence in treatment and the quality of their client-counsellor relationship. In
tum these helped to enrich the content of counselling session and vice versa. This \\ould

suggest that even\\ ith less motivated clients. treatment services can retrieve the
situation if at intake. and v.ithin the lirst few weeks of intervention. they take steps to
bolster the client's conlidence in. and commitment to. therapy. The forging of strong
client-counsellor relationships. in \\hich the client's concerns and problems can be
addressed. appears to he ofsignilicant imponance. This finding is ofpanicular interest
to the current research study that examines v.hich factors predict recidivism. Given the
abme DATOS lindings. it is ofimponance to find out the relative contributions of

Recovery Capital and intervention on recidivism rates for persons whose criminal
behaviour is associated with drug dependence.
In summary. it is well established that treatment ·v.orks and that increased
treatment contact (in terms of both duration and repetition of care) results in better
outcomes. even for individuals at the severe end of the drug using spectrum. It has been
demonstrated that the type. or model. of treatment is less imponant than so-called ·nonspecific" factors. such as the development of a sound therapeutic alliance. It has also
been v.ell documented that drug users needs are diverse and change over time. In order
to accommodate these needs. treatment services need to provide a ·smorgasbord· of
interventions that are readily accessible to drug users. These treatment interventions
need to he holistic in nature so that they address more than just an individual"s drug use.
Motivation is an integral pan of any change process and. as noted above. this is
panicularly so amongst drug users.
The benefits of treatment have not been restricted to the alcohol and drug arena.
Over the past decade there has been a revival of interest in offender rehabilitation.
panicularly offender treatment. Alongside this. there has been a debate about the nature.
ethics and usefulness of coerced treatment. These topics are discussed in the following

sections.

Responses to offending behaviour

1\/anaKemenl c?ll?fknders
The question of how society should respond to those who break its laws remains
a topic of considerable debate. The crux of the debate is a moralistic issue- should
ot1enders be punished for their actions and/or should some attempt be made to
rehabilitate them 0 llollin (2002a) reflected this dilemma by noting that criminal justice
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systems could adopt a ·constructive· approach (the system invests in therapeutic
approaches that induce beneficial change in offending behaviour) or adhere to a
"destructive approach in which the application of legal sanctions takes something away
from ofTenders.
llollin (2002a) identified three ·camps or stances in this debate. These were (i)
rctributionists. (ii) the utilitarians and (iii) the humanitarians. The 'retributi<mists hold
the v·icw that the function of the criminal justice system is to punish the offender for his

or her v.rongdoing. From the retrihutionists• perspecti\C. punishment is deemed to be an
end in itself and no consideration is given to other outcomes such as prevention or
rehabilitation. The utilitarian approach is predicated on the idea that the function of the

criminal justiceS) stem is to redm:e recidi\ ism as opposed to just punishing indi\iduals.
llowever. this perspective generates a debate ahout 'Vohich intervention is the most cost
effectiv·e and morally acceptable way of reducing rc-ofTcnding. The humanitarian
approach is predicated on the unconditional delivery of rehabilitation. There is a

grov.ing consensus that a significant number of offenders have experienced sociaL
psychological and/or economic hardships (Farrington. 1995). Often they have been
victims of physical. sexual and/or emotional abuse (Widom. 1989). Hollin (2002a)
argued that "in view of this deprivation and victimisation it could be argued that in a

humane society offenders are deserving recipients of rehabilitative interventions.. (p.
159). Given the differences between the retributive. constructive and humane
perspectives. it is inevitable that there will be much debate about the appropriateness or
othem ise of treatment for offenders.
The reliance on punishment has been both a long-standing and politically
approved response to social deviance. The notion of punishment is that it will deter the
offender from further wrongdoing. As noted above. the associations between drug use

and crime often result in dependent drug users having contact with the criminal justice
S) stem.

Penalties for drug related crime typically revolve around punishment. Initial

sanctions often include fines and/or community service orders. Often. with their

increased frequency of contact v. ith the criminal justice system. drug users receive
increasingly serious penalties including imprisonment. In line \Vith the retributionists"
view. incarceration is believed to punish past offences. prevent by imprisonment reo !Tending. and deter the drug users from committing further crimes upon release.
Imprisonment is also considered to deter others from committing drug related crimes.

llowcvcr. the impact of imprisonment as a response to drug related crime is
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uncertain. The evidence indicates that imprisonment fails to reduce drug related
offending and furthermore does not appear to act as a deterrent to others (Andrev.s.
Zinger. Hoge. Bonta. Gendreau. & Cullen. 1990: llall. 1997). There is considerable
evidence that drug dependent oflenders continue to use drugs v.hile they are
incarcerated (Keene. 1997). Unfortunately such use is often associated v.ith risky drug

using behaviours. such as the sharing of needles that exposes users to the risk of
catching IllY or other blood horne' iruses such as hepatitis C (Cregan. 1998). Hence.

rather than reducing drug use. incarceration may maintain or even exacerbate the
consequences of drug use. A number of countries including Britain and Australia haYe
seen dramatic increases in their prison populations. Carach and Grant ( 1999) reviewed
changes in Australia"s prison population bet\\Cen 1982 and 1988. They found a I 02 per
cent increase in imprisonment rates with the number of prisoners in 1982 rising from
9.826 to 19. 906 h} 1996. A llome Otlice publication (2003) revie'>'ed Britain"s prison
population bet\\een the years 1988-2000. The results of this review sho\\ed that
Britain"s prison population rose steadily from 1993. peaked in 1998 and then had a

marginal (I 0/o) reduction in 2000. The increase in costs associated with the

gro~ing

prison population has also brought the appropriateness of incarceration as a punishment
for drug ofiCnders into question.
In view of the fact that incarceration docs not provide the answer to managing
drug related crime. alternative strategies and interventions have had to be considered.
Evidence of this shift in thinking can be seen in the national drug policies of Europe. the
United Kingdom and Australia. These policies ha,·e subtly mowd away from the

espoused ·war on drugs· and have to some extent adopted a harm minimisation
approach to the management of drug usc. An important component of these policies is
the introduction of a therapeutic response for the management of drug related crime.
Although coerced treatment for offenders is by no means a new concept. the last couple

of decades ha\·e seen a revival of interest in offender rehabilitation. and in particular
treatment interventions for drug using offCndcrs. The following sections outline some of
the key areas in this ongoing debate.

Offender rehahi/itation
Since the 1960s. the popularity of offender treatment has fluctuated. It reached
an all time low during the 1970s when Martinson ( 1974) published a much cited paper
and prompted a ·v.hat \\orks 0 " debate. In his paper. Martinson (1974) expressed his

view that neither education nor ps) chotherapy could 0\ crcome. or even suhstantially
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reduce. the pov.erful tendency for offenders to continue in criminal behaviour. Other

researchers at this time also supported this pessimistic

\"iC\\

(e.g .. Brody. 1976; Lipton.

Martinson. & Wilks 1975). These researchers obsen·ed that most of the research to date
v.as undermined by poor methodology. and e\en methodologicall) sound studies failed
to provide cYidence that intervention could significantly reduce recidivism (Brody,
1976: Lipton et al.. I 975). I lo\\ever. continued research in the area of the treatment of

offenders has seen a resurgence of optimism. During the 1990s. meta-analyses of the
ofTendcr treatment literature brought about a re\ ivai of optimism in the area of offender
treatment (e.g .. Andrev.s et al.. 1990: Lipsey. I 995: Redondo. Garrido. & SanchezMecca, 1999). These meta-anal)ses and the associated syntheses (e.g .. Cooke. &
Phillip. 2001: Gendreau. 1996: Lose I. 1995) have proYided considerable support for the
effectiveness of offender treatment. In effect. when the recidivism rates of 'treated"
offenders were compared their untreated counterparts. the treated group faired less
badly (Hollin. 2002a). The results of the meta-analyses also indicated that some
interventions had significantly higher impacts than others (Hollon, 1999: Lipsey. 1995).
The effective interventions with offenders were tl1und to employ cognitive behavioural

methods. high treatment integrity and tailored interventions to client needs. Andrews et
al. (1990) viev.ed treatment a•. ·appropriate' v.hen it takes account of offenders' level of

' their needs and their responsivity. As discussed by Cooke and Philip (2001 ).
risk,
·appropriate treatment" is ensuring that indi\iduals are suited to the treatment
interventions to" hich they are referred. According to Andrews et al. ( 1990), higher

levels of service need to be reserved f{lr offenders \\ho have a greater numher of
characteristics that arc associated\\ ith

recidivi~m.

Treatment intcrvcntio:1s need to

directly address. and target. the criminogenic needs ofofTenders. Finally. offender
treatment needs to be nexible in its deliver) so that it can be matched to offenders'
abilities and learning style. Importantly. the results of the meta-analyses indicated that

punitiYe measures \\ere incffccti\e in reducing rates of recidivism (Hollin. 2002b).
In light of the posith·e messages that ha,·e emerged from the '\\hat works'
debate. offender rehahilitation has become fashionahle. I loll in (2002a. p. I 60) noted that
the "The field of offender treatment has adopted a program based approach where

practitioners arc trained to adhere closely to a research-hascd treatment manual to
deliver a behaviour change program ... Offender beha\ iour programs have therefore
become standardised in their administration and typically include a specified number of

sessions. arc broadly

delin~red

in a group format and incorporate set exercises that arc
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believed to address particular treatment targets.
This programmatic. perhaps some\\ hat tl1rmulaic. approach to o!Tender

treatment has raised technical issues of its ov. n. Amidst this dchate is an issue that has
featured in the broader clinical literature as \\ell. of" hcther m"nual based treatments

are the most effecti\'C intern:ntion. The main criticisms of manual based treatments arc
the absence ofindiYidualised treatment and case tl1rmulation. the applicabilit) of the
research on unrepresentative samples. the dominance of a particular theoretical model
and the restriction it places on clinical artistry (Wilson. 1996). In light of these

criticisms there has been a recent and hesitant mo\·e lO\\ards updating the desigu ur.J
delivery of programs for offenders. Researchers arc

pa~ ing

more attention to the

variables that bring about lasting change e.g .. the role of the therapist in oflender
treatment (Marshall & Serran. 2004).
In his relatively recent paper. llollin (2002a) described an offender program that
has broken away from the traditional approach of o!Tender treatment. The STOP
START project (Attenborough. 2002) that has been established in Durham in the United
Kingdom adopted a ·s)stems approach' to offender treatment. \\here the emphasis is on

indi\'idual case management rather than fitting an indi\ idual"s needs !nto the limitations
of a traditional program. In the STOP START project the indiYidual needs of oflenders
are assessed and a needs profile is dew loped that is then used to plot the offenders route
through the program. A modular f(lfmat. as opposed to a more prescribed approach. has
been adopted in this programme. this modular approach increases the program's
flexibility in targeting indiYidual offenders' needs. The STOP START project is of

particular rele\'ance to the current research question because of the emphasis it places
on addressing criminogenic need as opposed to oflenee t) pe. Offenders haYe multiple
needs. some personal and some practical. linked to their o!Tending. Recovery Capital.

the concept under in\'estigation in the current study. is a proposed means of assessing an
individual's collecti\'e assets and strengths (and their ddicits) so that areas of need can
be identified. Interventions can then be targeted to address these needs.
The STOP START programme (Attenborough. 2002) operated \\ithin the prison
and the community. Hence. professionals both \\ithin and outside the criminal justice
S)Stem are utilised. As noted by I loll in (2002a). the theoretical underpinnings of the
STOP START project encompassed criminological and psychological theor). It mo,·ed

the emphasis a\\ay from a singular approach and encouraged practitioners to consider
social. as v.cll as indiYidual. factors. Gi\'Cn the complex it~ of recidivism and behaviour
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change. it is likely that an eclectic therapeutic approach may be more beneficial than an

over-:eliance on a single theoretical theory such as cogniti\e behavioural therapy.
Hence. suitably complex and intricate responses both \\ithin prison and within the
broader community need to he embraced. The concept of Recovery Capital. like the
Level of Service Inventory (LSI) assessment tool. allows the social and individual

factors that may influence recidivism in an indh idual to be considered. Indeed. the
current study is also of interest because it compares both LSI scores and levels of
Recovery Capital as predic10rs ofrccidivism. Ho"ever. the Recovery Capital measure.
in contrast to the LSI. includes additional psychological variables such as the influence
of an individual"s family of origin experiences and how this may ha,·e impacted on his
or her ability to establish appropriate and fulfilling adult relationships. The Recovery

Capital measure also looks at a person's drug usc and drug use treatment in more detail.
It is anticipated that the current study will add to the literature by prm iding some
understanding of the relevant significance of the\ arious components of R•:cm·er)
Capital in determining recidivism rates.
In summary. the treatment of offenders. as against their punishment. is a key
issue in offender management. Over the past decade. the support for offender
rehabilitation has increased. To date most offender treatment interventions have adopted
a programmatic approach. This work has taken a standardised group approach that has

used mainly a cognitive behavioural framework. IIO\\ever. recent research has
emphasised the importance of establishing a more flexible treatment stance that

addresses the individual criminogenic needs of offenders as opposed to addressing their
offence type. A ·systems approach seems to he emerging \\hereby the individual and

social needs of oiTcnders an! addressed both\\ ithin prison and" ithin the community.
('oerdon

\Vith the increased usc of offender rehabilitation programmes. there has been a
debate about \\hcther it is ethical to coerce individuals into treatment. In terms of the
treatment of substance dependence. coercion remains in the addictions field a
controversial issue. As noted. oiTender rehabilitation and treatment are becoming a
progressively more acceph:d course of action. Essential!). the programmes offered to
offenders are coercive because there arc ncgati\e consequences for non-participation in
treatment. For example. failure to participate in a treatment programme could result in
an individual not being eligible fbr parole or being incarcerated as opposed to receiving
a community sentence. The consequences of non attendance also vary between
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jurisdictions.
There is considerable confusion surrounding the term coercion and its relation to
intervention. As noted by Farabee. Prendergast and Anglin ( 1998). the language that is
used to v.hen talking ahout coerced treatment is flu from consistent. Terms such as
··coerced"". ··compulsory... ··mandated... ··jnvoluntal') ··.··legal pressure.. and ··criminal
justice referral" can all he found in the literature on coercion. This \\auld not be an issue
if these terms \\ere interchangeable. but -coercion is not a single wcll-delined entit): it
in fact represents a range of options of \·ar~ ing degrees of severity across the\ arious
stages of criminal justice processing .. (Farabee ct al.. 1998. p. 3 ). Coercive treatment
interventions for the management of substance dependence are not new. As filr hack as
the late 1800s. the Scottish Inebriates Relonnator) Act ( 1898) was an attempt to Ioree
chronic alcohol dependent indi\'iduals into treatment. lndh·iduals were sentenced to two
years of refom1ation. large!) in isolated. rural as) Iurns. Although. the effect of such
incarceration \\as. in terms ofahstention. inctTecthe. the Act \\as an early attempt to
mandate otTenders \\ ith alcohol problems into treatment. In America. in the 1920s.
coerced treatment began \\ith morphine maintenance clinics. In the 1930s came the
setting up of compulsory federal narcotics treatment fbcilities in Fort Worth. Texas and
l.exington. Kentucky (Farabee ct al.. 1998).
In terms of coercive treatment.
identified:

(i)

substance

u~crs

h\O

major legal forms of coercion can be

ci' il commitment and ( ii) judicial commitment. Ci,·il commitment for
is the in\'oluntal')· rdCrral of substance users into treatment by agencies.

such as ch il courts. drug treatment or medical agencies. During the 1960s. ci\·il
commitment procedures \\ere implemented in North America. These included the
Calill>rnia t'i\ il Addict Program. the :'\c\\ York State Act and the Federal Narcotic
Addict Rehabilitation Act (ll>r historical rc\iC\\S sec Anglin & llser. 1991; Finn. 1985:
l.cukciCid & Tims. 19RR). In his re\ iew of the efficacy of ch·il commitment in treating
narcotic addiction. Anglin ( 19RR) concluded that ci,·ii commitment was an effective
\\a~

of reducing narcotic addiction hecause it \\as a useful way of bringing users into

treatmt..·nt. :\It hough he nott..•d the bcndits ofcivill~ committing drug users into
treatment. he \\as also clear in his hclicfthat ci\ il commitment should not replace
\ oluntar~ treatmc:nt.
The 1970s marked the beginning of the present system that relies more on
judicial commitment than on a ch il commitment procedure. Judicial commitment is the
committal to

~rcatment

hy a court order. \\'ithin this judicial based framework. the
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emphasis is on community based treatment as an alternative to incarceration or as a
condition of probation. Essential!). offenders arc given a choice about accepting the
order. but in reality it resembles more of a ·th-,bson's choice· than a real choice. It is this
aspect of coerced treatment that many practition.:rs. particularly treatment sen·ice
providers. take issw.: \\ith. preferring to maintain their treatment services as \'Oluntary.
Ho\\ever. the distinction bel\\een \·oluntary \·ersus coerced treatment may \\ell be less
clear cut than some treatment service providers percci\e it to he. T,Je possibility that a
significant number of drug dependent individuals. irrespective of court orders. feel
coerced to attond treatment is very likely. Anyone who has worked with drug
dependent users" ill he a\\are that drug users of\en refer themselves mto treatment as a
result of feeling coerced by family members. employers and friends.
As noted hy Day. Tucker and Howells (2004). there is a distinct difference

between coercion in the arena of offender rehabilitation and the coercion that is fOund
within psychiatric (e.g .. compulsory admission to a psychiatric hospital) and prison
settings (e.g .. use of seclusion cells for prisoners who are deemed to he at risk for
suicide). As is common practice. when there is a demonstrable risk of harm to an
individual or others. clinicians are able. even expected. to compel such individuals to
take the necessary actions to keep themselves and/or others sate. In these instances. the
individual does not have a choice. OtTenders. however. can not be physically forced to
attend rehabilitation programmes or. even if they do attend. to participate fully. As
argued by Day et al. (2004) ...directly coerced rehabilitative treatment in its absolute
sense is impossible .. (p. 260). Instead the) suggest that as opposed to being coerced.

ofTenders are actually 'pressured" into engaging in treatment because their decision of
whether or not to engage in treatment is influenced by negative consequences for nonparticipation.

Coercing ofTenders into treatment has been justilicd because treatment is
believed to bring ahout hcnclits for an individual and/or to reduce the harm caused to
others. Although some offenders hU\e insight into the difficulties that thdr substance
use is having on them and society in general. many high risk offenders do not
demonstrate such insight (Raine. 1993 ). It is argued that in these instances some
pressure to attend treatment is necessary if the) are to profit from a rehabilitation

programme. Reducing ham1 to others. though. is perhaps a more realistic rationalisation
for ·pressuring· offenders into treatment. As noted in the previous section. the evidence
indicates that the use of treatment in the management ofprohiL·matic substance use can
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and has been found to signiticantly reduce offending behaviour and consequently the
harm caused to others (Godfrey. eta!.. 2004).
'Therapeutic jurisprudence' is a relatively new concept that has become
influential in the area of coerced treatment (Wexler. 199R). In therapeutic jurisprudence.
the role of the law as a therapeutic agent is considered. Therapeutic jurisprudence is the
tenn giwn to the consideration of the impact of the legal system on an individual's well

being. It also examines the extent to which the correctional system maximises
therapeutic opportunities for rehabilitation (Birgden. 2002). Within the model of

therapeutic jurisprudence it is considered appropriate for courts to pressure offenders
into treatment if it is considered to he in the interests of both the indi\ idual offender and
the community (Birgden. 2002).

Given the contro\·ersy surrounding coerced treatment. its effectiveness as an
intervention is likely to hme a key role in determining its acceptability. According to
Day ct a!. (2004 ). to date the research on the coercion of offenders has tocused

predominantly on\\ ithin-treatment outcomes (e.g .. getting people into treatment and
keeping them there) and treatment outcomes (e.g .. reduced substance usc and/or
offending). This said. Miller and Flaherty (2000) conducted a review of the literature on
the effecti\·eness of coerced addiction treatment and concluded that coerced addiction
treatment was found to be effective and cost beneficial. Indeed they noted thct "the lack

of research that shm\ed coerced addiction treatment to he ineffective v.·as striking·· (p.
14) Likewise. Farabee eta!. ( 1998). from a review of II outcome studies on compulsory
substance abuse treatment. concluded that. "empirical studies have largely supported the

usc of coercive measures to increase the likelihood of an offender's entering and
remaining in treatment" (p.4 ). According to Marshall and llser (2002). however .

.. reviC\\S of outcome research on legal coercion are generally equivocal as to its
efficacy" (p. 180). A number of researchers have presented a somewhat pessimistic and
hesitant de\\ about the henelits of coerced treatment (e.g .. Miller. 1985: Rotgers. !992:
Wild. Cohen. Mann. & Ellis. !995). However. e\·en though the evidence base is
limited. some usel'ullindings about the effectiveness of coerced treatment for offenders
have been determined. Folio" ing a review or four major drug treatment studies (DARP.
TOPS. DATOS and the National Treatment Improvement and Evaluation Study).
Goldsmith and Latessa (2001) reported two major tindings. First. length of time in
treatment predicted outcome with a minimum period of90 days being necessary for

treatment to he effective. hut that 12 months \\as generally the minimum effective
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duration. Their second major finding "as that coerced patients stayed in treatment
longer. Anglin and llser (1991) in their study of methadone clients showed that

treatment outcomes \\Cre not determined by the reasons for entering treatment. but the
length of time remaining in treatment. This finding reflected that of Simpson and Friend
( 1988) \\ho t(mnd that the source of referral (legal compared with family/friend driven
referrals) tl>r clients in the DARP treatment made no ditTerence to the effectiveness of

treatment outcomes.
Researchers\\ hilst tr) ing to establish \\hcther coerced treatment is as effective
as voluntary treatment have focused their attention on identifying possible differences
bet\\een voluntary and coerced clients (Anglin. Brecht. & Maddahian. 1989: Farabee.
Nelson. & Spence. 1993: Kline.1997). The aim has been to identify the ditTerences

between such groups of clients so that treatment interventions. \\<here necessary. can
address differing treatment needs or motivation. The research to date has generally
tl>cused on sociodemographic. rather than psychosocial. characteristics (Anglin et al..
1989). Few systematic ditlcrenccs between voluntary and legally mandated clients have
been found. However. Kline ( 1997). in her study of996 men and women in residential
drug treatment in northern New Jersey. found ditli:rences in demographic characteristics
between the two groups as \\ell as differences in attitudes and behaviours likely to
impact on treatment outcome. In terms of demographic ditTerences. mandated clients
were younger. more likely to he male. and less likely to be black than other clients.
They also reported better health status and better social and psychological adjustment.
less homclessness. fewer health problems. lm•er le\els of psychological distress. better
tamily adjustment. and tc\\er medical. social. and drug problems requiring interwntion.
Farabee ct al. ( 1993) found legally mandated clients to be less motivated to participate
in treatment. hut did not find any differences bet"een these groups with respect to

psychological distress.
Marshall and Hscr (2002) set about attempting to describe the sociodemographic
and ps)chosocial characteristics of three dit1crcnt client groups receiving treatment for

substance dependence from communit) treatment facilities. Three groups \\<ere
examined: ( 1) clients mandated by the criminal justice system to receive treatment: (2)

clients currently involved in the criminal justice system. but whose treatment "as not
legally mandated: and (3) clients\\ ho had no criminal justice contact at programme
entry. Marshall and llser (2002) found that nonmandatcd clients shared characteristics
\\ith both the criminal justice mandated clients and the no criminal justice contact
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groups. Their research results also demonstrated differences in terms of demographic
characteristics. criminological factors. drug using profiles and psychological and
physical health bct"een the groups. Of particular intere't were the significant

diftCrences in motiYation tm\ards treatment. und confidence in treatment. bet\\een the
mandated and the non-mandated groups. with mandated clients scoring significantly

lower than the other two groups. Clearly. engaging mandated clients in treatment is a
difficult task. and one that requires considerable therapeutic skill. Managing the
hostility and resistance that coerced clients ma} bring to their treatment is likely to be a

critical feature of any successful inten·cntion. Treatment pnn iders \\Orking with
coerced clients need to he aware that

the~

are not working in a dyadic relationship.

Instead they arc in a triangular relationship that includes the client. the therapist and the
coercer (Goldsmith & Late.sa. 2001 ).
Much of the research to date has assumed that coercion and referral source are
interchangeable concepts or that coercion can be directly inferred from referral source.

Hov.c\·er. the assumption that all criminal justice clients are entering treatment
involuntarily has little empirical support. For example. Farabee (I 995) in a study of
I .030 male prison inmates in Texas. 50 percent of the general population said that they
would be interested in participating in an alcohol or drug treatment program at that time.
Among those indicating an interest. 50 percent reported that they would be "illing to

participate in an in-prison treatment program eYen if it meant extending their prison
sentence hy three months (Farabee. I 995). Wild. Newton-Taylor and Alletto ( 1998)
believed that clients perception of their experience of entering drug treatment was a

more potent means of understanding coerced treatment than a reliance on the referral
source as a means of distinguishing het\\een coerced and \oluntary clients. In their
study of perceived cc rcion in clients entering a suhstance dependence treatment
programme. Wild et al. (I 998) found that 35% of court referred clients in a substance

usc programmes felt no coercion and 37% of self-referred clients felt coerced into
attending treatment. Thus. legal pressure is only one fom1 of coercion in that even a
proportion of self-referred clients pcrceh·ed that they \\ere attending treatment under
coercion. PreYinus research

st~.dies

hm·e demonstrated that other pressures such as

social and ntmiJy pressures also induce indiYiduaJs to Seck help for their SUhstance USe
(I Jasin. I 99~: llingson. Mangione. Meyers. & Scotch. 198~). Consequently. coercion

and pressure are not simple ohjectiYe facts. An indi\·idual may feel coerced into
treatment when there is no o~jccth·c requirement to engage in treatment. Similarly. a
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person may be objectively coerced into treatment (e.g .. b) a court) but have little
subjecti\ e sense of being coerced because the treatment is congruent v. ith their own
goals (Day ct al..1004: Wild et al.. 1'198). Also. the source of referral docs not of itself
determine the level of coercion (O'Hare. 1996).
Moti\ation has heen proposed as a

ke~

component of successful treatment

interventions (Miller. 1985 ). A key model of moti\ at ion is that proposed by Deci and
Ryan (1000). They proposed that all people arc motivated by a desire to meet basic
needs of autonom~. competence and relatedness. They noted that motivation occurs on a
continuum from e:\trinsic to intrinsic moti\ ation. Dcci and Ryan proposed that extrinsic
moti,ation can shill to intrinsic moti\ation by a process \\hereby pressure is
internalised through positi\e experience. Thus. even if ofTenders perceive high levels of
coercion forcing them into treatment. as the) engage in treatment and find it beneficial.
their intrinsic moth·ation increases and their lc\·el of percci\ ed coercion decreases (\\'ild
ct a!.. I 998 ). If offenders arc extrin;icall) moti' atcd and experience their exposure to
treatment as unhelpful. the) "ill be more likely to drop out of treatment if the coercive
influence is remo\ ed. lienee. in order to keep offenders in treatment. close attention
needs to he paid to incn:asing an offender's internal moti,·ation. Given that mandated
clients demonstrate lo\\er moti\ation to enter treatment (Marshall & lts'.!r. 2002).
therapists and clinicians need to be attuned to these varying levels of client motivation.
More:

important!~

clinicians need to be adept at increasing and maintaining clients"

moti,ation to change.
LeuJ...efcld and Tims ( 1988) ,·iev.ed reco\cry from suhstanc(.:' dependence as an
interactional phenomenon that in,·ohed client factors (external and internal motivation)
\\ith non treatment factors such as social climate as \\ell as treatment ihelf. The) argued
that a stable reco\ er) cannot be maintained by external pressure alone. i.e .. legal
pressure alone cannot bring about a

la~ting

reco\ er). ('ommitment and motivation to

maintain reclner) can on!) he achieH.'d from intrinsic dri\e. Hence. they suggested that
the role of external pres-;ure e.g .. a legal referral. is to influence a person to enter
treatment. Once clients hme entered treatment. it then heCl'lllCS important for the
treatment pro\'iders to assist clients in increasing their internalmoth·ation to achieYe
lasting reco\Cr). i\ lack of internal moth at ion l(lr chang!.! is associated "'ith lower
treatment retention rates (De I.con & Jainchill. 19R6) and inferior outcomes (Simpson.
Joe. & Ro"an-Szal. 1997).
Le,·els of problem recognition hme also been identilied as being an important
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moth ational il1ctor. Wild eta!. ( 1998) I(Jund that the Jess clients' iewed themselves as
drug dcperdcnt. the more they repo11ed feeling coerced at treatment entry. As suggested
hy Da) eta!.

(~00-+ ).

it may he that individual;· perceived level of coercion is associated

"ith their personal treatment goals. lienee. for clients \\ho acknowledge their need for
treatment. and recognise that treatment is like!) to he helpful. coercion to attend
treatment \\ill he less of an issue.
In summary. there has been a surge of interest in coerced offender treatment
ovw the past decade. The most ethically defensible form of legally coerced treatment
appears to he judicial commitment \\hereby dependent offenders are referred hy a court
to receive treatment lor their alcohol and/or drug problems usually instead of a< "stodial
sentence. In this instance offenders still have a choice. albeit a constrained one.
Although civil commitment into treatment has proved to he effccti\e for the
management of>uhstance dependence. it is vie\\ed as the least defensible form of
coerced treatmc·nt because of the lack of choice for the offender.
The evidence tor coerced treatment has been mixed. hut it has provided some
optimistic findinds. The source of referral docs not necessarily equate with a clicnt"s
perception of coercion. Clients who enter drug treatment voluntarily can experience
coercion I rom a variety of sources other than the criminal justice system. for example.
rUmily pressures to seck help. However. clients \\ho arc coerced into treatment tend to
n.~main

in treatment longer and achic\ c better outcomes. It is still unclear as to precisely

\\h)' this is the case. llo\\c\·cr legal coercion may pro\'ide the necessary external
motivation to engage in treatment. and once offenders are in treatment. their insight and
understanding of their drug usc increases. and treatment is then seen as being
compatible with their personal goals. Consequently their internal motivation to stay in
treatment increases.

The impact oltreatment on the management l?f drug rdated £Time
One confounding\ aria hie relating to the impact that treatment has on drug and
alcohol related ofiCnding

bell<.~\ iour

is the issue of \\hdhcr that intcr\'ention is voluntary

or coerced. At one le\cl the distinction het\\een \'Oiuntary and coerced is simplecoerced clients arc told to attend. \\hcrcas \'Oiuntaf) clients decide for themsel\'es.
I lo\\eYer. another \\a)' of considering this distinction is to sec voluntaf)' clients as those
\\ho have some internal motivation to address the problems caused hy their substance
usc. The second group then refers to substance users \\ho are coerced into treatment as a
result of outside pressures i.e .. they arc e\ternally moti,·atcd to engage in treatment. It is
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important to note that these cohorts are not static nor mutually exclusive. Many
substance users. depending on their personal

circum~tances.

arc likely to move het\\een

voluntary and coerced substance dependent treatment. It is also \\orth noting that source
of referral docs not neccssaril) determine \\hethcr an indi\·idual engaged in treatment is
a voluntary or coerced client. Thus many purported voluntary clients say they \\ere
coerced by friends. family or spouses to engage in treatment. Con\ersely. it has been
noted by

clini~.,.·ltli1S.

including those involved in this study. that court mandated clients

often welcome the opportunity to engage in treatment and therefore do not view the

experience of mandated treatment as overtly coercin!. Most studies to date have not
taken account of this variable and instead ha\·e relied on source of referral to ~istinguish
between \·oluntary and coerced clients. For the purposes of this review. since it relates
directly to the stud) at hand. coerced treatment refers to treatment that is delivered to

individuals as a result of their contact with the criminal justice system. In many WH) sa
more accurate tem1 might he ·mandated treatment".
The impw:l

t~lnon-mandated lrealmenl

on Jru[{ rela!ed offending

In a detailed analysis of the economic costs and consequences of drug

mi~use

and treatment among clients recruited to NTORS. Godfrey et al.. (2004) found that the
economic benefits of treatment were essentially achieved by reductions in crime and the
victim costs of crime. Godlrey et al. estimated that costs of crime fell by£ 16.1 million
($38.64 million AUD) during the first year ofNTORS and b) £11.3 ($27.12 million
AUD) million during the second year of treatment. The results from the American based
treatment outcome perspective study (TOPS) also demonstrated that drug treatment was
cost effective and cost beneficial. Criminal justice savings were significant with a 30%
decline in costs to victims of drug-related crimes and a 24% decline in costs to the
criminal justice S)Stem (Harwood. Collins.llubhard. Marsden. & Rachal. 1988).
Similar findings on changes in crime costs ha'e also been f0tmd in other studies of
treatment samples. based mainly in the United States (e.g .. Canwright. 2000: Flynn.
Kristiansen. Pono. & Hubbard. 1999; Flynn. Pono. Rounds-Bryant. & Kristiansen.
2003). Wonhy of note is that the findings ofNTORS indicated that even the most
chronic and dependent problem drug users can make significant outcome gains as a
result of treatment (Gossop. et al.. 1998).
The British NTORs study is of relevance hecausc the significant reductions in
drug use reponed by the cohon over the period of the follow up resulted in a marked
reduction in the cohon·s atTending behaviour. At the one )ear follow up period. the
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rate of acquisiti' c crime had approximately hah ed (Gossop. Marsden. Stewart. &

Rolfe. 2000). These improvements were maintained at the t\\O year. and four to five
~ear.

follov. up periods v.hcre rates of criminal im·ohcmcnt fell from 60% at intake to

20% to 28% (Gossop et aL 2003 ). Further evidence that drug treatment reduces drug
users' criminal acti\'itics has also been found in other major treatment studies. In the

Drug Abuse Rc.:-porting Program (DARP). arrest rates amongst drug treatn.cnt clients
declined by 74% al\cr treatment discharge (Simpson & Sells. 1982). In the Treatment
Outcome Prospecthc Study (TOPS). three to tl\'e )Cars al\er treatment. the proportion
of clients imolvcd in pre-treatment predatory crimes decreased by one third.
Research based in an inner London out-patient drug clinic reported by Coid.
CarvelL Kittler. lleaky and Henderson (2000) found that of 81 opiate users \\ho entered
methadone based treatment. O\'er half had reduced their heroin related offending alter
six months. BelL Mattick. Ilay. Chan and Hall ( 1997) found from their study of 300

patients attending three low intervention methadone clinics. that being in treatment
substantially lowered criminal behaviour. Similar!). and importantly. MerrilL Alterman.
Cacciola and Rutherti>rd ( 1999) found that each prior treatment history reduced the
probability of a post-treatment arrest by 25%. This cumulati\e efTect of treatment is

important in that the impact of interventions on drug usc per se has also been rc..;ognised
to be cumulative (NIDA. 2001 ). In another study. Anglin and Powers (1991)
investigated the etTccts of methadone maintenance and legal supervision (including drug
usc testing) of the behaviours of drug dependent individuals. Their results showed that

methadone maintenance resulted in a broader range. and greater magnitude. of
improvement than legal supervision. The important ca\'cat on this work is that although
persons \'Oluntarily going into treatment may subsequently reduce their criminal
behaviour. the consequent assumption that persons \\ho commit drug related crime can
therefore be best managed by coercive treatment may be an erroneous conclusion.
J-lo\\-ever. this assumption is at the comerstone of many countries· attempts to reduce
drug related criminal beha\ iour. The following section reviews the treatment
interventions that arc available at di!Terent stages in the criminal justice system
Drug courts. coerced treatments and other ri.!.\JJOnses

As noted in previous sections. no causal link hchvccn drug usc and crime has
been established. llowcver. there is a sufficient amount of c\'idence that suggests drug

use. in particular heroin and crack cocaine use. is strongly associated with acquisiti\·e
crime. Also. increased dependence on a drug and therefore increased usc of a substance
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equates\\ ith an increased rate of offending. Reducing drug related crime is a key aim in
many countries and this is reflected in their drug policies. In an attempt to reduce crime
levels many countries (such as America. Australia and the United Kingdom) haYe
introduced intcrYcntions for drug users into the criminal justice system at various
contact points such as at arrest. at sentencing. in prison and in the community.
Arrest rc:.ferral .\chemes

As implicit in the name. arrest referral comes at entry to the criminal justice
system (i.e .. at the point of arrest). The aim of such schemes is to identify problem drug

using offenders in the criminal justice system. encourage them to address their drug
problem and refer them to appropriate treatment to manage their drug usc and
offending. The intention of arrest referral schemes is to make contact with drug using
offenders soon after their arrest and make accessible to them intervention programmes
that. if they had not been arrested. they would. in all probability. not have sought out.

Arrest referral schemes do not proYidc an alternati\ e to prosecution: instead they
provide a short circuited path to drug treatment. The basis of this approach is that
treatment will lead to a reduction or cessation of drug use and thus reduce offending.
The majority of arrest referral schemes rely on the 'oluntary involvement of

problem drug using offenders. Jlov.,;cver. some schemes use more 'pressurised'
measures. such as deferred cautions. to engage drug misu~ing offCnders (Sondhi &
O'Shea. 2002). A proactive model. \\hereby an independent drug \\Orker. based in or
near the custody suite. assessed those otTenders" ith drug problems and referred them

to an appropriate treatment service was found to an effcctiYe model of intervention in
three demonstration arrest referral schemes (Edmunds. lleranden. & Hough. 1998). The

available evidence is that the arrest referral schemes can dcli\'er reductions in drug use
and offending hchm iour. For example. Edmunds et al. ( 1998) showed that amongst 128

offenders \\ho \\ere seen by an arrest referral \\orkcr. large reductions in self reported
drug use \\ere noted. The total number of criminal olfcnces committed per month

\\US

reduced from I 0. 800 in the month bctore contact "ith an arrest referral scheme to
2.200 in the month before interview. A\·erage expenditure on drugs fell from £400
($960) per \\eek to £70 ($160) per \\eek six months later (Edmunds ct al.. 1998). An

evaluation of arrest referral schemes \\as commissioned by the I lome Office and carried
out by Sonhi and O'Shea (2002). The findings of their c\·aluation replicated the
previous research lindings of Edmund ct al. ( 1998). From a cohort of 50.000 individuals

who \\ere screened by arrest referral \\Orkcrs. 58% \\ere referred to a specialist drug
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service. Follm. . ing contact\\ ith an arrest referral \\Ork.er. there \vere significant
reductions in the lc\el of police re-arrest rates six months later. Sixty seven percent of
problem drug-using o!Tenders \\ere arrested less ollcn folhming referral than before.
Substantial reductions in self reported offending \\Cre also noted. The level of self
reported shoplining fell by 50%. with a t\\O thirds drop in the levels of burglary. fraud
and street robbery. Sonhi and O"Shea"s (2002) C\aluation report confirmed previous

research findings by clearly demonstrating that substantial reductions in offending
behaviour occurred for indi,·iduals \\ho took up treatment through arrest referral. Of
particular importance is the implication that arrest referral schemes are successful in
contacting problem drug using offenders at an earlier point than they might otherwise
have considered. Almost half of the cohort screened by an arrest referral worker had not
previously accessed specialist drug treatment sen·ices (Sonhi & O"Shea. 2002).
Ho"ever. Sonhi and O"Shca"s enluation also showed that problem drug users who

v..ere referred by an arrest referral scheme \\ere significantly more likely to drop-out of
treatment than \\ere self or general practitioner ref~rred drug users. It seems clear that
treatment sen· ices need to do more to address the high rate of attrition amongst arrest
referral clients.
Drug courts

Drug courts are a relati\·dy recent introduction into the criminal justice system.
The lirst one \\as established in Miami. America. in 1989. Since their introduction. drug

courts ha\C become an integral part of the American criminal justice system with over
1.183 drug courts being operational by the year 2003 (West-Huddleston. FreemanWilson. & Boone. 2004 ). Australia. Canada. Puerto Rico the Republic of Ireland and

Scotland have recently introduced drug courts into their criminal justice systems (Bean.
2002: Bclcnko. 2002: Elcy. Malloch. Mcll"or. Yates. & llnmn. 2002; lndcrmaur &

Roberts. 2003 ). Although drug courts vary on a number of dimensions. most arc
designed to achie,·c t\\O primar) goals- a reduction in drug usc and a reduction in
criminal behal"iour. They operate on the basis that the criminal justice system has the

ability to influence a person shortly atler a signilicant triggering event. such as an arrest.
and thus are able to persuade (compel) that person to enter and remain in treatment. The
drug court model combines components of the criminal justice and substance usc
treatmentS) stems to bring about drug abstinence and prosocial behaviours and
treatment retention amongst substance using

ofl~ndcrs

(Bclcnkn. 2002: Bean. 2002).

Drug courts differ philosophically and structural!) from traditional judicial
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proceedings (Belcnko. 2002). Traditional criminal courts deal v.ith cases by relying on
the penal and criminal procedure la\\s. and little interest is sho\\n in the offender's

underlying substance use. Drug courts on the other hand pay less attention to
determining guilt. or sentencing drug offenders. and instead focus more on
understanding and addressing the offender's substance use and associated problems. The
ultimate aim of drug courts is to bring about abstinence from drug use in the presenting
oiTender and to prevent a relapse hack into drug use and continued criminal behaviour.
This is achie\ed by identifying and then targeting the aspects of an offender's life that

are believed to he contributing to a person's criminality. Once these areas of need have
been identified. drug court programmes provide the clinical and social services that arc
considered to be necessary to address the presenting problems (Belenko. 2002).

Drug courts are essentially court based treatment programmes that involve
placing eligible offenders under the jurisdiction of the court (Bean. 1996). Dmg courts
generally use two main access routes to treatment sen ices: they either directly employ

treatment providers or they refer offenders to existing treatment services. In each case
treatment workers arc required to provide up to date evaluations of the offenders
response to treatment to the court. OtTcnder progress is primarily monitored by drug
testing. Judges review and respond to this feedback speedily. Offenders \\ho do well are

given more privileges such as less frequent drug tests and court appearances. However.
for those \\hose participation is considered to be inadequate. they may he placed in

custody for a short period. he required to attend court more often or receive a judicial
v.arning. Offenders are rarely expelled from the programme because drug addiction is
regarded as a chronic condition \\here lapse and relapse are to be expected (Bean.
2001).
An essential feature of the drug court is the control exercised by the court

through the judge. \\here all members of the court including legal representatives are
part of the court team. Another feature that sets drug courts

a~ide

from traditional courts

is that drug court judges have the pO\\Cr to impose and enforce sanctions whene\er the
offender fails to abide by the required conditions. There is no legislation in common law
tradition that permits multiple sanctions (Bean. 2002). As also noted by Bean. repeated
breacllf.~s

of probation arc rarely tolerated and it is unla\\ ful for a traditional court to

punish an o!Tendcr repeated!) f{>r such breaches. Drug courts have also formalised
interagency relationships and this has been argued by Hough ( 1994) to he an essential

component of etTecti\ e approaches to drug treatment in the criminal justice system. This
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alliance between the judicial system and treatment services has profound implications
for the \\orking practices of each agency. The traditional and established roles of these
agencies have had to be adjusted in order to accommodate this intervention. Although a
significant amount of success has been attributed to this type of alliance. many
treatment workers remain sceptical and resistant to the idea of working therapeutically
li.>r the court.
Drug courts have gained" ide acceptance as an alternative to traditional
adjudication and sentencing of offenders \\ith undcrl)ing drug problems. However. as
noted by Belenko (200 I. p.6). there has been a ··paucity of empirically sound and
comprchcnsi\·c research on drug court operations and impacts". The findings from
evaluation studies hU\ e been mixed and inconclusive. possibly resulting from a number
of conceptual and methodological problems. For example. drug court evaluations vary
\\ith respect to eligibility n:quiremcnts fllf participants. length and nature of treatment
prm·ided and frequency of drug testing and court appearances (O"Callaghan.
Sondereggcr. & Klag. 2004). Drug court C\aluation studies have differed in their scope
and methodologies. Drug court studies have used relati\ ely short folio" up periods and
many of them ha\·c failed to usc matched comparison and control groups (Belenko
I 998). Results from

C\ aluation

studies arc abo limited b) the small number of outcome

variables that arc used. T) pically crime and drug usc arc the variables chosen
(GoldKamp. 1994) and little attention has been gi\·en to outcomes such as post program
drug usc. cmpln)mcnt and other similar variables. Finall). because of the short follow
up periods emplo)ed in mo't e\aluations Belenko (1998. 2001) pointed out that the
long tenn cfTccti\ encss of drug courts in reducing drug usc
indi\ iduals \\ ho go through the traditional court

S) stem.

In his latest rc\ ic\\ of 37 drug court c\·aluations.

U'ld

crime in comparison to

has not been pro\·en.
CO\ ering

36 difTercnt drug

courts. and using on!) C\aluations that \\ere completed by external re\·iewcrs. Bclcnko
(2001) fllllnd results that \\ere consistent \\ith his pre\ ious re\ ie\\s conducted in 1998
and 1999. lie concluded that drug usc and criminal acti\ it) reduced \\hile participants
\\ere in the program. completion rates ll)r drug court orders \\ere higher than those for
orders imposed in other courts. and drug courts pr<n idcd more comprehensive forms of
supervision and drug testing and monitoring than other fonns of community
supervision. l.o\\er post-program rccidi\ ism ratl.!s tl)r the drug court group as compared
to a comparison group of similar ofiCnders. \\ ho did not participate in the <irug court
programme v.erc also noted (BalcnJ...o. 1999.2001 ). These reductions in rccidi\ism rates
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meant that drug courts generated cost savings as result of reduced prison use (Gelcnko.
2001 ).
A very recent study released by the National Institute of Justice in the United
States reported that in a sample of 17.000 drug court graduates. only 16.4% had been
rearrested and charged with a felony offence\\ ithin one year of graduating from the
program (Roman. Townsend. & Bhati. 2003). An analysis of six adult drug courts in
Washington State demonstrated that the average drug court participant produced $6.779
(AUD $8.677) in benefits that stemmed from reductions in recidivism (e.g .. amided

criminal justice system costs and victim costs). Research carried out in California
revealed a cost-benefit saving of$18 million per year through California drug courts
(Judicial Council ofCalil(>mia & California Department of Alcohol & Drug Programs.
2002).
Spohn. Piper. Martin and Frenzel (2001) inwstigated recidh·ism in drug court

participants using 1\\0 comparison groups and several indicators of recidivism. Their
study sho\\ed that drug court participants had lower levels of recidivism than otTenders
who were adjudicated upon by traditional methods. They also found that. when level of

risk was accounted for. drug court participants had a similar recidivism rate as diversion
programme participants.
Clearly. drug cocrts have the potential to bring ahout positive changes in drug
use and associated criminal behaviour. They also appear to be cost efTective and
politically in favour at present. IIO\,cver. given the limitations of the research that were
noted above it remains difficult. at present. to predict the long term outcome of this t)pe
of intervention.

In the Australian context. drug courts have been established since 1999 in the
live states ofNSW. Queensland. South Australia. Western Australia and Victoria.
lndermaur and Roberts (2003) have rcvie\\ed the development and impact of these

courts. Their analysis highlighted a number of significant implementation and
procedural issues. Perhaps the most important issue is that the aims of the drug courts
(to reduce imprisonment and recidivism) may he suborned by the enthusiasm of staff
and community members to involve ·dcsen·ing cases· in treatment. rather than exposing
them to punitive sanctions. As lndemaur and Roberts noted. this may have resulted in
'low risk" (from a criminogenic perspective) clients being involved in the drug courts.
They concluded: .. The possibility that drug courts ... may simply provide enhanced

treatment sen·ices to community based clients is a real prospect. In reality such an
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outcome v..ould he easier for everyone in\olvcd \\ ith drug courts hut would ensure that
the drug court \\Ould not achieve the ohjecti\e of reducing imprisonment and recidivism
rates. This is because the resources of the drug court v.ill be diverted to offenders v.ho
are less likely to re-offend in any case."(p. 150).
In addition to this germane operational criticism. lndem1aur and Roberts (2003)
were also critical of the methodologies adopted to evaluate drug courts. In effect. they

considered that given the difficulties inherent in undertaking evaluations of drug courts
(e.g .. difficulties in determining appropriate comparison groups and the small number of
participants graduating from drug courts). the question as to whether drug courts work
had to remain open. or in Scottish parlance remained ·not proven·.
Drug tn•atment and te.\ting orders

In 1998 Britain introduced Drug Treatment and Testing Orders (DTTOs) as a
community sentence. DTTOs are court orders that require offenders to undergo

treatment for their drug problems. either alone or alongside another community
sentence fhey are targeted at offenders \\ho commit crimes to fund their drug habit and
who arc willing to participate in treatment. The aim of DTTOs is to reduce the amount
of crime committed to fund a dmg habit. DTTOs give the court power to impose drug

treatment on willing participants and to monitor their progress during treatment. Courts
can not dictate the content of the treatment. hut they can specify some of the terms of

the treatment. Mandatory drug testing and court revie\\s are integral components of
DTTOs. If offenders fail to comply" ith the requirements of their DTTO they can be
returned to court and re-sentenced for their original presenting o!Tence. The DTTOs

were developed through consultation\\ ith

J...e~

stakeholder agencies. Therefore. like

dmg courts. DTTOs provide a framc\\ork in "hich multiple agencies can work together

in addressing substance misuse and offending. From personal experience of being
involved in the introduction of a similar treatment order programme in Jersey. the fact
that the courts could not dictate the content of the treatment that the offenders had to
undergo particularly appealed to the health workers invoh·ed because it protected both
their autonom) and their v.ork ethics. In the Jersey experience. enabling treatment

v.orkers to maintain control of the treatment sen ices dcli\·crcd went a long way to
bridging the gap hct\\ecn health agency working cultures and criminal justice agency
cultures.

Prior to a national roll-out. DTl Os \\ere piloted in three areas in the United
Kingdom. The 18 month e\aluation of these pilot sll1dies

(N~210)

show that the
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a\·cragc amount spent on drugs fell from £400 ($960 Al!D) per week before arrest to
£25 ($601\l!D) per week in the early stages of the order. Drug usc and crime were
substantially reduced in the small number of offenders "ho had completed their orders
at the time of the C\aluation (Turnbull. McSweeney. & !Iough 2000). In an examination
of the impact ofDTTOs on
favourable. Hough.

Clanc~

t\\O

year recon,·iction results ho\\e,er. the results were less

and Turnbull (200:1) found that 80% of the 174 DTTO

o!Tendcrs who \\ere able to he foll<med up had been recom ieted. Completion rates l(lr
DTTOs \\ere lo\\: of the 161 offenders l(lf \\hom outcome data \\ere available. 31%
finished their orders and 67% had their orders rc\ oked. Ho\\c\ cr. Hough et al. found
that reconviction rates for offenders "ho completed their orders \\ere significantly
lo\\er than the recom iction rates of oll'enders "ho had their orders re,·oked. Offenders
\\ho completed their DTI'Os also reduced their annual recom·ietion rate to \\ell below
their reconviction rates in the !he years preceding their DTTO (Hough eta!.. 2003).
Although these results do not look 0\erly positi\e it \\as suggested that these results
were more indicati' c of ·implementation

f~lilure·

rather than "theory failure·. Offenders

who completed their orders showed considerable reductions in their reconviction

rates~

ho\\ever each of the pilot sites experienced dillicult) in retaining o1Tcnders on the
programme. Turnbull. McS\\eeney. Webster. Edmunds and Hough (2000) outlined the
problems encountered hy the pilot sites.

name!~

long waiting lists and difficulty in

agencies working together as teams. As" ith drug couns. the impact of DTTOs on
recidivism rates remains open to question.
In terms of understanding precisely ·what v.orks" in community based
interventions for the management of drug related offending. the process is still in the
formative stage. Some promising results hme emerged hut a considerable number of
adjustments need to he made before the success of these S)stcms can be accurate!)
assessed. ;\ key issue from the available research is that the infrastructure that delivers
community inten:cntions needs to he \\ell e-stablished. Of particular importance is the
establishment of sound \\Orking relationships bch,een multiple agencies. the provision
of ongoing financial resources that" ill enahlc frontline agencies to deliver the
necessary services and the integration of sound and effective c\·aluation mechanisms.
Recover)· Capital

.\'at ural recm·e1:\'
i\s noted aho,·c. there is a significant amount of empirical e' idcncc that supports

the usefulness of treatment interventions for the management of drug and alcohol
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related problems. llowe\·er. treatment is not the only means by which individuals
resolve their substance use problems. There is a considerable amount of evidence
supporting the proposition that recover) from alcohol and drug dependence without
treatment is a common occurrence. A number of studies of so-called ·spontaneous

remission· (a poor term because gh ing up alcohol and drug dependence seems to be a
process not a one o!Tevt;;!nt) have been undertaken across the addictive behaviour;.
Spontaneous remission. or natural recovery. is not a nC\\

phenomenon~

in fact there are

references to untreated reco\ cry from addiction in American literature as far back as
200 years ago (Cloud & Granfield. 2001 ). Although the research literature on untreated
reco\ ery is not extensi\·e. it is consistent and indicates that a greater proportion of
dependent drug users ·recover' without seeking treatment than those\\ ho achie\ e
remission following treatment. This occurs across the full spectrum of drug dependence.
For example. abstinence rates of 10- 60°/o hm e hecn observed in groups of untreated
dependent users of alcohol ( Hem1os. Locastro. Cil) nn. Bouchard. & DeLahry. 1988:
Sobell. Cunningham. & Sohcll. 1996: Tuchfeld. 1981 ). cocaine dependents (\1urphy.
Rcinerman. & Waldorf. 1989). heroin dependent persons (Maddux & Desmond. 1980:
Biernacki. 1986). amphetamine dependents (Kice. Wright. & Morris. 1999) and
polydrug dependents (Granfield & Cloud. 1999). Such reco\cry has been demonstrated
to he durable with demonstrated periods of rcco\ cry spanning from four to 12 )Cars.
Much of the research on natural reco\·ery has documented the \\idespread
prevalence of this t)pe of recovery. One of the best examples of this is the \\Ork of
Sobell. Cunningham and Sohell (1996). These researchers found from the examination
of data from two general population surve) s that some 77o/o of individuals \\ho had
resohed their alcohol dependence had done so\\ ithout any treatment contact. Natural
reco\·ery among drug-dependent indi\ iduals is also equally impressive. Waldorf.
Reinerman and Murphy ( 1991) in a study of I 0(, reco\ ered cocaine dependent users.
found that nearly three quarters of their sample had ceased their drug use \\ithout any
treatment contact. The) also found that those \\ho ceased their drug use without
treatment \\ere more likely to achic\e this on their first attempt than those who engaged
in treatment.
The results of the studies on natural recovery indicate that there is no single
pathway out of drug dependence (Simpson. Joe. & Lehman. 1986 ). Instead. successful
movement from ·addiction· to reco\·ery seems to he dri\en by an amalgamation of
·a,oidance oriented" factors ('pushes out' of addiction) and ·approach-oriented" factors
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com ~ntionallilost) 1~1 (Waldorf: 1993:

Walt~rs.

1996. 2000).

·Pushes out of addiction· primaril: imohe the ad\er~e conscqucm:cs of drug usc that
significant!) impact on the indi\ idual and force him or her to taJ..e stock and assess
\\ hcthcr drug usc is .,,orth it".
histori~:s

Th~: spontan~:ous

that include indi\ iduab ·

conscqu~:!H."cs

of drug

u~e

report~

(Saunders. &

rcco,cry

lit~:rature

is

tlf negati\ ~:ph) sica I. social.

K~:rshm\

r~:plcte

h~:alth

\\ ith case

or legal

1979: Tuchfcld. I 981 ). \\"aldorf ct al.

( 1991) im~:stigah.·d coca in\.' US\..'r" ~md l(nmd that up to 46'"!'6 of them experienced \\ork.

health or economic

Cl\n~equt:nces

that \\er\..' sullicientl) )10\\Crful as to prompt cessation

from cocainc usc.
{\lllH'rscl). ·approach orit:ntt:d" rca.,.ons 1(1r stopping drug usc are thc ·pulls" of
an impnl\ ed lil\:st) le that tlfiCrs mt1re stabilit) and hcnclits to the drug dependent
indi\ idual (e.g .. nt:\\ rdationships. johs and otht:r re\\ards). In essence. drug dependent
users stop th~:ir drug u~t: in order to sah age and enhance their stake in conventional life
as ~xp~rknccd through johs. liunili~s and friends (Waldorf. 1983). Many drug
depcndt:nt indi' iduals mo,·c out of drug usc as a result of positive changes in their litC
or because of t:xpcriencing a significant and posith c lifc c\·cnt. for examplc. getting
marri~d

or t<>rging n~\\ relationships (Saund~rs & K~r;ha\\. 1979). Granfield and Cloud

( 1999) hu,·c. from thcir sociological anal) sis of 46 indi,·iduals \\ho terminated thcir

dependencc on drugs and for alcohol \\ ithout treatment. proposed that successful
rcsolution of drug dcpendencc is a four point process. This process hegins with
increasing ·strain" (conllict \\ith sell). then a signilicant ·turning point" occurs that
prompts

·ces~ation·. ~·hncmcnt

through to pcm1anent change is achie\ed if the

indh idual pcrcch cs the changl! as pcrsonally re\\arding.
Although there is a rcasonahlc amount of inf()mlation about the prevalence and
proccsscs of natural addiction rcco\·er: in non-criminogcnic populations. there is a more
limitcd understanding of thc role of natural rcco\·cry fi·om drug dependence in criminal
populations. Walters ( 1996) examined th~ natural histor) of suhstancc dcp~nd~nce in
343 medium security fCderal inmates. A quarter of thcsc drug dependent inmates
reported ct•asing thcir drug use on their O\\n (i.e .. \\ithout treatment contact) prior to
their incarceration.

Walt~rs

( 1996) also noted that the rate of spontaneous recovery

occurred t\\icc as olicn than rcco\Cf) through treatment. lienee. although spontaneous
rccovery ma) not he any morc effccth e in facilitating desistance from drug usc.
spontaneous remission is hy no means exceptional in incarcerated criminal populations.
Walters ( 1996)

furth~r examin~d \\h~thcr

incarcerated drug

us~rs us~d

·approach
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oriented" or ·anlidant oril!ntl!d" strategies to overcome their drug usc. There was no
statistical difl~rt.!llCI! het\\een the uses of approach or moidant oril!nted strategies. The
·quitters" in this

stud~

pnl\ iJed a\ aricty of explanations as to ''h) they had

successfully gi,cn up their drug usc. this along \\ith the fact that some participants had
engaged in treatment to resol\ e their drug usc pro\ ided support fOr Simpson et al. ·s
( 1986) contention that there is no single patlma) out of a drug lifest)le. Panicipants in
the natural rcclwcry group cndorsl!d

~ignilicantly

less items on a measure of drug

related negative consequences than subjects \\ho \\ere incarcerated and continued to usc
drugs. It is possible that the li!C circumstances of those \\ho continued to use dmgs
\\hilst in prison acted as impediments to e!Tective self change. If this is the case then we
can expect the rate of untreated recover) "ithin a criminal population to be lower than
the rate of untreated recovery in the general population.
In vic\\ of the research that has been carried out to date. there is a general
acceptance that natural rcco\ cry from substance dependence exists. There is also
agreement that there is no single patlmay out of suhstance dependence. hut rather that
individuals rely on both "push" and "pull" factors to address their suhstance
dependence. Until recently however. less consideration has heen given to the social
environment \\ithin \\hich an indi\ idual exists and ho\\ this environment may impact
on a person's ahility to rcsoh·e their drug dependenc) without formal treatment. As
noted hy Cloud and Granfield (2001 ). little attention has heen gi\en to the personal
attributes and en,·ironmcntal context in "hich untreated recovery occurs and not much
is known about hO\v an individual"s litC circumstances may support. foster or hinder
individuals entrenched in a drug using lifestyle. Current research findings also make it
diflicult to identify salient influential factors that can significantly assist or hinder
recovery from suhstance dependence. \\hcthcr this is spontaneous. or otl,t.·r\\ ise. To
date. research on natural recover) has tended to idl!ntify factors influential in
overcoming substance dependence. but it has fallen short of explaining how the social
context of these factors

ma~

influence natural recovery. In an attempt to address this

gap in the literature. Granfield and Cloud ( 1999) introduced the concept of Reco\'ery
Capital as a \\ay of capturing the emheddedncss of natural recovery strategies within a
structural contc\.t. ··Recovery Capital scnes as a useful concept for capturing conditions
that can suhstantially increase or decrease one·s capacity to employ effective cessation
strategies" (Cloud & Granfield.

~00 I.

p.85). According to Granfield and Cloud.

Recovery Capital is a generic term for the individual's pre-existing access to social.
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community. physical and interpersonal n..·source .... In

ess~.-·nce. Reco\er~

Capital is the

existence of assets that an indi\ idual has to a!-.sist change. The adtlption of a Recm cry
Capital point of\ il.!'\\ H1rce:-. the aclno\\ ledg.~.·mcnt that the- distribution of sw.:h
resources

ish~

no means equal. (iranticld and Cloud ( 1999) suggested that assessing

substance depende-nt clients for the-ir h:' ~.·Is llf Rel'O\ c-r~ ("apital can help treatment
pnn idcrs make more eflicient usc of the limited resources a\ ailahle. lntrush·c.

protracted. as \\e-ll as l.''\pc-nshc treatmt.:nts. could he n.:sef\ed for those with the lower
amounts of R~.-·cm er~ Capital and thos..:- \\ ith high le\ cis of Rel·<wery Capital \\Ould
lilel) benefit frnrn lc..;s intrush c. less protracted. and less cost!) treatments. Reco\ cry
Capital comprises a number of difll:n..•nt capitals. namely Social. Physical. I Iuman and
Cultural Capital.
51odal ( ·apilal

As proposed hy Cloud and Granfield ( 1999). Social Capital is a key component

ofReco\cry Capital. Social Capital is essentially an indi,idual"s connections to other
persons. It comprises different entities. ··social Capital refers to the aggregate of actual

and potential resources or assets that emerge from reciprocal social relationships and
social structures within "hich people have access· (W. Cloud. personal communication,
October IS'" 2003). As stated by Bourdieu and Wacquant (1992). --social Capital is the

sum of resources. actual or virtual. that accrue to an individual or a group by virtue of
possessing a durable nct"ork of more or less institutionalised relationships of mutual
acquaintance and recognition"" (p. 119). In essence. relationships matter. By fom1ing
alliances with one another and fostering these alliances over time. people are able to
"ork together to accomplish things that they may not ha\e been able to do alone or at
least only "ith increased difficulty (field. 20113).
People connect through a series of net"orks and they tend to share common

values v.ith other members of these networks. Consequently. these networks constitute a
resource and can he seen as forming a type of·capitar. Such "stock" is not only useful

in its immediate context. but can also be dra\\ non in other settings. The central theme
of Social Capital is that membership in a social group brings about resources.

obligations and benefits on indi\iduals who may usc this ·stock" to improve their li,·es.
For many. the term Social Capital captures much of the imperceptible qualities of daily
life that emanate from membership in certain social circles (W. Cloud. personal
communication. October 15 11' 2003 ).
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Coleman ( 19RRl \ ie\\ed Social Capital as producti,·e. for example. a group

\\ithin \\hich there is a significant amount of trust and trustworthiness \\ill he ahle to
accomplish more than a comparable group'' ithout the same degree of trust and
trusl\\orthiness. Portes ( 199R) belie\ ed ""Social Capital stands f(Jr the ability of actors to

secure hcnctits b) virtue of membership in social nch\orls or other social structures ..
(p.6). As noted b) l'ortcs ( 1998). the research literature on Social Capital indicated that

a person's

len~·!

of Social Capital is a predictor of,arious social attributes such as

school attrition and academic performance. children's intellectual development. sources
of employment and occupational attainment. ju,·enile delinquency and its prevention.
and immigrant and ethnic enterprise. Social Capital enables individuals to realise their

goals.

or particular rekvance to the management of drug and alcohol problems is the

fact that ""Social Capital is pm1icularly important during life crises because it at1ects the

options. resources. information and supports available to individuals as they resolve
their problems"" (W. Cloud. personal communication. October 15'" 2003). Individuals
addressing their substance usc would be using their social capital if they responded to
the expectations held of them by others that they \\ould be successful in overcoming
their drug dependence. Social capital resources could also be influential in securing
employment for persons v.I10 have lost their job as a result of their drug usc. The
fostering of Social Capital has also been shown to enhance the life prospects of
individuals \\ho possess it. An increased level of Social Capital has been found to
increase a person's capacity to mercome indh idual problems (!lagan. Macmillan. &
Wheaton. 1996 ).
Social Capital is embedded in both indi,·iduals and communities. Thcrcf(Jre.
Social Capital takes account of the benefits of relationships (e.g .. friendship net\\orks.
family ties) and the social structures in\\ hich these relationships exist i.e .. the

'connectedness· of the community as demonstrated by social cohesion and the
sociability of the existing nel\\orks. Social CapitaL unlike physical and Human Capital.

relates to more intangible assets such as the diversity of a person's relationships and the
intrinsic nature of relations bct\\cen and among indh·iduals (Coleman. 1988).
There arc three central components to Social CapitaL namely the "structural

dimension'. the 'normati\c dimension· and the resources that flow from Social Capital
('W'.

Cloud. personal communication. October 15' 11 ~003). The 'structural dimension· of

Social Capital literally refers to the ·nature· of a person's relationships i.e .. the diversity.
strength and t) pe. of relations to\\ hich a person has access. Putman (2000) emphasised
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the importance of··bridging bonds·· in increasing the \alue of a person·s Social Capital.
Bridging bond-; an: those that bring together people from di\·erse social divisions. The
·nom1ati\ e dimension· of Social Capital refers to the expectation of an individual that
the) \\ill henctit hy their in\cstment. Pcople"s \\illingncss to invest in Social Capital is
inlluenced hy their perception of the likelihood that such investment will result in

mutual respect. trust reciprocit) and co-operation from others Coleman (1988).
Social Capital also prm ides resources to individuals. Members of a given
communit) can henelit from the links and associations that other members of that
communit) ha\e. Such resources can come from other members· positions or contacts
in the broader communit): hence the importance of di\ erse networks. Social Capital can
also he a useful source for pnn iding information that influences a person·s decisions
and hcha\ iours. Informal nct\\orks arc olicn vital resources tOr finding out and sharing
information. In ordc.:r to make things happen people olien choose to hypass formal
S) stc.:ms

and talk to people they knmv and trust. Studies of ethnic communities (Nee.

Sanders. & Sernau. 1994: Portes 1987) sho\\ the important function of community

net\\orks as a source of,·ital resources (e.g .. tips about husiness opportunities. access to
markets) tl>r ethnic firms. Social Capital also positi,·cl) innucnces the creation of
!Iuman Capital. Social relations arc often e;sential for the procurement of skills and for

increasing a pcrson·s a\\arcness ahnut specific areas in their life. People"s commitments
to. and influence O\ cr. one another also act as a means of informal social control.
Most of the analysis ofS,>dal Capital has focused on the benefits of Social
Capital. Many of these findings are not nev.. For example. the idea that social cohesion
and health are related has been in existence since the 19'h century. when Emile
Durkhcim. shm\ed that suicide rates were higher in populations with low levels of

social integration and lo\\cr in closely knit communities (cited in Berkman & Glass.
~000).

Subsequent research has supported the notion that Social Capital innuences

indi\ idual \\ellheing. Social Capital has been empirically linked to improved child
de\elopment (Keating.

~000)

increased mental health (Kawachi & Berkman.

~001

).

reduced mortality (Kawachi. Kennedy. Lochner. & Protlml\\-Stith. 1997) and lower
susceptibility to hinge drinking (Weit71nan & Ka\\achi.

~000).

Although Social Capital clear!) pro\ ides benefits to individuals and the
community at large. Social Capital inc\ itahly has a darker side. Portes ( 1998) discussed

four ncgati\e

con~cqucnccs

of Social Capital: these arc: (i) the exclusion of outsiders.

(ii) excess claims on group memhers. (iii) restrictions on indi,·idual freedoms. and (iv)
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dO\\n\\ard levelling of norms. Strong social bonds that bring benefits to group members
can also prc\·ent others from accessing these benefits. Examples of this type of
exclusion can be seen in the control that \\as exercised hy descendants of Italian. lrish
and Polish immigrants o\·er the construction of trade unions in New York (\Valdinger.
1995). The traditional monopoly of .Jewish merchants mer the Ne\\ York diamond trade
is another example of the exclusion that Social Capital can bring about (Partes. 1998).

Individuals can also usc their Social Capital to enhance their position at the expense of
others. Close community tics can also curb the success of a business. As explained by
Portes ( 1988). the successful entrepreneur \\ho is approached by job and loan seeking

1\:llm\· members of his community. in a communi I) \\here there are strong norms of
mutual assistance. may tind the success of their business is hindered by these norms. As
noted above community and group participation can establish group conformity.
ho\\ever in some instances this conformity can be experienced as restrictive. Finally,
there are situations in\\ hich group cohesion is generated by a shared experience of
adversity and opposition to mainstream society. In these circumstances individuals
\\hose success undermines the group cohesion may be ostracised. The result is the
do\\n\\ard le,·elling norm that keeps members of a do\\ntrodden group in place.
Social dislocation has long been identified as a cause of crime. Putnam (2000)
found a strong negath·e association bel\\een \'iolenl crime and his Social Capital index,
a mea,ure of Social Capital \\here "higher levels of Social Capital. all else being equal.
translate into lower levels of crime" (p. 308). Rosenfeld. Messner and Baumer (200 I)
explored the relationship between homicide and a number of other factors including
Social Capital for 99 areas across America. They reported that economic deprivation.
di\'orce rate and Social Capital had a signiticant effect on homicide rates. with crime
being the result ofinctTectual int(>rmal social controls and difficulty in mobilising

formal external resources such as law enforcement agencies. Criminality appears to
thrive in neighbourhoods where most people do not kno" one another well. where

supen.ision of teenage peer groups is minimal and \\here civic engagement is low.
Sampson and Raudenbush ( 1999) in their assessment of the sources and consequences
of public order in Chicago. found that the presence of shared expectations within a close
knit community lo\\ered the rates of crime and disorder. It has also been proposed that
Social Capital may intluence crime by gi\ ing people the confidence and respect to take
action before problems gel out of control. Robust socialnel\\orks can also intluence the
positi\'e development of young people that ultimately promotes their integration into the
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wider communit). Integration and posith e self esteem in )otmg people has been found
to reduce violent crime (Ka\\achi. Kennedy. Lochner. & Prtmther-Stith. 1997). Hagan
and McCarthy ( 1997) highlighted the importance of Social Capital in the lives of young
pet• c. They found that the homeless and criminal youth they studied came from
families with diminished Social Capital.

Social Capital is useful because it focuses attention on the emheddedness of
individual bcha\·iour \\ithin social life. It also dra\\S our attent.ion to the influence that
the social net\\orks in \\hich individuals participate. have on individual expectations.

social norms and obligations.

!~clings

of autonomy and powerlessness. self efficacy.

distrust of others and cn:n access to information. Coleman ( 1988) pointed out that
Social Capital inlluenccs the creation of !Iuman Capital. !Iuman Capital is more fully
described below (seep. 56) hut !Iuman Capital essentially relates to personal qualities
such as physical and psychological \\ell being. People's access to social networks and
social resources "ill influence their accrual of skills and kno\\lcdge. typical assets
associated\\ ith !Iuman Capital. Social Capital is vie\\ed as being both an accrued

·social stock' asset and a productive and durable a~sct that requires investments of time
and energy to culti\atc and maintain it (lla\\C & Shiell. 2000). Social Capital is

considered to be productiYe because it enables individuals to achic\e certain ends that
would be impossible to achieve" ithout it. lienee. financial. occupational and health
benefits that individuals accrue can he related to the interactional networks and social
connections that they have culth·ated and invested in. As noted hy Granfield and Cloud
(2001 ). an emphasis on the broader social context of an individual's life shifts the focus

of problems such as drug dependence

a\\a~

from the indi\idual pathology. to the

broader contextual level. Treatment providers. \\hose aim is to assist drug dependent
indh·iduals to overcome their drug problems. could benefit from understanding the

broader social dimensions in v. hich their clients exist.
l11e proKression.from Soda/ Capilalto Recm·e1:r Capital

Research in the addictions arena has e\·idenced a link het\\een Social Capital
and recover) rates from drug dependence. Cheung and Cheung (2000) explored.
amongst other variables. the relationship het\\een le\'Cis of Social Capital and recovery
from drug dependence in 200 male clients in a \oluntary drug treatment agency in Hong
Kong. The results of this study demonstrated that the possession of positive Social
Capital increased the likelihood of an individual's recovery trom drug dependence.
Cheung and Cheung (2000) slumed that emheddcdness in a pro-social net\\ork through
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groups generated positl\C Social Capital. This

Social Capital •stock' took the form of guidance. thc learning of normal behaviour.
infonnal social control and development of an altcrnative identity. !lowe\ cr. Cheung
and Cheung also noted that the rc-instatcmcnt of connections \\tith drug users led to the
creation ofncgati\c Social Capital. It seems that contact with drug users re-instated the
drug using identity ofrecmering indi,·idua!..., lienee. while the possession ofpositi,·e
Social Capital can greatly increase a person's likelihood nfreco\ery from drug
dependence. the possession ofncgathc Social Capital reduces such a likelihood.
Granfield and Cloud (200 I) im·estigated the social context of natural recovery
from problems associated with drug dependence using data collected from in-depth
intcrYicws \\ ith 46 former alcohol and drug dependent indi\ iduals \\ho had achic\ed
abstinence ''ithout engaging in treatment. These researchers t<nmd that indi,·iduals \\ho
succcssfttll) o\·crcame their drug <.h:pendence did so h) engaging in alternative and
often nc\\ acti\ ities associated\\ ith religion. cducation. community and \\Ork litC. Most
ofthc participants \\hO \\ere successful in o\ercoming their drug use also rencv.ed old
relationship or de,·elopcd ne\\ relationships with llunil) and friends and dropped their
associations\\ ith the drug using nct\\orks. llov.cvcr. the participants in this stud) \\Cre
a homogenous group of individuals \\ith stable middle class Ji,·cs. Many of them were
"ell educated. had good jobs and did not have significant mental health issues. The~e
indi\iduals· drug usc had not lcd to them reaching ·rock bottom·. Most of the
indi\ iduals in their stud) therefore maintained some len:l of social stability and v.ere
abk to presen c rclationships \\ ith non-drug

u~ing

nct\\orks. In this instance these

indi' iduals had a lc\'CI of Social Capital that hoth protected them from becoming
entrenched in a drug dependent lifcst) le and also enabled them to ·pull' themsel\es
H\\ay from thcir drug using ide11tit:. Individuals\\ ho oYercamc their drug and alcohol
probh:ms did so \\ithin a context ofimpro\ed life circumstances and social relations.
Granfield and Cloud

(~001)

postulatcd that a person's pre-existing Jc,el of Social

Capital influences their ahilit) to address their suhsta.1ce dependence and to re-engage
in a more cmwcntinnal \\a) oflitl:. J\., noh.•d earlicr.ll·omthcir \\Ork on Social Capital
and addiction. (iran field and ('hHJd hme
Capital as a

\\f.l)

introduc~o:d

thc hroader construct ofRecm·cry

to capture Social Capital and other t) pes of capital that an indi,·idual

can usc to addre" their drug dependence (Cloud & Granfield 2001: Granfield & Cloud.
1999).1n addition to Social Capital. (iranlieiJ and Cloud ha\e also included tlm•c other

t: pes or capital that ha\ c be~.-·n idcntiticd as useful resources for helping indh iduals
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overcome major life changes. These other forms of capital are I Iuman. Physical and
Cultural Capital. These arc described bclo".
/Iuman ( 'apital

!Iuman Capital (Becker. 1993) is conceptualised as the knowledge, skills.
educational credentials. health. and other indi\ idual qualities that an individual can rely
on to negotiate daily life. "Access to high levels of !Iuman Capital allows an individual

to problem solve effectively. respond to threats or stress and generally maximise their
potential and obtain important life goals··(\\'. Cloud. personal communication. October

15'" 2003 ). Just as Physical Capital is created by changes in materials to form tools that
facilitate production. I Iuman Capital is created by changes in persons that bring about
skills and capabilities that enable them to act in new wa)s. Human Capital is also

considered to be the productive potential of an individual"s knowledge and actions
( Bm1lett & Ghossal. 2002 ).
Coleman (1988) emphasised the role of Social Capital in the creation of I Iuman
Capital in the next generation. Aside from the Je,eJ of parents' Human Capital.
Coleman believed that Social Capital in both the family and the community in \\hich

the individual lived pla)cd a role in the creation of !Iuman Capital in rising generations.
The aspects of Social Capital that he considered to he important in the creation of
Human Capital in )llllllg children "ere the nature and qualit) of the relationships v.ithin
a family and the nature and the emheddcdness of the litmily within the community at

large.
The dimensions that ha\·e been used to gauge Human Capital include education.
occupational

s~ills

and occupational status ( Dmviger. Kalil. & Anderson. 2000).

Human Capital has been C:\amined in a \ariet) of domains. The economic \alue of
I Iuman Capital in the \\Ork place has recci\·ed a considerable amount of attention\\ ith
research fi.lcusing on the efficacy of corporate

inn~stmcnt

of I Iuman Capital and its

impact on producth it). The relationship bel\\ccn levels of I Iuman Capital and "elfare
dependency has also been e'plorcd (Schmidt. Dohan. Wiley. & Zahkie\\iC7. 2002) as

has the relationship of I Iuman Capital dimensions to the psychological and physical
"ell being alter job loss ( Kanfer. Wanherg. & Kantnl\\ itz. 200 I). !Iuman Capital is

belie\ cd to he high!) rde\ant to indi\ iduals" chances of rcempln) ment (Kanfer. ct al..
20(Jl).

(Ji\en the nature of I Iuman Capital. it seems highl) possible that people's preexisting lc\·el of !Iuman Capitul \\ill influence their route into cxcessi\c drug
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dependence and that their drug use \\ill negatively inllucnce their I Iuman Capital whilst
they continue to usc drugs. Gi\cn that economic

incqualit~

rcllccts ditTcring

investments in Jormal education and job skills (Becker. I 993 ). it is Jikcl) that at least
some if not the majority of dependent drug users have been affected by this incqualit).
Drug dependence can impair a pcrson"s \\ork capacit)' and increase \\CIItlrc usc
(Kaestner. 1998). thus reducing Human CapitaL
In essence. the current stud~ was directed at determining the role of Reco\ cr~
Capital and its component factors of SociaL 1Iuman. Ph) sica) and Cultural Capitals on
rccidi\ ism of a cohort of drug using offenders. In thL' current study. Human Capital \\as
deemed to include education. employment and literacy lc\cls. hut in addition a
psychological perspective \\as incorporated. Human Capital \\as considered to he
individual skills and attributes that enable people to negotiate their

\\3)

through life and

manage problems. In this instance the concept \\as expanded to include a pcrson·s
physical health. psychological ·wcllncss (i.e .. how \\ell the) function in c,·cr)day life)
and the nature of their substance usc. People"s ps)chological "\\ellncss" \\as obtained h~
gathering inf()fmation about their development and carl~ childhood experiences. their
ability to establish and maintain relationships. their mental health and their personal
characteristics (e.g .. \\hethcr they have a \·iolcnt disposition and/or arc

sociall~

oriented).

Phnical ( 'apital
Oticn referred to as economic or financial capitaL Physical Capital refers to
income. im·estments. property and other tangible assets that can he converted to money
(W. Cloud personal communication. October 15'" ~003). In effect. Physical Capital is
litcrall) the financial assets of the indh idual. Ph) sica! Capital considered as a ·private
good· and

propcrt~

rights makes it possible for the person \\ho invests in

Ph~ sica!

Capital to capture the hencfits it produces. I knee. the incentive to im est in Physical
Capital is not con~trained: those who invc~t in it arc able to capture the hcnctits of their
imestments. Physical Capital is deemed to he an important rl..!source for persons
attempting to o\·crcomc their drug dependence because it pnn ides them with options
and flexibility in terms of addre~sing their drug usee. For example. individuals\\ ith
ph~sieal

capital resources. \\hn decide to extricate themsel\cs from their drug using

networks. arc lih·l) to find this easier to achic\e than persons \\ithout such resources.
The current

stud~ Ph~

sica! Capital \\as measured by a per"on·s assets(\\ hcthcr they

ov. nl:'d a house. had their O\\ n hu~ine~~ and had an~ s;n ings). income and their tinancial
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situation (i.e .. \\hether the) had significant debts and \\hether they were reliant on
"ellare.

( 'ultura/ ('apital
Cultural Capital (Bourdieu. 1983) embodies the indiddual's familiarity" ith
cultural norms und the ahilit) to act in one's 0\\11 interest within those norms. ""Cultural
Capital also includes values. beliefs. dispositions. behaviour patterns. and other personal
qualities that emanate from membership" ithin a particular culture" (W. Cloud.
personal communication October 15'" 2003 ). In effect Cultural Capital is one's sense of
acceptance and belonging\\ ithin a cultural group and is akin to the concept of 'insider'
or 'outsider' status. It is important to notl! ho\\e\cr. that some indh·iduals negate their
cultural capital b) their association \\ith a gh·cn group. Drug users often derive a sense
of belonging as a result of their connections to the drug using community. llowevcr in
this instance their

·in~ider'

drug status could be deemed to he a negative influence. As

noted by Cheung and Cheung (2000) drug dependent individuals v.ho maintained
contact \\ith their drug using peers \\ere more likely to relapse. In the current study.
Cultural ("apital measured an individuals" connection to Jersey. their connection to the
community. and the nature of their accommodation. It also measured the negative
aspects of cultural capital i.e .. \\hethcr an individual was embedded in the drug using
community and their association with an ofTending population. lienee. being enmeshed
in a hea\') drug

u~ing

subculture. fl1r example. being a dependent user/dealer \\Ould not

score as positive item.
Research in the specific areas of physical and Cultural Capital appears to ha,·e
taken an economical or a health perspective. There does not appear to he any specific
research that explores the relationship of these concepts to drug dependence. The
current study is therefore of interest because it examines the role of each

thc~c

four

capitals. individually and in their compo,itc l<mn as RecO\ cry Capital. as Yariablcs
involved in rccidi\ ism in a population of alcohol and drug ofTenders.
Rationale of the current study
The current Mw{r
In 1999 the States of Jersey established a court mandated treatment programme
for persons v. ho came into contact\\ ith the criminal justice sysh:m as a result of alcohol
or drug related offending. lndh iduals \\ho committed alcohol or drug related offences
\\Cre referred b) the court to

tht.~

Alcohol and Drug Sen icc f0r an assessment as to their

suitahilit) for a court mandated treatment inten cntion. fhe Alcohol and Drug Sen icc
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focused o,1 the extent of the client's alcohol

and/or drug dependence. the role of the indi\ idual's drug usc in the cmnmission of
criminal hehaviour and the motivation of the client for treatment. A recommendation as
to the suitability. or othcrv. isc. of the client for a treatment. as oppo . ~ed to a punitive.
disposition of the case was then made to the court. In addition. and important!). the
Probation and A tier Care Scn·icc also undertook independent assessments of the
individual's social hackground and offending hcha\·iour. These reports. known as Social
Enquiry Reports (SERs) hm·c a standardised fi1rmat and were suhmitted to the court
"ith their ov.n independent conclusions as to the appropriate disposition of the case.
The current research \\as directed at determining those factors that arc
influential in reducing future criminality in a cohort of persons convicted for alcohol
and drug related offending. Of particular interest in the Hudy v.as the relati\c impact of
Recovery Capital and treatment intcncntions. The central h) pothesis of the study was
that an individual's levels of Reco\·ery Capital at the time of sentencing would he more
influential in determining outcome than v.ould be the dispositions handed dov.n by the
court or other demographic. criminological or drug usc factors. In essence it \\as
contended that the best predictors of outcome v.ould he the lc\els of pre-existing
Recovery Capital. So. for example. there v.ould be no difference in time to re-offcnding
for persons \\ho recei\'cd court mandated treatment inten·cntions as compared to those
\\ho recei\c non-treatment sentencing. Nor \\Ould factors such as drug use per se he
influential on outcome.
The stud) cohort comprised indi\iduals \\ho in the years 1999.2000 and 2001
\\ere assessed b) hoth the Jcrsc) Alcohol and Drug Sen icc and the Probation Scn·ice
fiJIIo\\ing referral hy a magistrate. All of the rcfCrred indi,·iduals had a knov.n drug or
alcohol prohlem that \\as believed by the magistrate to he contributing to their
offending heha\ iour. Data \\ere gathered from the Probation and After Care Sef\ ice and
the Alcohol and Drug Service. Both of these agencies are responsible for pro\'iding
ser\ices across the \\hole community. Thus. any otTenders had contact \\ith the
Probation and After Care Sen icc and all persons seeking treatment for alcohol and drug
dependence did so through the auspices of the Alcohol and Drug Sen-ice. Jersey v.as
also considered to he an ideal place to locate this stud) because the 1Contained nature' of
the island means that 1Capture' of the follm\-UP group \\ould he high. In order to put this
n:search into context it is useful to note the demographics of the research site ..kr~ey is
a bailiwick of the United Kingdom and as such has an independent go\'ernmcnt and
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is situated some 20 miles

oiTthe north-\\ est coast of France and 80 miles off the south-\\ est coast of England. It is
45 miles square and has a population of 86.000. The population consists predominantly
of local residents (individuals hom and rniscd in .lersc) ). IIO\\ever. a small. hut
significant portion of .lcrse) ·s population is composed of Portuguese migrants. These
incomers arc main!) cmplo)cd in the farming community or the hotel and catering
industries. Further to this. Jersey's full employment rate. and low tax status. attract a
significant number of young males from the northern cities of Britain. These
indh iduals. along\\ ith the Portuguese migrants. arc rarely integrated into the main
community. This is in part hccausc non-locals are restricted from purchasing houses and
arc. therefore. required to live in rented accommodation that is often expensive and
inadequate. This exclusion from full integrated communi!) Ji, ing olien contributes to
high rates of alcohol and other drug use as a means of dealing with social and
psychological isolation.
The research

\\US

undertaken in six stages. In the first instance pcnnission was

sought to gain access to a cohort of otfcnders. Stage t\\O was concerned vdth idcntif) ing
and collecting appropriate demographic. criminological and social data on the specified
sample. The third stage

\\US

concerned \\ith the developmt.!nt of a measure of Recovery

Capital. In stage four the Recovery Capital measure. along\\ ith a range of other
predictive measures. were assessed in 150 cases of alcohol and drug oftCnding. The fifth
stage involved obtaining 18 month outcome data {that is. offence information for this
period) for the !50 cases. The outcomes of this cohort \\ere established by reference to
the time of significant re-oftCnding (days). This outcome measure \\as determined by
retCrcnce to re-re!Crral to the Probation and After Care Scn·ice for an SER report (such
reports arc only requested \\hen a significant offence has Oeen committed) and thus
days to significant re-offcnding \\as ohtaincd. It is important to note that the Probation
and After Care Service inYoh·ed in the study cm ers the entire population of Jersey and
thus total tracking of the cohort was possible. It is noted that in this study the term reoffending applies to re-arrest. It is of course possible that somt of the non rc-offcnders
had committed offences. hut had not been apprehended. The issue here. as with many
other criminological studies. is that recidi\ ism Jates are in fact rc-apprehension rates
and often do not u.ccuratel) reflect true recidi\ ism rates. Thus. in this study the term ·reoffcndcr" relates to indh iduals who had corn\! hack into contact\\ ith the criminal ju:-.tice
S) stem.

The si'\th and final stage im oh ed statistical anal) ses oft he data.
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Chapter T"o

!\lethodology

Rnearch aim
The aim of this research was to determine. from examination of 150 participants
\\ho had committed alcohol and drug related offences. those factors that were associated
\\ith reductions in re-otTcnding. Of particular interest VIas the significance of·Rccovery
Capital" in the o\crall outcome. As noted the research \\as undertaken in six stages.
these are described helm\. The statistical analysis of the obtained data

\\US

driYen by the

folio\\ ing four hypotheses. in all cases outcome refers to days to re-ofTcnd:

I. There ''ill he a positive association hch\een le,·el of 'Recovery Capital' and outcome.
with indh·iduals \\ith higher lcYds ofRccmery Capital taking longer to rc-offend.

2. The constituent componc:nts of ReC{l\ cry Capital. namely Social. Human. Cultural
and Physical Capital.\\ ill not he individually influential in determining outcome.
3. Although demographic. criminal and drug usc factors\\ ill inllucnce outcome. it is
belieYed that Recovery Capital \\ill be the strongest predictor of outcome.
4. Court disposition'' ill not inlluencc outcoml!.

Partictpants
The cohort comprised 150 indh·iduals \\ho. in the )Cars 1999 and 2000. \\ere
referred by a Magistrate to be assessed hy both the Jersc) Alcohol and Drug Scn·icc and
the Prohation Scn·ice. All of these indi\ iduals had u knm\n drug or alcohol prohlcm
that was hclic\ ed to he contrihuting to their otl\:-nding heha\ iour. Participants \\ere
selected on the has is that the~ ''ere the lir~t 150 indi\ iduals \\ ho had a court appcarane~
for an alcohol and/or drug charge after January 1' 1 2000. and for" hllm there \\as a
complete data set mailahk: that is. thoro

\\US

(i) a Social Enquiry Report. (ii) an

Alcohol and Drug Assessment. (iii) a completed l.c\cl of S~n icc

ln\'entor~.

( j,) details

of their criminal record and(\) outcome data for an I K lllllllth pcriod l(lllo\\ ing their
initial offCncc. The date of .lanuar~ I ~t 2000 \\as ciHlsen hecausc it cnsured that I K
month outcome data (that i~. up until 31 ' 1 Januar~ 200_1) \\cre a\ ailahlc for thc entin...·
cohort.
The demographic dctails ofthc samplc arc ouuincd in Tahlc :!. in thc results
section. There \\ere 122 male.., and :!K ICmalcs. I he age rangc \\as 1K and 65 ~car~" ith
a mean age of32 and median age of_10
hom in

.lcrsc~.

~cars. 1-'ight~-t\\o participant~

All of the participants had O\Cr

~i' ~cars

(54.7°11) \\cre

of education and 132 (KK 0 o) of

the sample had completed 10 ~car~ of education. Fort~ C7°~l) participants complctl·d a
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fiJm1al qualification alter lea\ ing school. Tht: co hurt comprised a variet) of pem1ancnt.
temporary and nC\":

r~.:sidcnts

of Jer!'.t:). English\\ U!'. the lirst languuge of 130 ( 87'~~) of

the cohort. For the remaining 20 ( 13o/o) of the sample. their nati\'e language v.as
predominantly Portuguese. llm\e\er. for a minorit) of participants. their nati\C
language "as French. Seventy I\\O (48%) of the participants \\ere employed. Of those
in employment. 33 (45.8%) \\ere trade \\orkcrs. 19 (26.4%) \\orked in a clerical
positions and 19 (26.4%) \\orked in unskilled manual jobs.
Instruments 'materials
Research information about each participant

\\US

obtained from four sources.

These "ere: (i) Social Enquir) Reports. (ii) Alcohol and Drug Reports. (iii) Criminal
Records ofOITences. and (i\) Level ofScn·ice ln\'Cntory- Rcdsed.
(i) Social Enquiry Reports
Social Enquiry Reports (SERs) arc standard reports that arc prepared by the
Probation Sen icc. The standardised formal ofSERs ensured that the following
information about each participant was obtained: (i) personal background information,
(ii) present situation. (iii) prcviou' offending. and (i\·) current offences. These reports
allov. the Court a fuller picture of the offender and assist the Court in determining its
disposition regarding the presenting case. llov.e\"cr. magistrates \\ere autonomous and
therefore had the prerogati\·e to make their 0\\11 decisions regarding the disposition
imposed.
(ii) Alcohol and Drug Reports
The Alcohol and Drug Reports "ere prepared by specialist drug workers lrom
the Akohol and Drug Scnicc. lhc aim of these reports \\as to provide the court v.ith a
fullcr undcrstanding of ortl:nders· drug usc and hov. their drug usc related to their
of!Cnding hehm iour. The alcohol and drug rcpm1s pro\'idcd infOrmation ahout the
hi!'.tor~

and nature of participants" substance usc. This infOrmation included: (i) personal

had. ground inft.mnation. (ii) age of onset of substance usc. (iii) drug of choice. (h) the
naturc and e'Xtcont of pre\ ious and current substance usc. past treatment experience. and
(\)

suitahilit~

for trcatm ...·nt. As a result of the v.orking protocols that \vcre agreed

hct\\e~..·n

the court'\ and the Alcohol and Drug Sen icc. mandated treatment v.as only

gi\ en in

in~tanccs

\\ hcrc the author of the alcohol and drug report recommended it.

lienee. magistrates \\cr...· not cntitlcd to impose treatment orders on anyone that had not
hecn a!-.'\\..'S"I..'d as hl.·ing. a suitahlc candidate for mandated trcatmcnt.
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(iii) Cnminal Records of Offences (CROs)

Participants" CROs \\ere also used to provide information about the nature and
extent of participants' offending history. CROs are tl>rmal records of a person's
offending history that are collected and held by the police. i\ copy of an offender's CRO
was made available to Probation Oflicers when they \\ere required to prepare an SER
for an offender. CROs provide details of an individual's offending history. The
information includes the dates and types of offence committed and the court disposition
that "as received. For the purpose of this research. each participant's age at the time of

his or her first com,iction \\as recorded. as \\ere the number and types of offences
committed in five )Car inter:als. Any time (in days) spent incarcerated during the five
) ear intervals was also recorded.
Each participant"s offence \\as classified. The.! classification of index offences
(i.e .. the presenting offences that brought participants into this study) \\as based on
\\Ork by Soothill. Francis and Fligelstone (2002) extended to include some offences that
fell outside Soothill et al.'s clusters of offences (for example minor public order
offences). This gave a total of 16 possible categories of offence. However, given the
sample size these 16 categories "ere then collapsed into eight types of offending that
cO\·ered all the index offences committed by the cohort. These eight categories were (i)
drug offences. (ii) fraud and general theft. (iii) general violence. (iv) drink driving. (v)
motoring. (vi) aggressive property. (vii) \'chicle thefi. and (viii) public order offences.
For the final analyses. the index offences \\ere categorised as either alcohol or drug

related. This information

\\US

obtained from a redl.!w of the circumstances surrounding

the presenting offl.!ncc that \\Cre detailed as a matter of course in the SERs. In instances
\\-here participants were charged with both alcohol and drug related offences the offence
that prompted police attention \\as deemed the identifying offence. For example.

someone arrested for an intoxicated public order offence \\ho
to have cannabis in their possession

\\US

\\3S

subsequently found

classified as an alcohol related offence. As

regards information about participants" pre\ ious criminal hchaYiour. the numht>r of
prior com ictions \\as rccordcd. Details as to whether a participant had a history of
alcohol or drug related offending and \\hether panicipants had a history or violence

\\Cre also recorded.
(iv) Level of' Service !mentor)- Redsed (LSI-R)

O!Tenders \\ere also asse"iscd. by their probation ofliccr. for their le\·el of'risk'
ofre-oft'ending. This le\'CI of risk is assessed via the administration of the LSI-R
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questionnaire (Andre\\S & Bo1••a. 1995). Thc LSI-R is a quantati\e survey instrument
that is designed to measure both the presenting needs of offenders and their risk of reo!Tending. The LSI-R takes account of o!Tcnders' characteristics and situational

circumstances that arc relevant to h.!\ el of service decisions. The measure assesses hoth
unchanging criminogenic factors. such as pre\ ious offending histor). and more transient
factors such as accommodation or drug use. The information obtained from the LSI-R

is used to guide level of sen icc decisions and treatment planning. Le\el of sen: icc
decisions include decisions about the level of freedom that an otlcnder requires or the
amount ofsupcn·ision that the otlcndcr needs to rccche. The LSI-R consists of 54

items categorised as tOIIO\\S: criminal history. education/employment. financial.
family/marital. accommodation. leisure/recreation. companions. alcohol/drug problems.
emotional/personal. and attitudes/orientation. Most of the questions are )es/no questions
but some questions require additional information. High scores are indicative of an
increased need and risk of rc-otlcnding. The LSI-R includes tables that enable case

y,orkers to translate ra\\ scores into levels of risk of recidivism. Lo\v risk/needs arc
indicated by ra\\ scores ofO- 13.lo\\ to moderate risk/needs arc between 14-23.
moderate risk/needs are scores 24-33. medium high risk/needs are indicated by scores
between 34- 40 and high risk/needs are indicated by scores of 41-47. In regard to the
psychometric properties of the LSI-R. I loll in. Palmer and Clark (2003) concluded that
the LSI-R \\as both reliable and valid. They reported that test-re-test reliability. and
inter rater reliability. had scores ranging from r = .80 tor= .99. In terms of\alidity. the
LSI-R gives consistent scores \\ith other measures of recidivism (llollin et al.. 2003).
LSI-R scores. \\ere available to the researcher. In the present sample. the LSI-R scores
ranged from low (7/5-1) to high (42/54) with the majority of participants. 73 (48.7%).

scoring in the lo\\/moderatc range.
Social Enquiry Reports (SFRs). i\lcohol and Drug Reports. Criminal Record of
Offences (CROs) and Lc\el of Service lmenlories (LSI-Rs) \\ere used to devise a
measure of Recovery Capital through a theory-led thematic analysis (see stage 3 ). These
reports and indices v.ere also used to determine participants· level of Recovery Capital
and to obtain potential predictive criteria such as demographic. drug use. treatment and

prior criminal hcha\'iour.

Procedure
,\'taKe one: 0aining WXC\.\ to a cohort

l?/

(?1/c!nden

Stagc one imohcd gaining access to a cohort of people \\ho had committed
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alcohol and drug relah:d

off~:nces.
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rhis n..·4uir!.!'d liabon "ith the Chief Probation Oflicer

ofthr .Terse~ Prohation and After Carl!' s~..·n icc and the Director of the .Terse~ Alcohol
and Drug

S1..'r\

icc. I :thics appro\ al from

the~c

organi:-.ations \\as ohtained and the

researcher \\as granted pennis:-.ion to access the nccc:-.sar~ information. Lthics appro,·al
\\US

also ohtaincd from Edith ('ov.an l

1

nivcr:-.it~

·s Ethics Committee (no.

0~/::!07).

The aho\c participants ''ere identilied and the rcle,ant infi..mnation ohtained \'ia
a~..·ccss

to the ProhathHl Sen icc":-. intcgratcd case m:magemcnt scn·ice ( ICMS) and the

datahasc at tht: Akohol and Drug Scn i1..·e. l'his process

\\US

initiated h~ an officer of the

court examining the rcfi:rralli:-.t for participanb \\ith a drug related offence \\ho \\rrc
rd'crn:d for hoth an alcohol and drug rt:port and an Sf-:R. l'hc researcher

\\US

then

pro\ ided '' ith the corresponding criminal record numhcrs for these participants. All
indi\ iduals \\hose details arc cntcrcd onto ICMS arc allocated a criminal record numhcr
(CR!"). rhb CR:-.: \\as then used to track the criminal and personal details of
indi' iduals '' hilc at the same time protecting their anonynimit). This process ensured
the confidcntialit) of the sample in that all idcntif) ing information \\as removed !rom
the cases prior to their inclusion in the research study.
5ilaKe two: (Jhtainin~ a data .\C!I

The second stage involved obtaining sullicient and appropriate data on the
specified sample. Once the cohort had been identified. their criminal record numbers
\\ere used to search the ICMS tOr the relevant infOrmation and the following information
\\as obtained:
Social Enquiry Report
•

The LSI-R score at the time of the index o!Tence
The date and details of the index offence

•

The court date tor the index ofTence and the sanction handed out by the court.
The relevant l.Sl-Rs \\ere located trom paper tiles kept at the Jersey Probation

and Aftercare Sen ice and were coded and photocopied.

The list of participants

identified by the court oniccr '-'"S given to the Alcohol and Drug Sen·icc. The
administrator of this sen ice then pro,·ided matched and anonymised reports to the
researcher. These reports \\ere matched to the SFR reports hy CRN numher. It is noted
that the names and any idcntif) ing information ahout the participants were removed
from all documentation hcforc the reports \\ere subjected to any analysis.
Potential predicth·e 'ariahles that are associated with reducing recidivism such
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as demographic information. drug use. treatment and prior criminal beha\iour \\ere also
recorded for each participant. Demographic variables such as age. gender. marital status
(in a relationship. married. single or divorced) and employment status (employed. not
employed) \\ere gathered from the infi.1rmation contained in the SERs and the Alcohol

and Drug Assessment reports. Type of occupation v.as recorded for the indi\ iduals who
were emplo) ed. Participants" occupation type v.as then categorised according to the
Australian Standard Classilication of Occupation (Australian Bureau of Statistics). The

information about participants" drug use

\\US

recorded in addition to the infOm1ation

obtained from the RecO\-cry Capital measure including participants drug of choice and

v.hcther the) v.ere engaged in treatment at the time of their presenting offence.
Participants drug of choice \\as then coded into the categories of alcohol or illegal

drugs. Criminal records were used to determine the length and nature of previous
criminal behaviour of the pat1icipants.
SlaKe three: Designing a measure o(Recm'e'T ( 'apital
The third stage was concerned \\ith the development of a measure of Recovery
Capital. At the time of this research a measure for Recovery Capital did not exist. This

v.as confim1ed h) communication v.ith Vt'. Cloud. (2003). an American sociologist. v.ho
along with his colleague. R. Granlield. created the concept of·Rccovery Capital". In

order to examine the possible role of Recovery Capital in reducing recidivism. it was
necessary to lirst establish criteria that represented Recovery Capital. As noted in the
introduction. RecO\ cry Capital is made up of four domains: I Iuman. Social. Physical
and Cultural Capital. Possible factors that contribute to an individual's !Iuman. Social.
Physical and Cultural Capital \\ere idcntilied. This was achieved by conducting a
theory-led qualitative analysis on a sample of the SERs and alcohol and drug reports.
The contents of the LSI-R \\ere also revie\\ed so that salient pieces of information that
\\ere provided by the LSI-R could also be included in the anal) sis. The ·sample' was
obtained by randomly selecting 30 indi\ iduals from the original sample of 150. This
sample contained 24 men and 6 lcmalcs. This sample group (referred to as the Review
Group) \\as then used to develop the measure for Recovery Capital. The information
contained in these participants reports \\as sorted into themes that potentially related to
Recovery Capital. This resulted in establishing the criteria for !Iuman. Physical.
Cultural and Social Capital. The theory-led thematic analysis continued until no

additional new information for each of the themes \\as found. Once the information had
been sorted into the themes of !Iuman. Social. Cultural and Physical Capital. common
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categories within these themes were then identitied. Human Capital contained the
categories of education. dewlopment. childhood attachment. know ledge and mental

ability. personal characteristics. mental health. ad,ersc life experiences. substance use
and

emplo~ me.nt.

Social Capital contained the categories of family of origin. family of

procreation. support from agencies. friends support nch\ork. accommodation and level
of community functioning. Cultural Capital \\as based on the follo\\-ing categoriesconnection to

Jerse~.

community connection. connection to drug using community.

de\ iance. permanency in Jersey and type of accommodation. Physical Capital
essentially included tangible assets such as income and linancial situation.
!Je,·e/opmenl

c~f c:riteriajiJr

/Iuman ( 'apital

I Iuman Capital was conceptualised as the knowledge. skills. educational
credentials. health and other personal qualities that indi\ iduals rely on to negotiate daily
life. In this instance I Iuman Capital was also basL..:i on individuals developmental

experiences. their ability to fom1 and maintain attathments. the extent and nature of
their drug usc and employment status.
The education component of !Iuman Capital included whether a person was
literate and whether he or she had continued with education until the age of 15 years.
Included 'has the attainment of qualifications at school and whether the individual had
embarked on and completed formal education alter school. Also reviewed was whether
the participants had exhibited behavioural problems at school (e.g .. truancy. persistently
disruptive in class. contact \\ith educational psychologist). A person·s intellectual

functioning \\as also considered. with a search being made for any specific mention of
whether the participants had brain damage or low IQ.
De,·elopmental experiences attempted to measure the quality of a person·s early
life experiences. The inlonnation re,·iewed included the stability of each participant"s
childhood. A participant"s childhood was considered stable if violence. sexual abuse. an

acrimonious separation. death of a parent and parental misuse of substances were
absent. Consideration \\as also given to the quality of the person·s relationship with his
or her parents and/or significant others. It was assumed. unless otherwise stated (i.e ..

individuals spoke

positi\cl~

about their relationship\\ ith their parents or significant

others). that indi\ iduals v.ho had experienced a punishing. unpleasant. uncaring. hostile
or indifferent relationship with their parents and/or significant other. did not experience
a rewarding relationship. Any suggestion that indi\ iduals had. during their childhood.

recei\'ed nurturance in the form of affection. comfort or support from their parents
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and/or a significant other. resulted in individuals being assessed as experiencing a
re\\arding relationship" ith their parent/carer as a child. In the instances where the

reports indicated that the person had experienced a ··nonnal" or ··uneventful'" childhood

(and no specific details about any instability or mistreatment in early life \\ere
mentioned). it \\as assumed that the participant had experienced a stable childhood with

rewarding and appropriate attachments with significant others.
A person"s ability to form adult attachments

\\US

assessed by looking for

infom1ation about \\hether he or she established and maintained relationships with
others or \\hether he or she tended to operate \dth a more detached and remote
interpersonal style. Information about contact "ith others was obtained from the SERs
and the Alcohol and Drug reports, as was infom1ation about the length of these

relationships. For example. someone \\hom maintained regular contact with a family
member (other than a parent). a friend or a partner \\as considered to be able to fonn

adult attachments. If these attachments had been in existence for more than a year it was
assumed that the person ·maintained" (i.e., nurtured and pursued their relationships \\ith
others) these attachments. The quality of their relationship with a partner \\as also

noted. Persons \\ho \Vere victims or perpetrators of physical and/or emotional abuse in
their adult relationships were also identified. Individuals \\ho did not have any ongoing

regular contact \\ith an) significant others or. as a result of their interpersonal style
struggled to establish appropriate relationships\\ ith others. were considered to be
socially isolated.
In tenns of personal attributes, a person's ability to manage everyday life. to set

goals commensurate with his or her O\\n capacity. to have insight into his or her
problems and to hme empathy \\ith others. \\as examined. Managing everyday
problems looked at \\hether indiYiduals were able to cope \\ith the general eYeryday

requirements of daily living. Empathy \\as assessed by a revic" of the participants"
attitude towards his or her offending and his or her treatment of others. If the participant

indicated a feeling of remorse ahout his or her offending and antisocial behaviour or
indicated some concern about the impact that his or her substance use \\as having on his
or her family. then it \\as deemed that he or she had the capacity to be empathic about
the needs of others. If the reports indicated that the participant sho\\ed an awareness of

the relationship betv.,.cen his or her substance usc and his or her offending. he or she was
considered to have insight.
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Participants" presentation at the time of their intcn·ie\\ and their ph: sica! and
mental health \\ere abo included in !Iuman Capital. The reports routinely notl!d the
participants" presentation at the time of their inten ic\\ and if the indh idual

\\US.

tOr

e\mnple. sober. communicati\e. akrt and orientated during their inter\'ie\\-. he or she
\\as assessed as h;n ing good sclf-prc!-.cntation. Those considered to h;l\'e poor-self
presentation \\ere those \\ho ''ere into"icatcd. uncommunicathc andlor had poor
h: giene. The presence of chronic medical conditions (e.g .. Hepatitis C. Cirrhosis) or
acute conditions (e.g .. broken kg. hack injur:) were also noted. In terms of assessing
participants" mental health the presence of a mental health diagnosis other than
suhstance usc (e.g .. lkpression. personality disc 'lh:r. an\iet:. sehi.tophrenia) \\as noted.
Pmticipants· pre\ ious history of mental health problems. \\hether they had rccci,ed
ps:chological or ps:chiatric inten.entions. and \\hether they had engagcd

111

self harm

or attcmpted suicide. ''ere also recorded. If the rcports did not make reference to self
harming hcha,·iour or attempted suicides. then it

\\US

assumed that the participant did

not engage in these bchm iours.
Participants· abilit) to copc \\ ith stress and frustration without the use of
sub!-.tances or aggrC!-.!-.ion \\as also assess~:d. !\ pcrson \\ho had stratcgies othcr than
aggression or thc us.: of suhstances to cope" ith stress and frustration

\\3S

deemed to

cope "ell. Such alternati\e strategics included accessing support froiT.'lll•lers. C\;.ercisc
and pur!-.uing mcaningful acti' itics.
Participants" suh!-.tancc u-;e \\as measured in terms of age of onset.

len~ I of

dependence. duration of problematic usc. contact "ith the criminal justices: stem prior
to 18 :cars of age and thcir im ol\·ement in

!'-.I.' !ling

drugs. Problematic usc referred to

those indi\'iduals \\ho. f{u a period ofo\er t\\O :cars. had cncountcrcd prohlcms as a
n:sult of their suhstancc usc. In general these problems included relational diflicultics.
loss of employment and rl'peatcd innll\ cment "ith thc criminal justice system as a
result ofsuhstance usc. Participants \\ere abo asses-;ed to establish \\hether they \\ere
suh!-.tancc usc.:rs or" hcther the: also -;old drugs to fund their habits. This information
\\as gleaned fmm thc alcohol and drug reports and the participants" otTcnding history. If
a participant had bec:n com icted. or \\as presently chargcd "ith a drug dl'aling otTc.:nce.
th~..·n

he or she "as assumed to he a uscr-dcaler.
1\d,cr!-.c adult Iii\:

e\;.pericnc~..·s

\\ere: also includcd in thc mca!-.ure for !Iuman

Capital. A.<.hersc adult life L'\pl·riencco.; included being raped or sc\uall: assaulted as an
adult. 'I he: abo included thl' lkath or chronic illnc..,.., of a !-.ignilicant other. If the reports
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did not refl:r to an~ ad\·ersc adult life experiences then it \\as assumL'd that the
participant had not experienced an~.
Employment status was also considL'red to he an important factor'' hen
assessing a person"s lluman Capital therefore participants" emplo)ment status and
histor) \\ere also obtained. t:mpln)ment status i.e .. employed or unemplo)ed. \\as
noted. The frcqucnC) ofunempln)ment \\as also assessed. Participants were considered
·trcqucntly uncmplo~cJ· if they had hccn uncmplo)ed illf more than 50% percent of the
past }Car. Permanency in cmplo) ment \\as measured h~ the time they had spent in their
current job. If they had been emplo) cd hy the same employer fiJr o\·er a ) car. the.') \\ere
deemed a permanent

emplo~ec.

tn their \\or!... if they expressed

Participants \\ere considered to hm·c a positi\e attitude

cnjo~

ing their \\Ork or articulated an interest in

furthering their expertise in their chosen profession. Participants" recent v..orJ... history
\\US

also noted. They \\ere deemed to hme a stable current \\or!... history if they had

been in the same job l(lr six months or more. Emplo) mcnt information about
participants also included \\hethcr the) had lost \\ork through their substance usc.

Derelopmrnt o{n·itcria fhr .\'odul ( 'apital
Social Capital \\as concerned \\ith a person"s membership \\ithin a social group.
The resources obligations and henelits of the !'.ocial groups \\ere con!'.idcrcd in terms of
the ·stock" that the) pro'

id~d

for indi' iduals to impnn c their li\ cs. In this instance

Social Capital \\as conceptualised ns an indi\ idual's support nct\\Orks (social and
familial). their accommodation and their contact \\ ith support agencies.
lnl~ll·mation \\as obtained as to hm\ ffL•quentl) participants had contact '' ith

their famil) of origin.'' hcthcr thes~ n.:lation:-.hips reinforcc..·d thc..·ir current problematic
lifestyle and \\hethcr the participant \ie\\Cd these relatinn!'.hips as pnsiti\e. If a
participant maintained regular contact \\ith a parent \\ho \\as imohcd in illegal
acth·ities and/or there

\\H..,

e\ idcncc..• ofprohlcmatic !'.Uh~tance u"~- then it \\as a~~unK•d

that this rclation!'.hip rcinl{wccd the participant" ... prohkmatic lill·:-.t: k. Participanh
\\hose fc.J.mil) of origin did not support their criminal it) \\l...'re \ ie\\cd as ha\ ing
relationships "ith their lluml) of origin that did not reinl{lrc~ thc..·ir prohkmatic lifest: k.
Participant,· rclatiOil',hips \\ith his or her famil: of procreation and his or lwr
current n.:lational circum:-.tancc..'" \\erc a . . ~c,...,c..·d. I hi' required d~k·rmining "lwthcr the.·
participant \\as :-.atislied '' ith hi:-. or her current relati(mal circunhtancc..•:-.. If the reporb
indicatcd that thc participant \\a.., in a "upporti\e and !'.tahlc relation!'.hip. or \\a:-. content
'' ith hL'ing single. it \\as a!'.~umcd that he or "he \\a!'. ~ati . . lied '' ith his or her rclatitmal

Drug

rclat~d ofl~nccs:

Factors in

r~ducing

re-oiTending

circumstances at the time of his or her offence. It
pr~\

had. \\ ithin the

\\US
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also noted \\hethcr the participant

ious six months. experienced an acrimonious separation and'or

\\hether there \\as an) indication of poor famil) functioning (e.g .. recent involvement of
the police domestic Yiokncc unit or children ·s sen ices).

ln1~mnation

about the presence

of children. and \\hether indi\ iduals li\ed as a member of a Htmily unit. i.e .• lived \\ ith
their children or\\ ith

th~ir

partner's children.

\\US

noted. Spouses· im oh cment in an)'

criminal acti\ ities (illegal drug use. itwoln:ment \\ ith criminal justice system)

\\US

also

recorded.
A'-~· . :~:t..;

of a person's emplo) ment \\ere also

deem~d

to he important

components of Soci~tl Capital. llm\e\ cr. the focus on cmpln) mcnt in the Social Capital
section concentrated on the relationships that an indiddual gained through their work.
i.e .. the hcnc1its that an indi\ idual

r~aped

as a result of hcing emhedJed in a

emplo)ment net\\ork that adhered to pnsiti\e social norms and encouraged compliance
to theses nom1s. In other \\Ord~. the amounts of ·stocl' or resources that cmpln) ment
offered an indi\ idual \\ere asses:-,ed. In this regard. participants" credihility in the
crnplo)ment SL'Ctor \\US consid~red. If participants had a reputation as a rcliahk
emplo) ce and did not ha\e a recent histnr) of cmplo) m~nt difficulties (e.g .. hcing
into\icated at \\orl. rc.:cent im oh ement \\ ith the criminal justices~ stem that impeded
their ahilit~ to

\\or~). thc..·~

\\ere considered to ha\ c crcdihilit~ to protect. The

pat1icipants" \\Orling relationships and their attitude to their \\ork \\ere also recorded. If
the

cmplo~ cr

had pro\ ided a positi\ c rcf~rcncl!' fllr them. or thl!'rc \\as no mention of

~train ..·d rclation~hip~

at \\ork. partkipants \\Crc

con~idcrcd

to hm e :-,mooth \\orling

rclatitlll!\hips.
In dctL'fmining an indi\ idual"..; Stldal Capital. participants" contact \\ith the
alcohol and drug ... ~n ic'-":"\. and other :"\Upport agencies .... uch as Alcoholics
and :\arcotic:"\
con~iden.·d

:\non~ mou~.

,\non~

mous

\\as al ...o rc\ i~\\Ctl. Contact\\ ith a support agenc: \\as

to he an additional an:u

of~upport

that participants could usc to address the

prohlems cncounh:rcd h: their ~uh~tancc mi..;usc. Participants \\crc considen.:d to ha\ c
had

appropriat~ conta~..·t

suh..,tanc~

!\Uh:-.tancc u:-.c had

appnlpriat~

conta~..·t

agcnc~ iftiK·~

a~ ... i~tanc~

lllll~ n.•cc..·ntl~

\\ ho had not ~ L't made

cau~ing

\\ith a ~upport

ll"c..' and had '-'Ought

had a histor~ of problematic

lhlln a ... uppnrt agc..•nc:. Participants\\ ho..;c

(\\ ithin si'\ nHmth:-.) hcgun to cause them prohkm .... hut

"ith a ~uppo11

agcnc~.

\\1..·re

al~o con~idercd

to ha\ c had

contact \\ith a :-.uppllrt agcnc~. Participanb \\hllSC :-,uh:-,tancc usc \\as not

them

an~

llngoing diflil:ultic:-.. and\\ ho had ntlt ctmtactcd a :-.upport

agcnc~.
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\\ere also considered to ha\ e had appropriate contact '' ith a support agency.
Participants \\ho had experienced significant problems related to their substance usc
(i.e .. contact'' ith the criminal justiceS) stem. relational or employment difliculties.
problems of dependence) hut" ho had not contacted a support agency \\ere not
considered to hmc had appropriate contact \\ith a support agency.
The final sections of Social Capital looked at participants' social net\\orks and
their accommodation and general community functioning. In regards to participants'
social nct\\orks. the criminal imohcment of their friends and acquaintances was
rcvic\\cd. The propensity to associate'' ith individuals who used illegal drugs was also
explored. Participants \\ho were entrenched in illegal drug usc (i.e .. were regular
habitual users \\ho had established net\\orks within the illegal drug using communi!))
"ere described as associating \\ith individuals \\ho took illegal drugs. These individuals
differed from participants who used illegal substance. but \\hose main contact \\ith
other illegal drug users was only \\hen obtaining illegal drugs. as opposed to socialising
\\ ith such individuals.
In terms of accommodation and functioning in the general community. the
stability ofparticip::mts" recent (within the previous month) accommodation \\as
assessed. Indi\ iduals \\ho had changed their accommodation (and this included being
remanded in prison) \\ere not considered to ha,·e a recent history of stable
accommodation. Participants \\ere considered to manage their finances effective!) if
the) had sufficient funds fl1r food and accommodation. lndi\ iduals \\ho had significant
debts and/or no formal income \\ere not considered to manage their finances effectively.
lndi' iduals \\ho had a regular income {e.g .. \\ages or \\Clfare support) and \\ho did not
have significant dehts \\ere considered to manage their finances effectively. The
cligibilit~

of participants to access "clfare and treatment sen·ices \\as also assessed.

Indi' iduals li\·ing in

Jerse~

they pa) a social

securit~

"ho held casual

po~itions

arc only cligibk for \\clfarc services if. when employed.

stamp dut~. lndi\ iduals \\ ho \\ere nC\\ to the island and/or
an: unahlc to

acce~s \\el1~1rc

sen icc~. Evidence of

constructi' c leisure pursuits \\as also l'Xplnn:d. lndi\ iduals \\ho had a hohhy or interest
or participated in a

~port

v.erc considered to h:ne a constructhc leisure pursuit.

l>el·elopme111 o(aitcria for ( 'u{tural ( 'apital

Cultural Capital cmhodil:d the indi' idual's
the

ahilit~

\alue~.

to act in one\

0\\11 intl'fl'~t

\\ithin those

l~1miliarit~
norm~.

\\ ith cultural norms and

Cultural Capital also included

hclief". dbpo..,ition". hcha' iour patterns and other personal qualities that
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emanated from membership within a panicular culture. In effect. Cultural Capital is
one's sense of acceptance and he longing \\ ithin a cultural group and is akin to the
concept of'insider' or 'outsider' status. In this instance th.: pa11icipants· cnnnct:tion to
.krsey. and their connection to th.: communit) including links to ·de\ iant liti:st) ks'.
\\ere examined. Participants' connection to J.:rse) \\as assessed h) the amount of time
they had spent in Jersey. including\\ hether the) \\ere horn and educated in .lcrsc). and
whether their fitmil) of origin or procreation li\ ed in .lerse).
Participants" connection to the community was assessed hy the presence of
acquaintances and c-.,tahlished adult net\\orks in Jersc). Engagement in an organised
local activit) \\as also used as a means of assessing participants· conn.:ction to the
community. Organised local acth·ities included hcing a memhcr of a local sporting cluh.
local charity or interest group. lm olvcment in a sport or hohhy was not considered to he
an organised acth ity unless it provided participants\\ ith a sense ofhclonging to a group
or cluh and sharing an expressed common interest\\ ith others. The native language of
participants \\as also noted. English is the native language of Jersey. thus it \\as
considered that panicipants \\hose tirst language was not English would be Jess likely to
feel a strong sense of connection to the o\·crall community. Participants· connection to a
drug using community \\as also measured. This

\\US

assessed hy examining \\hether

participants socialised almost exclusivcl) \\ith other substance users. \\hethcr they
spent most of their time intoxicated and \\hcther they had a long standing (m·er three
years) connection\\ ith other drug users in Jcrsc). In tem1s of assc,,sing participants'
in\ol\cmcnt in de\'iant culture their otl'cnce history \\as explored. Participants \\ere
assessed as to\\ hethcr the) had a his tor) of dt:\·iance or hcha\·ioural prohlcms during
their adolescence and as to \\hethcr they had committed criminal offences that \\ere
unrelated to their suhstancc usc. \\·hcther participants had less than 10 com·ictions. and
had e\·cr hccn incarcerated. \\Us also assessed. Participants' pcrmanenc) in Jersey \\as
measured by \\hcther participants \\ere emplo)cd in Jersey and had a permanent address
in Jersey. Participants \\ere assumed to hme a permanent address if they regarded
Jersey as their home and \\ere not homeless. Participants"

h~\cl

of accommodation

\\US

abo considered to h.: indicati\C.:- of their Cultural Capital. At present. .lersc) Ia\\ states
that nnl) people '' ho arc horn and raised in .lcr->e). or" ho ha"e li\cd on the island for
o\·cr 20 years. arc permitted to hu) a house in Jersey. It is

therctlm.~

assumed that a

person·s t) pc of accommodation is likcl) to have some hearing on his or her sense of
cultural belonging. Pm1kipants" accommodation \\as rated on a sliding scale v. ith
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indiYiduals "ho O\\llcd their 0\\11 house recci\ ing the m:.~·<imum number of accumulated
points (5) and indi\ iduals "ho "ere homeless recci\ ing no points. lndi\ iduals who
lh ed in a hostel. on a campsite or" ho v.ere temporaril) residing\\ ith a friend. receiYed
one point. lndi\ iduals li\ ing in temporary. but longer term accommodation. such as a
guest

hOUSC.

sharing \\ith friends or ntmiJ). recciYed t\\0 points and those Jjyjng in a

long term rental property recei\ed three points.
Derdopmenl l?lc:rileria.for Phy.\it.:al ( 'apilal
Physical Capital is often rcl'i.:-rred to as economic or financial capital. It refers to
income. investments. property and other tangible assets that can be com erted to money.
In effect. Physical Capital is literally the tinancial assets of the indi\ idual. In this study
Physical Capital \\as gaugl.!d b) v.hether purticipants O\\ned a house. had their 0\\n
business and had some sa,·ings. Participants' income v.as determined using information
trom the SER repmts. Participants \\ho earned in the region of £10.000 - £14.999 per
annum recei\'Cd one point. those \\ho earned £15.000-£24.999 received t\\O points and
participants earning O\'Cr £25.000 recci,·ed three points. Participants" financial situation
v.as also assessed in terms of the presence of debts and v. hether participants v.cre reliant
on \\elfarc assistance.
Rec:m·e1:r Capital .\fea.wre
A questionnaire comprising I 00 que;tions (sec Appendix I) was developed.
Guidelines for scoring the questionnaire were also produced (see Appendix 2). The
questions v.erc scored using ones and l't:ros. lndi\ iduals with the most Recovery Capital
ohtained th~ highest scores. The questionnaire

\\US

then applied to 15 of the participants

in the Re,·ie\\ Group. The ans\\crs to the questionnaire \\ere obtained by consulting the
SI:Rs. Alcohol and Drug reports. I.SI-R t(>rnls and the criminal record information t(>r
the 15 participants in the Re' ie" Group. In ordl.!r to assess the rcliahility of this
questionnaire. the same sample of 15 participants \\as additionally assessed by t\\o
indepl.!ndent scorers. Items that \\ere difficult to score. or that shov.ed a significant
discrepancy. \\Crc then discussed in a three

\\3)

meeting v. ith all of the scorers. An

attempt \\as made to cstablish consensus scores for the items shm\ing a discrepanc).
Contentious and dillicult to score items \\ere re,,orded for the final \'ersion of the
qucstinnnairl.! and. "here nl.!cl.!ssaf). ckarer guidelines \\Crl.! pnwided for scoring the
questionnaire. 'I he amended independent scorcs \\ere then anal) sed. Final anal) sis of
the inter rater reliahilit) v.a~ 0.9.
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undcrtal..en to estahlish "hether the

component parts of RccO\ cr) Capital. name!) !Iuman. Social. Cultural and Physical
Capital. contrihutcd to Rcco\er) Capital scores. The results of this analysis showed that
each part contrihuted to the o\'erall score of RecnYery Capital and each component part
also contributed an indi\ idual !actor as \\ell sec Table I. Each of the correlations for the
component parts of RecO\wy Capital \\as statistically significant at p ~ 0.00 I. All
scales showed a medium to high internal consistency: !Iuman Capital (n
Social Capital (n
(n

~

8) rt

~

~

22)

rt ~

.673. Cultural Capital (n

~

25)

a~

~

45)

CI ~

.841.

.760 and Physical Capital

.739. The Rccmer) Capital scores \\ere correlated \\ith the LSI-R intake

scores. This correlation \\as also found to he significant r=0.6& p< 0.01. Therefore it is
considered that this correlation hcstO\\S face Yalidity on this measure of Rcco\ery
C1pital.
Table I
S"pearman rho correlation he tween component parts of Re('o1'('1:r ( 'apital

Speannan·s rho

!Iuman

Social

Cultural

Ph~·sical

!Iuman

1.000

0.559*

0.426*

0.463*

0.795*

1.000

0.566*

0.704*

0.877*

1.000

0.475*

0.769*

1.000

0.769*

Total Rcconry
Capital

Social
Cultural
Physical
Total Recovery Capital

1.000

*p- 0.01
5ita}.!e (our: OhtaininK Recm·e1:r Capital ,\"core.,

The fourth stage \\as the determination of Rec<.)\'~ry Capital scores for the
sampl~.

The questionnaire \\as used to assess the main. and separate. sample of 150

cases for characteristics of Rec<)\'ery Capital. The SU{s. Alcohol and Drug Reports.
CROs and l.SI-Rs

\\~rc us~d

to ohtain

an~\\~rs

to the Rec(ncry Capital questionnaire.

All cases \\ere gi\ en a total score out of 100 and a score lOr each of the four
components of Rcco\ cr: Capital.
Sta;:e.fh·e: Ohtaining out('ome data

The filth
outcome data

~tagc \\US conc~.:rn~d

\\Cr~ accc~~cd

suhscqucnt analysis

\\U"i

\\ ith ohtaining outcom~ data tt1r the sample. The

alicr all the

compl~tcd.

pr~:'

iousl: noted intake data and alicr the

Thus. the

res~archcr

\\Us hlind to the outcome data

at the time of collating the intal..c data including the de' elopment of the recovery capital
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mt:asun: and th1..· dcrh at ion of rt:CO\ cr~ capital scores. Outcome data (days tore·
(111\.:nding) \\ere <1htaincd lf<Jm the

.lt:rsc~

Prohati<Jn and Aftercare Scrvice·s database.

the lnll..·gratcd Case \1anagcment S)stem (ICMS). An} significant re-ofTending is
notified to the Prohation and Afier Care Sen icc. therefore their ICMS database \\-as an
ideal place to track the re-oflonding bchmiour of the cohort. Additionally. because
Jcrse~

high.

is an island with a stable population. the.! 'capture 1 of the follow-up group \\as
Da~ s

to rc.!-ofll.:nding \\ere calculated by manually working out the number of days

bct\\ccn the date of participants" court appearance for their presenting offence and the
ol1oncc date of their l(>lltming offence. Additional infom1ation pertinent to the 18
month fi.1lh.l\\ up period \\as also recorded. This information included any time spent
incarcerated (in da~s) and the numbers of ofTcnces committed during the 18 month
l(>llow up period .
.\"!axe six: Data analysis

The sixth and final stage in,ohcd the statistical analysis of the obtained data.
This \\as dri\ en by the pre\ iously determined h~ pothe~cs. l:ssentiall} the anal) sis
in\olvcd determining the factors that \\ere associated \\ith \\hcthcr an indh idual reol1"endcd in the 18 month foli<m-up period. Initially the frequencies,.; all the \Uriables
\\ere examined and hased on these frequencies. the data \\ere collapsed. The sample
size in this study \\as rclatiYcl) small and a

~igniticant

number ofYariablcs \\ere

included in the study design. Therefore. exploratol) anal) sis \\as undertaken to
cstahlish the \ariahles that \\ere statistically signilicantl) associated \\ith n:-otl\.:nding.
In the first instance chi square anal)sis \\as undertaken on potentially prcdictiYe
demographic (e.g .. age. gender. emplo)nK·nt

statu~)

and historic and current

criminological characteristics (e.g .. number and t~ pc.! of prcYious ofiCnccs. time in
prison and natun: of presenting oftCnce). Lc\cls of Rccm er) Capital. LSI-R scores.
court disposition and drug u~e and drug treatment. \\ere also anal) sed using chi square
to identif) possible significant associations \\ith rccidi\ ism.
These variables \\Crc then subjected to further anal) sis. in the fonn of sur\'i\ al
analysis to determine their impact on time (days) tore-offending. The main outcome
measure in sun·hal anal)sis is the time it takes for an C\ent to occur (e.g .. re-offcnd. not
rc-offcnd ). In instances \\hen the e\·ent did not occur i.e .. a participant did not-re-ofll.:nd.
the data \\ere categorised as censored. Sun iYal anal; sis is a statistical tcch'lique that
takes account of these cen~ored data hy considering that offCndcrs h<1\e been at risk all
the time ( 18 months) they \\ere ohscned.
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Kaplain-Meier analysis (Kaplan & Meier. 1958) and Cox regression (Cox &
Oakes. 1984) models \\ere used l<>r analysis of the time to e\ent. The Kaplan-Meier
anal) sis is used for categorical data and the results of this type of analysis can estimate
difTercnces in sun i\ at probabilities O\ er time. llo\\e\er. survival analysis does not
prm ide an estimate of risk nor docs it adjust for covariatcs. Cox regression analysis can
hO\.\cver. estimate the magnitude of thc ctTcct of indi\ idual \ariahles and hov. much the
hazard rate (estimate of risk) is expected to change as a consequence of changing the
indh idual \'ariables. The hanrd rate is a function of time. not a probability. Cox
regression can also he used for both categorical and continuous data and in the current
stud) it \\as used to describe the linear association of Recover) Capital and its
component parts \\ith outcome.
In the current study sun· hal cur\'es (Kaplan Meier analysis) were calculated for
all \ariahles and log rank tests \\ere undertaken to compare sun·ival cunes for these
\ariablcs. Ghen the sample si1e and the number of variables. and thus limitations in
pov.cr. an apriori decision

\\US

made to set the statistical significance of the log rank

tests top< 0.1 0. This lc\'el \\as used to determine those variables that were included in
an initial Cox reg res~ ion model. The assumption of proportional hazards was tested
before entering \ariahles into the model. Step,\ise variable selection (backward
elimination)

\\US

undertaken on the \ariablcs that were included in the initial Cox

regression model. By this means it

\\US

possible to identitY those factors that \\ere most

statistically associated \\ith outc()me and assess the comparative strength of such
indi\ idual variahks. It

\\US

also possible to assess the indi,·idual impacts of the

con:ponent parts ofreclwery capital. Additionally assessment

\\US

:~!fide

of the inter-

relationship heh\een Rcco\ er) ("apital \·ariables. LSI-R score and clinicians'
recommendation for treatment.
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Chapter Three Results
Introduction

The results of this stud) arc outlined hclo\\. In the first part of this chapter
descriptive information about the stud) sample is prm idcd. The descriptive statistics

include demographic. criminological and outcome information. In the second section of
the chapter the h) potheses of the study are addressed and the results of the statistical

analyses presented.

Part I
De.\t.'riptin! Statist h-.\ t?f'the .wmp/e

As can he seen from Table 2. the sample consisted of 150 individuals of\\hom
122 'Nere male (81 %) and 28 ( 19%) female. The age range of the sample \\as 18 to 65
years \\ith the mean age being 32 (SD 10.3yrs). Se,enty two (48%) were emp!O)Cd. Of
those unemployed. 43 (28.6%) were receiving a state benefit. Of those in employment.
19 (26.-l%) \\Orked in a clerical position. 34 (47.2%) had a trade and 19 (26.4%)
\\Orkcd in unskilled manual jobs. The sample \\ere comparatively well educated with
88% of them having completed formal schooling.

Tahlc2
DemoKraphics of the .wmple

l>emographics
Gender
Male
Female
Age
:S 25 ) rs
26-36 yeaf'
2: 37 years
Education
2: 6 years
Completed I 0 yr;
Completed further education
Marital status
Single
Married
In relationship
Divorced/separated
[mployment status
Employed
Unemplo)ed

N

%

122
28
!50
47
50
53

81.3
18.7
100.0
31.3
33.4
35.3

!50
132
40

100.0
88.0
26.7

81
26
30
13

54.0
17.3
20.0
8.7

72
78

48.0
52.0

M

SD

32.0

10.4
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The drug usc: characteristics of the sample arc outlined in Table 3. As can be
seen. alcohol was the drug of choice for the majority of the sample (59%). with heroin
being the second most popular drug of choice. Forty three (29%) panicipants had used
cannabis under the age of 15

~ears

and 26 ( 17%) had used heroin under the age of 18.

At the time of their prc:scnting ollCncc. 102 (68%)) \\Cre assessed as hcing drug
dependent. The

majorit~

(84%) of the sample had experienced over two years of

problematic use.

Table 3
Dru~

U.\e characteri.\lics o(wmple

Drug of choice
Alcohol
lleroin
Cannabis
Amphetamine
Polydrugs
Ecstasy
Cocaine
Solvents

N
89
46
7
2
3
I
I
I

%
59.3
30.7
4.7
1.3
2.0
0.7
0.7
0.7

The historical. criminological. characteristics of the sample are shown in Table
4. As can be seen. 68 (45%) of the sample had. by the age of 18. been convicted of a
crime. The youngest age for a first com·iction was I 0 years and 54 was the oldest. Just
over half (56%) of the sample had recorded their first criminal conviction by the age of
19. The number of pre\ ious convictions ranged from 0-211 v.ith the mean number of
pre,·ious comictions being 13.2 (SD 22.8). Seventy six (50.7%) of the sample had over
six previous com ictions and a further 25%, of the sample had 16 or more previous
convictions.
Additional analysis of the sample's pre\ ious ofiCnding rc\calcd that the mean
number of offences committed under the age of 16 was 1.5 (SD 4.9). The range in the
number of com ictinns under the

ag~

of 16 \\as 0-3-t \\ ith 90% of the sample hm ing

three or less com ictions under the age of 16. Forty fi\·c percent of the sample had spent
time in prison" ith mean length of imprisonment for the\\ hole sample being 21
(Sf)

~ecks

5-1.1 ). The range of wcc~s spent in prison was 0-396 with 20% oft he sample

ha\ ing :-.pent

O\ er

I M\\Ccks in prisr·n.
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Table 4
Jlislorical criminological dwraclerislic.\· t?(/he sample

Criminological characteristic
No. of convictions under 16 ) ears
Age of first con.-iction
~18}ears
~19

years
Number of prior con\·ictions
0
1-5

~6

N
150
150
68
82
150
28

46
76

Type of prior convictions
Drug related com ictions
Alcohol related convictions
Convictions for violence
Time spent in prison (weeks)
0 weeks
1-12 \\eeks
>13 weeks

69
112
64
150
89

24
37

%
100.0
100.0
45.3
54.7
100.0
18.7
30.6
50.7
46.0
75.0
42.7
100.0
59.3
16.0
24.7

M
1.5
21.9

SD

13.2

22.8

21.5

54.1

4.9
8.7

The current criminological characteristics of the sample are illustrated in Table
5. As can be seen. the mean age at the time of the presenting oiTence was 32 years (SD
10.2). The range lor the number of presenting offences was 1-24 with 93.3% having six

or less presenting offences.

Table 5
Curren/ criminological prt?file

Current criminological (lrofile
Age at current offence
No. of presenting offences
I
2
~3

Presenting offence
Alcohol related
Dru~ related

N
150
150
59
38
53
150
93
57

%
100.0
100.0
39.3
25.4
35.3

M
32.3
2.8

SD
10.2
3.2

62.0
38.0

In order to classify the presenting offences as either alcohol or drug related. the
details of the offence were obtained from the SI'Rs. It \\as clear from the nature of the

otTcnding and/or circumstances of the arrest \\·hcthcr the index offence \\as alcohol or
drug related. Only eight participants \\ere charged" ith both alcohol and drug related

offences. In these instances the SERs \\ere revk\\ed and the circumstances ofthl.! arrest
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dictated the classification. Of interest is the fact that 62 %of the presenting otTences
were alcohol related. This is of particular interest because most therapeutic

jurisprudence interventions arc targeted at currently illegal drug related offending.
l-lm\e\er. in this sample. only 38% of the presenting offences "'ere drug related.
As can be seen trom Table 6. illegal drug offences were the presenting offence
for 42 (28%) of the sample and public order otTences \\ere the second most frequent
offence. with 36 (24%) of the sample offending in this manner. Examination of the
details of the presenting offences rc\·caled that only 18 ( 12%) of the sample had a

violent presenting ofiCnce

Table 6
7)pe t?{presenling t~ffi!nce

Presenting offence tvpe
Drug offences
Public order
Fraud and general theft
General violence

Drink driving
Motoring

Aggressive property
Vehicle theti

N
42
36
18
18
26
5
3
2

%
28.0
24.0
12.0
12.0
17.3
3.3
2.0
1.3

The Level of Service lnventof)- Re,·ised (LSI-R) scores for the sample "ere
collapsed into the scoring categories that \\ere stipulated by the LSI-R. As can he seen
from Table 7. the range of LSI-R scores tor the present sample \\as 4-42 v.ith the mean
LSI-R score l(>r the current sample being 20.8 (SD 8.40). This is considered to indicate
a low to moderate risk ofre-offending. The majority of the sample (67.4%) was either
in the low moderate or low risk of re-offending group.

Table 7
Let·el

c~(.<len·ice

lnrentmJ' (LSI) scores hy ri.\k categories

LSI-R Scores
Sample
Low0-13
Low I Moderate 14 -23
Moderate 24- 33
Moderate I high 34- 40
lli•h41-47

N
150
32
73
28
16
I

%
100.0
21.3
48.7
18.7
10.7
0.7

M
20.8

SD
8.40
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The sample's Reco\·cry Capital scores \\ere collapsed into three categories. high
(68+). medium (55-67) and low (54 or less). The range l(>r Recovery Capital scores was
1-93. the mean being 60.8 (SD 13.3 ).

Table 8
Recm·ery ( 'apital \'Cores

Reco\'e'1' Capital scores

N

%

M

SD

150
51
48
50

100.0
3-U
32.0
33.3

60.8

13.3

"13X = J()()

Recowry Capital
Low:054
Medium 55-67
High >68

The indi\ idual component parts

ofrecoYer~

capital \\ere collapsed into

l\\O

categories. The cut off\\as established hy using a score that ga\c the hest median split
(that is closest to 50150). The I Iuman Capital scores obtained by participants ranged
from 12-45 \\ith 25% of the sample scoring 28 or less and 25% scoring over 38.The
mean score for Human Capital \\as 32.3 (SD 6. 7).

Table 9
ffl,

.n Capital.w.:ores

Human Capital scores
(max=45)
I Iuman Capital
Lo\\ :033
High> 34

N

%

M

SD

150
81
69

100.0
54.0
46.0

~1.3

6.7

The frequencies for Social Capital scores arc outlined in Table 10. The range of
Social Capital scores obtained hy participants \\as 4-21 \\ith 25°/o of the sample scoring
9 or less and 25 °/o scoring O\Cr 14. As can he seen from Tahle 10 Social Capital scores
\\ere collapsed into two groups -those\\ ho scored 13 or o\·er and those\\ ho scored 12
or belov.. The mean overall score l(>r Social Capital \\as 12.0 (S/J 3.4).
Lhle 10

Social Capital

\COres

Social Capital scores (ma\-22)
Social Capital
Lm' ~ 11
High 2:_13

N
150
84
66

%
I 00.0
56.0
44.0

M
12.0

SD

3.4
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'I he: frcquc:ncks for Cultural Capital an: illustrated in l'ahlc II. The range in

scores \\as

-l-~4

\dth

~5

hcing the ma:-..imum :-.core:. L:-..amination of the frequencies

:-.ho\\l..'d that 20 °·o of the sample scored I 0 or under. The mean scnrl..' l()r Cultural Capital
'""I 1.9(.\"/J 4.21.

lahk II

( 'ultural ( 'apital

\COI'L'.\

Cultural Capital scores

.\'

'Yt.

.1/

SD

(ma\;25) __ _
Cultural Capilal
D
:14

1511 11111.0 11.9
4.2
75
50.11
---~75 __5_110 Q______ _

I he :-.Cllrc:s for
Ph~:-.iral

Ph~

sica! Capital an: outlined in I a hie 12. The range of scores for

~

8. \\ith 87°'n scoring four or lc:-.s. The o\erallmcan score \\as

Capital \\a:-. I

2.61.,/J I.X).
lahk 12

Ph~ sica I Capital ~con~
.\'
%.
.H
. (m~\;H) _______________________ _

Ph~

:-.ical

150
79
71

IIIII

2.6

SD

I.X

5~.7

47.1

In I ahk 13 the court di-.po:-.ition:-. that \\ere allocatc:d for the prc:..,cnting ofll.:n~.:cs
arc outlined. :\:-.can hl· 'il'l'll. 21 ( 14° u l llf the sample: rl·cci\ cd a cu:-.hldial
nw:-.t Ctlll111Hln court di:-.po:-.ititlll \\U.., a pnlhation onkr \\ ith
rc:cc:h ing thi-. dispn:-.ition.

lahk 1.1

C'ourt di~po"'ition of l'Urn·nt offence
Pn1hatH111 tm.h.·r
Prnhation ord . .·r \\ ith trcatment
( 'ommunit~ "en il: ...· order
Pri-.on
l~inding ll\ l'f tlnlcr \\ 1th trcalllll'lll
Bind1ng o\cr order
lilll'

.\"
3X

""

25.~

21
:'I
21
15

I (>.7
1-1.11
1-1.11
1-1.11
IIIII

l)

(}.()

~5

~5.3 ~ c

s~..·ntcnce.

of till' sample

'I he
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.\-;can he seen from l'ahlc 1-.J.. 46
(binding

O\ er

(.10.6°~!)

R5

of the sample n:cei,ed mandated treatment

order" ith a condition of mandah..·d treatmc:nt or prohation order\\ ith a

condition of mandatc:d treatment) fur their

prc:~enting

ofll:nce.

Tahk 14
.\·umher o(imlil·iduaf, 1rho rcccircd mandated trea1me111

:\landated treatment
Yes
~0

'(150)
46
104

'%

30.6
69.3

It is pertinent to note. as outlinc:d in Tabk 15. that at the: time of their presenting
oll'cnce. 59 (.19.3%.) participants \\ere: alread) engaged in some flm11 of treatment
in ten entioll. ()f the indiYiduaJs engaged in treatment :.Jt the time of their presenting
o!Tencc. around approximatcl) half (.10 out of 59) \\ere seeking assistance for alcohol
related prohlems and the remainder ''ere se~:king help fi.lr other drug relatc..:d problems.
\\'hen mandatc:d treatment is included. the numhcr of participants engaged in treatment
post sentencing increased to 85 (-1.3 11 "0).

"Iahk 15
\"umhcr of people in \'olummy and mandated treulme111
In ,·olunta~ tre~1tment at time of
prcst.•nting offcnct.•

·--·----

'\'c:-;

'0In treatment after offence
(HIIuntal) or mandated)
Yes

'0

.\'

IVt,

59
91

60.7

R5
65

-B.3
56.7

39.3

De.,criptin'' for f,\'-momh /ollm1 llf'
Of the 1:'0 per ...on . . im oh ed in the: stud:. 71 (...J. 7.3° u) re-o trended during the 18
month folio'' up p1.:rind. ll11.: nH..-an time fnr the ~.unpk li' !\.'·offend "a~ :. 77.6 da: s l'r

approximate!: one:: ear (out of a ma\inntm JX'riod nf fl..'-lllf~..·nding of 5-tR d<t: . . ). I h~..·
time to

r~..·-of!l-ndJng

in d.1: . .

j.., outltn~..·d

in I igur~..· 1.

Drug n:lah:d

lll'f~IH.:cs:

1-i.u.:hm.. in

r~ducing

n:-ofknding
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Fil(ure I
Sun·h·al curn for time tore-offend (da)'S)
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""=
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400

300

Time tore-offend

600

500

(da~s)

,\.,.can lx sct.:n from the e\.amination of Figure I. there is a steady cumulati\ c
incidence of n:-of!Cnding mer the lirst 300 da~ s. llo\\e\ cr. this flattens out at around
the

one~ car

i~ furth~..·r

marl-. \\ ith

llC\\

offending aftt.:r that timt.:

illu..,tralt..'d in ·1 a hie \6 \\ ht.:rt.:

th~

ht..~(..'oming

intt.:nals i:-.outlint.:d.

l.thk 16

--

Time to n•-ufft·nd

Cumuh1tiH• nu. of
offt.•ndt.·r~

l)f)

~'

IXO

3lJ

~70

4'!

.l(l(}

()f)

450
540

67
71

incn:asingl) rare. ·1 his

cumulati\ t.: pcn.:entagt.: of o!Tendt.:r~ at 90

-

( ·umuh1th t.' •Y.,
n-offl·ndt.·r'
23.-J
54.9
6'!.0
X4.5
'!4.4
100.0

da~
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'I he total

numh~o:rs

of con\ ictions Juring the I R month folio'' up period arc

outlined in Tahlc 17. l'hc range of the numb~..>r of cnm·ictinns during the folio\\ up
P'-·riod \\as 0- I R. ()fthl' 71 ''ho

r~..>-of!Cnd~..>J.

5:!

(73.:!~~)

had three or less com ictions.

Tahk 17

Sumher of cmn·icliom· during /8 month fhllmr up
-~-~--~~""-~-cc--

:\o. of con\ ictions

---~-

/\'

~~.

150
79
5:!
19

100
52.7

/U

SD

1.39

~A

----·~------------"----

0

1-3
>3

:;.u
12.7

As can ho soon from Tahk 18. tho majority (69.3%) of the sample did not spend
any time in prison during the I R month follow up. ·1 he time in prison during the folio\\

up period ranged lrom 0-540 da)S \\ith 17 (II%) of tho sample spending o\'cr 112
da~s

in prison. Th~..> one person \\ho \\as in prison for 540 da~s rc-offended within eight

da~ s

of their presenting offcncl..'. Dul..' to the

sl..'\crit~

of that oftCnce. the indi\ idual \\as

rl.!mandcd in custody and C\cntuall~ recehed a signilicant prison sentence from the

Ro)al Court (Supremo Cow1).

Tahk IR

Amount of time .\pent in pri.wn during /8 numlh follmr up
Da~:s_in_p!i".<!n_~"__

150

0

IO.J

13
33

__"•__ _M___ SQ_
1011.0 :17.2
69.3
8.6
22.0

95.7
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Part 2

11, pothe•is I
This research \\as driH:n h) lllur h) pothc:sc:s. The lirst of these \\as that there
\\Ould he a

po~iti\c

a:-.sociation het\\een the k\d ofRt..'l'O\C:r) Capital and outcome

"ith higher le\ cis of R~:cm cr: Capital hcing associated '' ith heth.:r outcome (that is
longer time to rc-ol'fcnding). In order to address the lirst h: pothesis. the

R~:cm cr)

Capital scores for the sample \\ere calculated (as sho\\ n in Tahlc 8 ). l'ollo'' ing this.
Rccon:ry Capital scores ''ere crosstahulated \\'ith da: s to re-ofll:nd. These results arc
outlined in Tuhk 19.

Tuhk 19

Recm'l'l:r ( 'apitu/and oufcome (re-o/fend did not re-of/ou/}
Outcome
Did not re-ofknd
Rc-of"lomkd
rota!

N
%
N
%
N
%

RecO\ erv Capital
68>
55-67
26
39
78.0
5-l.l
22
II
-!5.8
22.0
52
-!8
50
100.0
!00.0
100.0
<54
1-l
26.9
38
73.1

1 he results of the chi square statistical anal: sis I
(),(JOI)

z' (2. N ~ !50)~ 26.74. p ~

sho\\cd that Reco\l"l') Capital \\as signilicantly associated v.ith re-offending

'' ith more pep,on'i \\ ith lm\er Rc:co\ er: ('apital re-offending.

()f the

indi,·iduals

as'icsscd as hm ing high le\ d'\ of Rc:cln er: Capital. II (22%) re-ofll:ndcd ''here as of
the indi\ iduals assessed as ha\ ing lm\ Recm cr) ('apital. 38 ( 73.1 o/o) re-offended.
Thc~e

results \\ere further anal:sed using sun hal anal)sb. As can he seen h)

looking at the sun i\ al cun es in Figure 2. there

\\tiS

a steep increase in rc-ofll:nding

hchm·iour in the hm R'-·cm cr) ( ·apital group as compared to the higher Je, cis of
Roemer) Capital (i.ng rank=
significant!)

as~ociatcd

~9.7-l. df~ ~-

"ith outeon11..·.

p = 0.001 ).Thus. Roemer) Capital \\as

Drug rcbtcd offences: Factors in n:ducing rc-otTcnding
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Figure 2
Time to rc-offend survival curves for levels of recovery capital
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In Table 20. the mean time to rc-offcnding for each of the categoric.., of
Rec(ncry Capital and the cumulati\c number ofotTcnccs in 90 day intcn· .... ls arc
outlined. 1\s can he seen. the mean numhcr da) s to rc-o!Tcnd for indi\ iduals '" ith high
lc\ cis of R~.:co\Cf) Capital \\as 194.X da: s
Rcco\ cry Capital. Table 20 also

~ho\\~

long~.:r

than fnr indi\ iduals '" ith lo\\

that ncarl: half (4 7.3%,)

ofth~.:

kH~Is

of

indh iduals '' ith

lm\ k\cls ofRcco\Cf) Capital had n:-ofti:ndcd \\ithin 90 da)s. 1\f \\CII as rc-offcnding
!ltstcr. indi\·iduals '' ith IO\\ Rcco\ cr) Capital abo rc-offcndcd more than indh·iduals
"ith higher k\ cl of Rccn' cr: Capital. Sc\ cnt) thn.·c pcrccnt nf indh iduals '' ith lo\\
Rcco\l~f)

Capital rc-ofti:ndcd a:-. oppo..,cd to 22nt1 of indi' iduals '' ith a high lc\ cl of

Rcco\Cf) Capital.
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Tabk 20
Recm·e,:r ( 'apital.\L'ore., \rith I 8 month ol/lcome

Reco,·ery
Capital
scores

1\o. reoffending

Cumulatin% of offenders by 90 day
intervals

Mean time to
re-offcnding
(max da~·s =
548)

90
A.n

180

270

360

450

0

0

0

0

/on

'Yon

47.3

63.1

71.2

81.6

94.7

100.0

A.n

A•n

540
0

/on

LO\\

38/52

Medium

22/48

399.5

18.2

40,9

77.2

86.4

90.9

100.0

lligh

11/50

466.8

27.3

54.5

72.7

90.9

100.0

100.0

In light oftlwse results.

272.0

h~ pothcsis

one \\as supported. There \\as a significant

association het\\een lc\els of Rcco\ cr~ Capital and outcome.

U~·pothcsis

2

The second hypothesis \\as that the constituent components of Recovery Capital
namcl) I Iuman. Social. Cultural and Physical Capital. \\Ou!d not he indiYiduall)

influential in dctern1ining outcome. The component parts ofReco\·ery Capital \\ere
crosstabulated \\ ith days to rc-ofll:nd and then further anal) sed using sun·h·al analysis.

/Iuman ( 'apital

In Tarle 21 the number of persons \\ho offended and did not rc-offend "ithin

high and lm\ lc\·cls oflluman Capital arc sh0\\11. As can he seen from this Table. more
indi\ iduals "ith lm\ lc\·eb of !Iuman Capital re-oll"ended than did indi\ iduals "ith high
lc\cls oflluman Capital.

Tablc21
/Iuman Capital ami oult.:ome fre-t?ffend did not re-of{cnd)

_{!!!!£1>1ll_C__ _________ _IIulll_an

:s 33

Did not re-oll"end

11

30

~'0

37.0
51

Rc-oll"ended

II

Total

'%
:'i

•x.

63.0
81
100.0

Car~al_

2:3-l
49
71.0
20
29.0
69
100.0

~----------

·1 he results of the chi syuare statistical anal: sis lx' (I. N ~ 150) ~ 17.26. p ~ 0.00 I)
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shm\ed that Human Capital \\as signiticantl) associated \\ith outcome. These results
\\ere further anal) sed using

~un

in1l anal) sis. See Figure 3 for the results of this

analysis.

Figure 3
Time tore-offend sun·i\'al cur\'es for high

\'S

low human capital
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As can he seen from examination of these sun hal outcome data. Human Capital
as~ociatcd \\ ith outcome. rigurc

\\HS

3 indicates that during the 18 month follow-up.

participants\\ ith lo\\ I Iuman Capital \\ere ,11 higher risk of rcoffcnding compared to

suhjects \\ith high lluman Capital (l.og

rank~

16.96. df I. p

~

0.000).

In lahlc .:!2 the mean time to re-ofiL·nding i{lreach of the categories oflluman
Capital and the cumulati\ e mnnhcr of off
median point for da~ ~to re-ofli:nd

\\US

:cs in 90 da) intcn·als arc outlined. The

315 days. As can he seen from Tahlc 22.

indi,·iduals \\ ith hm k' ds of I Iuman Capital rc-ofl(nd~..·d on
counterpart-.\\ ith h1gh k\ cis of !Iuman C..tpital.

3\ cragc

quicker than their

Drug related offences: Factors in reducing rc-oiTcnding

Tahlc 22
/Iuman ( 'apital scon'\' u·irh I X month outcome

Human
Capital

!\lean time to
re-offending
(max days=
548)

Cumulatin % of offenders h)' 90

90

0!t1n
321.0
444.0

LO\\

lligh

37.3
20.0

180

270

360

o/on

•x.n

•x,n

54.9
55.0

70.6
6~.0

82.3
IJO.O

da~·

450

0!t1n
92.2
100.0

inter\'als

540

o/on
---~--

100.0
100.0

5;oda/('apital
In Tahlc 23. the numhcr of persons\\ ith the high and low b·cls of Social
Capital \\ho did nnd did not re-offcnd arc !->h0\\11. As can he ~ccn. 50 (59.5°~1) of
indi\ iduals v. ith low le\·cb of Social Capital rc-ntTcndcd \\ hcreas ~ 1 ( 31.8%) of persons

"ith high le' cis of Social Capital re-ol'l'cndcd.

Tahlc 23
5Jodal ( 'apitaland outcome (re-o/fend did not re-o//L'IuiJ
Outcome

··----

Social Capital
<13
>14
Did not rc-ol'l'cnd
34
45
n
%
40.5
68.2
50
Rc-o!Tcndcd
21
"'o
59.5
31.8
------------ - - - - Total
N
84
06
% ----'1-'-o__o"'.o___ l oo.o

-=---c-~--

The results of chi square statistical anal) sis tx' (I. \,; -) ~0) = 11.38. p = 0.001) sh<mcd
that Social Capital \\as :-.igniticantl~ a!->sociated \\ ith outcome. These results \\ere
further anal~~cd using sun i\<.il anal~sis. Sec Figure 4 for thc results of this anal)sis.
In ·1 a hie 24. the mean time: to rc-ofl~nding for each of the catcgoril..'s of Social
('<.~pita!

and the cumulati\'C numhcr of offences in 90 da~ intcnals an: outlined. The

median point for da: ~to n.:-oiTcnd \\as )46 da) -;, As can he st:cn from examination of
Tahlc

~4.

pcr..,ons \\ ith high le\ •..-I~ of Social ('apital took on a\ cragc II:?. da) s longer to

re-ofTend than persons \dth lo\\ le\ cis of SociJI Capital.

Drug related offences: Factors in reducing re-offcnding
Tahle
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~4

,\'ocial ( 'apitai.\Corc:.\· lrith /8 month outcome:

Cumulative o;., of offenders by 90
inten·als

!\Jean time to re
offending
(max da~·s = 548)

Social
capital

6

1.0\\

3~8.~

90
0
/on
38.0

lligh

440..18

28.6

da~·

360
0
A1n
90.0

450
0
/on

60.0

270
0
A,n
68.0

9~.0

540
0
/on
100.0

42.9

71.4

85.7

90.5

100.0

180

%,n

Figure 4
Time tore-offend survival curves for high vs low social capital
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As

ma~

he seen from e"Xamination of these sun·i\ al outcome data Social Capital

\\as predicti\c of outcome. Figure 4 indicates that at all time points during the 18 month
1(>11!"'-up. suhjectslparticip,mts \\ith hm Social Capital \\ere at higher risk of
reofti:nding compared to suhjccts "ith high Social Capital (Log Rank = 11.61. df I. p =
.001 ).

oft\.·nce~:

Drug related

ructors in reducing re-nfl\..·nding
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('ultura/ ('apital

In Tuhle 25. the numhcr of indh iduals in each oft he categories of Cultural
Capital v. ho
ofTahle

~5.

rc-ofl~nded I

did not

rc-ofl~nd

is sho\\11. /\scan he seen from examination

more indi\ iduals "ith hm lc\ cis of Cultural Capital rc-offcndcd than did

persons\\ ith high lc\ cis of Cultural CapitaL

Table

~5

('ultural ('apital and outcome (re-of!i.:ml did nol re-tJf/end)
Outcome

Did not rc-offcnd

ll

%
Re-offcnded

n

Total

%
N
%

Cultural Capital
14 or O\er
51
37.3
68.0
47
~4
62.7
32.0
75
75
100.0
100.0

13 or less
28

The res·Jits of statistical analysis

<x' (I. N=150) = 14.14. p = 0.001) showed that

Cultural Capital was significantly associated\\ ith outcome. These results \\ere further
analysed using suf\iYal anal)sis. Sec Figure 5 tiJr the results of this analysis.
The mean times to re-offcnding for each of the categories of Cultural Capital
and the cumulath·e numher of offences in 90 day in ten a is arc outlined in Tahlc 26. The

median point

\\US

344 days. As can he seen the mean time to rc-offCnding for lo"'

Cultural Capital (322.1 da)s) was Ill days fe\\er than the mean tor high levels of
Cultural Capital (433.1 days). Of interest is that approximately half of the people \\ho
re-offcnded in each group had done so hy 180 da) s.

Tahle

~6

( 'u/tural ( 'apita/.,cores u·ilh I 8 month olllt.'OIJU!
Cultural
Capital

Mean time to reoffending
(max days= 548)

Cumulatiw % of offenders by 90 day
inten·als

90
o;;,n

180
°/on

2 70
%,n

360
o/on

450
'Yon

540
°/on

Lm' :S 13

3~~.1

38.3

57.5

68.1

8~.9

93.6

I 00

lligh::: 14

433.1

~9.2

50.0

70.1

87.5

95.8

100

95
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Figure 5
Time tore-offend survival curves for high vs low cultural
capital
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As may be seen from examination of these sun. ivai outcome data Cultural
Capital \\as prcdicti\C of outcome. Figure 5 indicates that at all time points during the
I R month follov.-up. participants v. ith low Cultural Capital \\ere at higher risk of
reoffending compared to participants v.ith high Cultural Capital (Log rank= 13.96. df=

I. p = 0.000).

Physical Capilal
In Table 27. the number of persons" ith high and low lc\els of Physical Capital
v.ho re-oflcnded are shov.n. As can he seen from Table 27. more individuals v.ith lov.
lc\els of Physical Capital (62%) re-oflcnded than indi' iduals with high leY cis of
Ph}sical Capital (30.9%).
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Tahle 27
Ph.nical ( 'apilal and oult'ome (re-o!fend did not rc-off(-nc/)

recoded

Outcome

Ph~·•ical

Did not rc-o!Tcnd

n

Rc-offcndcd

%
.\'

l'ntal

%

The results of statistical anal) sis
Ph~ sica!

49
69.0

30
38.0
49
62.0
79
100.0

n

%

Capital

>3

<2

22
31.0
71
100.0

<x' (I. N~I50) ~ 14.45. p ~ 0.00 I) shov.cd that

Capital v.as significantly a'>sociated v..ith outcome. v.ith high lcYels of Physical

Capital being associated v.ith reduced offending. These results were further analysed
using sun·i,·al analysis. Sec Figure 6 for the results of this analysis.

Figure 6
Time tore-offend survival curves for high vs low physical capital
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Figure 6 indicates that at all time points during the 18 month follow-up.
subjects/participants\\ ith lm\ Ph: sica! Capital \\ere m higher risk of rcoiTcnding

compared to subjects'' ith high Social Capital As may he seen from examination of this
surYival outcome d.... Ph) sica! Capital \\as influential in dctcm1ining outcome (l.og
Rank= 15.15. df I. p = .000 I).
The mean times tore-offending for each l)fthc categories of Ph) sica! Capital
and the cumulati\ c number of offences in 90 da: intcn als arc outlined in Table ~8.

Table 28

Physical Capital H'ilh /8 month ou/come
rh)'Sical
Capital

Cumulath c 'Yt• of offenders
intcn·als

l\1can time to rc·
offending
(max da)S = 5.t8)

90
%.n

180

'Yon

h~

270
0
/on

360
o;..n

.t50
o;.,n

90

da~

;qo
0

/on

1.0\\ ~

2

319.4

38.8

55.1

71.4

83.9

93.9

100

High~

3

4·E4

~7.3

45.5

6~.6

86.4

95.5

100

As can he seen from Table 28. pL'r:-,on:-, \\ ith high lc:\ els of Ph: ~u..:,Il Capital took. on
m·cragc. longer to rc-offL'nJ comparL'd h' persons\\ ith lm\ Je,·cls of Ph: sica! Capital.
The median \\as 315 da: s. As can he seen from cxamin.ttion ofTuhlc 28. 50~o of the: rc:offcnders in both groups had re-oflcnded h) 180 Ja) s (6 months) alier their presenting
offence.
In light of the aho\'c: rc:sults h)pothc:~i~ t\\O \\as r~..~kctcd. All the: subcomponents of Recover: Capital \\ere positi\ cl: associatc:d "ith outcome. rhcir impact
is more fully examined undc:r h) pothesis four.

ll)·pothcsis 3

1 he third h) p(lthesis \\as that com1 di:-,position \\OuiJ n(n influence: outcnmc. In
order to addrc::-,s this hypothc:-,b. the court

disposition~

categories. name!: (i) ·custodinl". (ii) ·probation·. (iii)
sen icc or line·. and(\') ·hinding

0\ cr

\\ere

Cldlap~cd

into th c.:

·tn:atm~..·nt'. (i\) ·communit~

onkr" (a court sanrtion to he: of g('od hd1a\ iour

for a specified period and l~lilurc to do ..,o \\Ot!ld rc-.;ult in the: original oiTl'IK'C h~..·ing
reconsidered).

Drug

relat~d orti:nc~ . . :

ord~r

that im t)l\ L'd

I actor:-. in rL·duL·ing n:-oiTL·ndmg

Forth~ purpo..,~:-.

ofthL'"l' anal::-.c:-.. the ·probation· gnlllp

on~-hHlll~

Although commu1lit: "L'n·icL'

ord~r"

·trcatm~nt'

an: probation

arc a t:PL' llfprohatil)Jl nnkr.the: do not imohe

an: one-t<HHll' :-.upcn i:-.ion of a coun:-.elling
ThL'

indud~d

supl'n j..,i<Hl. hut did llllt ha\ L' a ctmditi<m of treatnll'll\

t: PL' format

cah:gor: included binding

{l\~r

nrdl'r<.; and probation <m.krs that

had a condition of mandated trL'<Jlnll'nt. I he ·communit: :-.en icc or line' group
con:-.isted of those indi\ iduab \\ho rccci\cd
th~ir prc:-.~nting ot'f~ncL'.
l'l'l'~i,·ed

~itlll·r

a line or communit: sen·icc order for

'I he ·binding m L'r' group con:-.i..,ll'd of thlhL' indi\ Jdual" '' hn

a binding mer urd('r \\ ithout an: condition of trL'atmcnt.

,\scan he "cen from lahk

~9.

indi\'iduals \\ hll rl'cei\ l'd a binding

(l\

a marginall: highl'r PLTCl'ntage nftho:-.l'
cr nnkr n:-<ll'li:ntkd than did indi' iduals \\ hn

rl'cei\ ed an: of the other court disp{bition:-.. I he 'tn:atmL'nt · and ·prllhation ·
disposition:-. :-.IHml'd comparable re<.;u\h. ()fintL'l'e'>t J<.; thl·ill\\er J'K'rcentagc (30°u) <lf
indi\ iduals \\ ho rL'Cl'i\ ed eitill'r a ·tine <ll' a communit:
An t.:\.amination

~LT\

il·l·· <ll'dl·r \\ ho n:-<li'li:nded.

or the mean time to rc-ot'fcnd :-.hO\\<.; that indi\ idual:-. \\ho rl'cei\ed a

communit: sen icc llrc.kr or a linl' took. on m cragL'. the \onge:-.t tillll' to re-ofli:nJ (-C9
da::-.) IIO\\i..'\l'r. pcr ...on..; \\ho rccei\ed a treatment order had the shorte:-.t mean time to
rc-oftl·nd

I able

(~-1.7

tb:'>l.

c9

/8-month ol/lcomc hy court di\j}("ition

Court

di~po~itiun

:\o. reoffending

j~~ reoffcnding

10 :1

-17.(,

\lean time to rcofft.·nding
(m.-

Custodial
Prohation order
I rcatment order
C.S. or line
J3indi1~£Y' er ordo,;_~

:o :;x

da~s .'."

5~.(l

]6~.9

5~.~

3-17.0

:;o

:;o.o

4c9 x

R'l5

53.3

3R7.J

~-~-

9

-1.6

5-IR)

3X7.9

,\scan he Sl'l'll from e\.amination ot'Tahll' 30.

0\

cr 50n o of pcrslUlS \\ ho

nxci\ cd a cu.,todial sentence. a treatmL·nt order. a prohation order or a fine I communit:
sen icc order had re-ot'kndcd '' ithin <.;ix mnnth of their prc:-.cnting llfti:ncc. I lm\C\ cr. at
six months llUtcomc the largcst

p~..·rcl'ntagc

of indi' iduals '' ho had rc-o!Tcmkd \\ere

those \\ho recci,cd a treatment orc.kr. A chi square
data.

anal:~i:-.

\\a:-. undertaken on these

Drug n:latcd

Court

o!'li.·ncc~.

di!-tpo~ition

( ·u~todwl
lrl·atmentonkr
Pn1bati<111 lH\h.:r
C.S. or line
Hinding. o\ l'l" order
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Cumulati\ c

~~,

uf uffcndl'r'

h~·

90 day intcn·als

90

180

270

_,(,0

450

540

IX,n

~~,n

~~,n

~x,n

~~,n

~~,n

411.11
41.1>
311.0
4H

511.0
()6.6
50.0

60.0
75.0
75.0
77.7

SO.II
S7.5
X5.11
XS.9

6~.5

6~.5

100.0
91.7
95.0
1011.0
S7.5

100.0
1110.0
100.0
1110.0
1110.0

1~.5

55.5
717.5

I he results of chi squan: statistical anal: scs in I a hie 711 sho\\ that lml: the
communit:

~l'f\

icc

line cour1 displ1sitinn \\as found to bl.· signiticantl: associatcd "ith

<Hitcome. "ith fc\\l.'l' indh iduab '' ho rcceh cd a commumt: Sl'l'\ icc order or a line rl'(l!Tcnding.

rahk 31
('our/ di.\fJO.\/Iion and oulcome (c/u \Cfltarc tma~nnJ

Court ~os_ition
Custodial di~~,;(~~iti<-;n·
Treatmcnt order
Probation order
C.S. or Fino
__!!~1ding O\ cr !2!~!:_~---

--- T

--df::_:p ~OJ~c. __ Significan_cc_

IUIOI
0.624

I
I

0.573
4.520
0.241

A.n e'Xploratory sun j, al anal: ~j-;

NS
:\S
1\S

0.977
0.430
0.449
0.1134
0.624

\\U~

s
:\S

cnnducll.'d 1<1 emplo: the log ran\..

The re:-.ult of this anal:sis \\as (I og ran\..= 3.5R. df I. p
result indicated that the C.S. 'fine disposition \\as not

~

f).05R7) I his

con~i:-.tcntl:

~t.ttistic.

non-~igniticant

associatcd '' ith a

rcduccd rate of rc-oiTending thn)ugiHHit thc \8 mtmth folltm up. J·:'Xplorator) sun j, al
analyses \\ere umkrtakcn on the remaining court

dispositinn~. :\~can

he seen from

I a hie'!!~. none of these anal: :-.cs reached -;ignilkanl'l'
Tahk 32
('our! di,·pwilion and IS mo111h

ol/IC0/1h'

(\IIITiral anal_nnJ

Court <!_isposition
Log_({an!<__ df_p 'aluc ··- Sig_nific~n<:"_
Custodial disposition
0.01
I
0.919
:\S
Treatment order
1.06
I
0.3113
:\S
Probation order
0.44
I
0.5116
:\S
C.S. or Fino
3.58
I
0 059
'\S
-~_inding O\ ~~ ordor___ ~_ _ _
OiiS___l_~ O.S29
--';-;_·sec·~-
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I he impact ofonc:-to-oJl\.'
c:-..:amincd.

On~.:-to-onc

~upcn

100

bion \\ithin court

di~po,ition..;

\\as also

... upL'n ision included an: indi\ idual \\ho had indi\ idual. n•.·gular

contact appointment:-.'' ith a prohatinnnfticc:r and or a treatment \\orkL'r li·om the
alcohol and drug ~en ic\.'. rilL' result llfthi' chi ~quare anal:'i" \\as

2.-W. p

o-c

0.121 ). A sun i\ al ;:mal: ,j,

2.74. df I. p ,- 0.098) and

\\<.h

dcmon~tratcd

a!...ll carried out on these

pcr,llil~

supen bion general!: took longer tn re-otl\..·nd

~x,

rcoffend
in~

.=::.

og rank

as~ociatc:d

that onc-to-ll!K' Clllltact \\as not

outcome. Although. a..; outlined in I able 33

---------!':urn her
Oneto-onr
rcsupl'r offending
vi!~~ ion

(i (1. :\=-150)

rc:~ult..; (I

''ith

Jhll rL'cl..'i\ ing llllC-tO-llnc

thi~ \\a~

not

~igmlicant.

Cumulnti\ c 1X, of offenders h~ 90 dn~
intl•nals
IHO 270 360 ~so
'JO
s~o
tX,n
tX,n
'%n 'X,n ~x,n ~x,n

:\lean time
tn rc·
offendin~

(ma'\ da\s
=S~8)

---------44/83
53.0
Yes
27'67
40.3
~0
-----------

3(1.4

35::!.3
408.9

59.1
48.2

_,_, __,

In ordcr to establish \\hc:thc:r I.SI-R

~core~

72.7

93.2

86.4
81.5

62.9

96.3

100.0
100.0

----------------- ----

and Rl..'nner: Capital

~core~ among~t

the court dispo~itinns \\l..'rl..' signilkantl~ diffcr~nt. a ~l..'ri~:-. (lf intkpend~nt t-t~'ts \\~r~
under taken. \ 1~an Rcco\ er: ( ·apital ~cores for indi' iduab '' ho reed\ cd a
line/communit; ~~n icl..' nnkr \\I..'Te ~ignificantl: highl.·r ( i.\.' .. inJi, idual' had higher

lc\ els of Reco\ l..'r: ('apital) compared to indi\ iduaJ, \\ ho did not rcc\.'i\ '--'this
disposition I \I

~

t: pc of

12.45 and \I · 58.83. S[) " 12.X5. rospocti\ cl; ). l I 148)

68 SO. S[)

3.83. p = 0.001 (t\\O-taill'U). In keeping \\ith this

rl..'~ult

the me;m LSI-R

~core:~

~

for

indi\ iduals '' ho r~cciv\.·d a line 1communit: Sl..'f\ ice order \\l..'re ~ignilicantl: IO\\Cr (i.e ..
indi' iduals \\ere lm\l..'r

ri~k

and had a ksser need for

~~n

icc pro\ ision) compared to

persons" ho did not r~cei\ c a communit~ sen ice ordl·r or a line ( \1 = 16.40. SD = 7.05

and \1

~

21.83. SD

8.39. rospocti' cl; ). t 1148 l ~ 16.40. p - 0.110 I ll\\o-taibl). ·1 he

mean Reco\cr: Capit<.tl

~cor~s

for indi'. iduals \\ho recei\·ed a custodial sentence \\ere

signilicantl: lm\cr (i.l..' .. indi\ iduals had iln\ c:r lc\ cis of Rccm er: Capital)
im.li\ iduals ''ho did not rl..'cl..'h 1..' a cu~todial Sl..'ntc:ncl..' ( M "" 54.6 7. SD

61.82. SD

~

13.1:1 rospocth cl; ). l 1148)

~

=

compar~d

13.33 and M

to
=

2.31. p ~ 0.02 11\\o-tailcd) .

., hus. from the: anal: ..;is conducted to 1..'-..:amine h; pothesi~ three. the h: pothcsis
\\as

~upporkd

in that C\lllft

di.,po~ition

had no signilicant impact on outcome.

Drug.

relat~...·d ortL·nc~...··..:

\0\

I actors in reducing n:-ofll·ndmg.

In h: pothc...,i~ four. it \\as stated that althtHigh J~..·nHlgraphir. criminal and drug
usc l(tctnrs \\ill influence outcome. it
~tnmg.c:-.t

\\<b

predicted that

R~.·\.·o\cr:

Capital \\ould

h~..·

thc

prcdictllf llf outt.:llllll..'. In order tn addrL'":-. thi-. tina\ h: pllth~..·sis. dcnHlgraphlc.

criminal and drug usc \ariahlt:~ \\Cre anal: :-.ed '' ith regard to nutrume (oftl·nd or did not
re-ofTend).
The inlluences of demographic \ ariahlt:s on outcoml..' arl..' presented in l'ahlt: :1-t
As can he -.cen from e\;_unination of this Tahlt:. (ll (50unl of men
'' ith I 0 or :l5.

r~..·-otlL·nlkd compar~..·d

r i1 of the \\omen. Age also appeared to inlluenn· till..· rate of rc-t,fii.•JHiing

\\ ith 17 (:12.1 °'o) of olda indh idua\s n>ofknding compared to 32 (68.1 °n)
ones. Emplo:cd indh iduals also had a Jo,,er rail..· of r~..'-lllrcnding '' ith
offending as rom pared to 48 (61.5nn) of those\\ ho \\Cr1..'
marital status did not

un~..·mpltl)Cd.

~3

of:oung~..·r

( 31.9n u l r~..·

lnterc:-.tmgl:.

intlu~..·nc~..· outcom~..·.

rahk o-l
Demographic rarwhln mlll oufcome rrc-o/lc1~d did not rc-ottcnd1
---·--~~~
Demographic \ariahlc
:\n. n.·offl•nding
n·offl·nding
(;ender
6\ 122
50.11
Male
Ill eX
:.~.7
Female
A~c
~ 25

~7

(,X.\

26-36: rs
~ 37 :rs
Marital status

2:' 50
17 5:;

-~~.11

Singk 'dh on.:ed
l\ tarried 'rclation:-.hip

~6

!).j

-lX.'!

25 56

-l-!.6

23 72
-lX 7X

:11.9
61.5

32

:rs

32.1

F.mplo~mcnt

Lmpln)cd
_l~!~~Jo: c~l_

In Tahll..' 35. the cumtllati\c number" ofolll·ndcrs at 90 da: intcnab arc
illu~tratcd.

Consi...,tcnt \\ ith pre\ ious anal: sis. a

con:-.id~..·rahlc

amount of rc-offcnding

had occurred "ithin I RO da:~ (6 month~) oft he presenting o!Tcncc.

Drug n:lated ortl:nces: I actor:-. in rL·ducing n.·-on~·nding

1112

'I ahk 35

!Jenu,graJJhic nwiohln and IX monlh ollfcome
--------Demographic
\lean
Cumulath c
intt.•nals
time to
'aria hie
rc90
IHO
~~~n
offending %1n
(rna'
~----

da~~

-------Gender

uf offt.•m.lt:rs
----

h~

90 day

-------·--

270

_,(,()

~50

5~0

~~,n

~~,n

f~'"

o;;,n

68.9
711.11

85.:!

95.1

ROll

911.0

1011.11
100.11

=

5~H)

~lak

369.0:!

3:!.7

5~.-l

1-'cmak

.j 15.11-l

511.11

711.0

Age
S_ ::!5) !'!-.
26-36: rs
:::0: 37 yrs
\Ia rita( statu'
Singh:/di\ orced
~1arricd / rclation:-.hip
Emplo~ m<·nt
Emph):cd
_l~-~~~,~ r_I_~ ~~1_

j~~

31.3

53.1

96.9

6N.2

I>R.X
RI.R

81.2

~h.3

95.-l

-!1.2

52.3

76.5

11111.0
82.-l

52.2

%.11

-l-lH
.181.29
.171.-!5

11111.11
11111.0
lllll.ll

.j(l.()

611.0

58.7
SR.II

SO.-l
92.11

-l-l.1.S I

21>.1

-!7.9

60 9

316.51

39.6

5N.3

72.9

7X ..1 S6.9
11111.11
<J7.9
87.5
--------------1011.0

93.5

1011.0
11111.11

As can he :-.ecn from I able 36. using chi :-.quare anal: si!-.. age and emplo: ment
\\en.· signilkantl) associatL·d \\ith outcome. rhL' older an indi' idual ''a"' at thL· tinlL' of
the presenting o!TenCL'. the k:-.s likcl: he or she \\as to re-ofl~nd. Being emplo:ed \\as
also a:-.sociated \\ith outcome. \\ith more oftho:-.e \\ho \\L're unemplo:ed re-ofknding
~1arital

status and gen(.kr \\t.:rc not signilkantl) a:-.:-.ociatL·d \\ ith nutClllllC.

Tabk .16
lkmographic \'ariahh'\ and outcomt' rd1; '•JWII\'

Dem_~_oiiiliic 'ariablc:::? ..
(;ender

11.1 X6

Age
l\1arital status

13.291
0.259
13.\53

-~_:_!!!PIO)_~(.~----~

()f

a/lll~\'\t'\)

-:aluc
11.172
11.11111
11.1>111
11.01111

. (1

"'ignificance
\~

s
\S

s

l·urthL·r anal: sis of the:-.t.: demographic \ ariahk:-. \\ ;.h untkr tah·n u . . ing
anal: sis. I he rt.::-.ults of anal: :-.c..., that rcal:hed :-.ignilicanL"L' arL' rrl·...,entcd hellm.

~un

i\ al

Drug

relat~J nfl\?nc~s:

r~ducing r~-of1L·nding

I actors in

Figure 7
Time to re-offend survival curns for age
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Figure 7 indicah..•s that older pa11icipant:-. (?"37

~rs)

\\ere less likely to rc-ofl\?nd

than ~oungcr participants. Pa11icipants under the agl.! of25 :cars had the highest ri:-.k of
reofl~nding

Juring the 18month fiJ!IO\\-Up (Log rank 13.58. df2. p = 0.001 ).

,\scan h~ s~~n from ~xamination ofrigurL' 7. \\ithin th~ lir•;t 90 da:s ofth~
foliO\\' up period there \\as a :-.harp ri...,c in ri:-.k ofrc-ofll•nding for all ages. ·1 his k\clkd
off at around the I 00 da) mark for the older indh iduals (2: 3 7 :cars). rhc rbk of rcoffcnding hct\\ecn the

r~maining

t\\O :oungcr age groups docs not appear to difl\?r until

around 170 da:s. At this point the persons aged 26-36 :cars appear to ha\e a lm\er risk
ofrc-oftCnding that tht:

~oungt:r

the remaindl.!r of the foliO\\ up.

group(<_ 25 :rs). This

r~duccd

risk is maintained for

104
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Figure 8
Time to rc-offcnd sun·ival cun·cs for

emplo~·cd

vs unemployed
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As can he seen fmm

e~amination

of tht:

~un j, a!

outcome data in Figure X.

cmplo:ment \\as signilkantl: associated ''ith outL·ome (l.og rank. l..f.46. df 1. p =
0.0001 ). lndh iduals ''ho \\ere cmplo:eJ ''ere less likcl: to re-offcnd than persons \\ho
\\Cfc

uncmplo:cd. At all time points during the IX month foiJm,-up.uncmplo:ed

particir~mts

\\l'rc at a highcr rb!.. ofrcoffcnding comparcd to cmplnycd participanb.

-, hc inl1ucncc of drug

ll"C \ariahlc~ ('J1

outcomc arc e'\amined in the following

tahJc..,_ /\scan he st..·en fmm C"\amination ofTahle 37. a ~light!: larger. hut nonsignificant. perccntagc of illegal drug

(41.6%).

u~cr.., (55.7~'o)

re-o!Tcnded than did alcohol users
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Tahlc 37
/)rug of choice lrith oulcomc (offend die/not re-ofkm/)
~o.

l>rug of choice

~x.

rc-offcnding

Alcohol

rc-offt.•nding

41.6
34.'61

Illegal drugs

55.7

As can he seen from Table 38. indi\ idual" \\ ith a prefcn:nce for alcohol as
opposed illegal drugs had a mean time to rc-ofll:nding that \\as

approxill,ah:l~

month longer. A chi square anal~ sis of thL·sc r~::-.ults \\as undertaken
2.913.

r = O.OX8). These results \\ere

furthc:r

anal~

sed using sun i\ al

one

(-;!" (I.'\:=- 150) =
anal~

sis (Log ranl..

3.1 0. df 1. p = 0.079). The results of this further analysis s!Hn\c:d that drug of prciCrc:ncc
did not

signilicantl~

inlluencc outcome.

!Jrug of choice with /8 month outnmlf.'
Drug of choice

Cumulath·e

1\'tean time
toreoffending
(max da\s =

90
~x.n

180

~x.

of offenders hy 90 day inten·als

i'on

270
%.n

1

---'~41!)______________

360
%.n

450
o;.,n

540
l%n

Alcohol

402.9

40.5

54. I

64.9

81.1

89.2

100.0

Illegal drugs

369.02

55.9

73.5

91.2

100.0

100.0

100.0

The i;,tlu..:ncc of drug d..:pendenc..: on outcome is illustrated in Table 39. As can
h..: sec:n from are\ it:\\ of this tahlc.
offcnded as compared to 17

5~ (52.9~/0)

(35.4~0)

ofJrug dependent indi\'iduals re-

ofindi\ iduals \\ho \\ere not drug dependent at the

time of their presenting ollc:ncc.

Tablo 39
Drug depcnden(.'e

lt'Jih

l>epcndent drug usc
Yes

o/llcome (<?fiend did not re-offou/)

No. rc-offending 'X. re-offending
-s-2-.<J--------

----,sc-4'102--

17/4S
35.4
--------------------

No

:\ chi square anal: sis of these results \\as undertaken (X:; (I. N= 150) = ~.021. p =
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0.045). l'he rL'SLIJh of this anal: sis shO\\ed that drug <.kpendl!llCL'
0.05.

Thi~

result \\as further anal: ~ed

0.058) thus just

l~1iling

u~ing ~un

\\US

signilicant at p ==

i\·al anal: sis ( l.og rank

=

3.60 . df 1. p =

to reach ~ignilicam:e.

,\scan he sel'll from a re\·ie\\ ofTahk 40 indi\ iduals \\ho \\ere drug dependent
at the time oftlll·ir prl'SL'nting offeneL' had a mL'an tim~.? to rL'-ofll.!nding nf357.9 Ja:s.
Thi-; \\as 61.5 da:-.; less than the mean numhcr of Ja:s for inJi, iJuals "ho \\en.· not
drug dependent at the time of their

prc~cnting

ortl.!nce.

lahk 40
Drug dependence lrith /8 momh outcome
()ependent
drug use

Cumulative 'X. of offenders by 90

Yes

\lean time
toreoffending
(max da~·s
= 5-'8)
357.9

No

419.4

90
(x.n

180
%.n

270
0
A.n

37.0

55.6

29.4

52.9

d~•Y

inten·als

360
%.n

-'50
0
/on

66.7

81.5

94.4

100 0

76.4

94.1

94.1

100.0

5-'0
0
/on

The association of treatment \\ith outcome is illustrated in Tahle 41. In this
instance treatment refers to an: one \\ho \\as recciYing either voluntary or court
mandated treatment. As can he seen li·om c"Xamination of this table. a higher. though
non-significant. percentage of indi,·iduals in treatment had rc-otTcndcd (51.8%) than
those\\ ho \\ere llllt recci\ ing treatment (41.5%,).

Table 41

Drug treatment lfilh oulcome (offend did no/ re-offend;
Receh·ing treatment

No. re-offcnding

-v-.,--------4~4'85

27'65

No

(X. re-offcnding
51.8
41.5

As can he seen from "I ahlc 42. indi,·iduals rccei' ing treatment re-offcnded. on
a\ crag c. 33 days quid,cr than indi' iduals not rccci\ ing treatment. A chi square analysis
of these results

'"IS undertaken (X' (I. :--i= 150) = 1.545. p = 0.2249). These results \\Crc

further anal: sed using suryi\ al anal: sis ( l.og rank 1.47. df 1. p
engagement in drug treatment Htilcd to reach significance.

=

0.2249). Thus
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4~

Drug treatmen/lrith I X momh outcome

Receiving

treatment

Mean time to
re-offending
(max dan=

Cumulative 1Y«, of offenders

h~·

90

da~·

inten·als

90
o;t,n

180
cx,n

270

360

~x.n

0

/on

450
o/oJ'

540

548)

Yes

363.5

38.6

54.6

65.9

81.8

90.1

100.0

No

396.1

29.6

55.5

74.1

88.9

100.0

100.0

o;t,n

As can be seen from examination of Table 43. of the criminogenic characteristics
examined. only thc number of prior com ictions appeared to inlluencc outcome. Forty
l\\O

(55.3%) of the participants \\ ith si-.; or more prior com ictions re-oft't:ndcd \\-hcrcas

sc\·cn (25%} of the participants \\ith no prior com ictions rc-offcn<.kd.

Table 43
( 'rimmoh>Kical dwracteri.\fics 1ri1h oulcome (of/i:nd did not re-(?tfend)

Criminological characteristic

No. re-offending

1

Age first conviction
:S 18 years
2: 19 years

36/68
35/82

52.9
42.7

7/~8

25.0
47.8
55.3

No. of prior convictions
0
1-5

2:6
T~·pe

22146
42/76

Yo re-offcnding

of prior con\'iction

Drug related

37169

53.6

Alcohol related
Violent
Time spent in prison
0 v.eeks
1-12 \\CCks
>13 weeks

53/112
34'64

47.3

36/89
12.'24
23/37

40.4
50.0
62.2

53.1

Time spent in prison ma: also he an influencing factor \\ith 36 (40.4%) of
pm1icipants \\ho had not spent any time in prison rc-offending as compared to 23

(62.2°/o) of the participants \\ho had spent 13 or more \\ecks in prison.
As can he seen from Tahlc 44. a com iction under the age of 18. more than six
prior CO!l\'ictions and increasing amounts of time spent in prison \\ere the
criminological characteristics that shortened the mean time to re-offend.
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Table 44

Criminologic.:al characleri.\lh:.\ hy /8 month ol/lcome
Criminological
characteristic

l\tean 1.ime
toreoffending
(max da~·s
=548)

Cumulative •y., of offenders by 90 day
inten·als
90
180
270
360
450
540
0
o;..n
%,n
Oft,n
cx.n
'!tj•n
/on

Age first conviction

s 18 years
2:: 19)cars
No. prior convictions
0
1-~

;-/:,

340.65
408D

47.2
22.9

61.1
48 6

77.8
60.0

86.1
82.9

94.4
94.3

100.0
100.0

25.0
47.8
55.3

28.6

27.3
40.5

42.9
45.5
61.9

57.2
54.6
78.6

100.0
81.8
85.7

100.0
90.9
95.2

100.0
100.0
100.0

Type of prior
con,·iction
Drug related
Alcohol related
Violent
Time spent in prison
0 weeks
1-12 weeks

356.9
375.4
350.17

37.8
55.9

54.1
58.5
70.6

70.3
69.8
79.4

83.8
83.1
88.2

100.0
92.5
94.1

100.0
100.0
100.0

409.45
345.71

30.6
50.0

50.0
75.0

86.1
91.7

91.7
100.0

100.0
100.0

> 13 \\ceks

321.73

34.8

51.1

66.7
75.0
69.6

82.7

95.7

100.0

29.7

In the first instance. chi square analyses ofthC'\C results \\ere undertaken. See Tahle 45
for the results of these analyses.

Table 45

( 'nminologicalnwiahle.\ lrilh outcome (chi square)
Criminological characteristic
Age first conviction
No. prior convictions
Alcohol prior
Violent prior
Drug prior
Total time in rrison

x1.569
7.524
0.000
!.502
1.86
5.024

df

p value
0.210
0.023
0.996
0.220
0.172
0.081

Sig!!_ificance

NS

s

NS
t <;
NS
NS

Only the number of prior coJwictions reached significance: the remaining criminogenic
variables n1ilcd to reach significance. These variables \\Cre further analysed using
survival anal:sis. and the results of these analyses arc presented in Table 46.
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Tahlc 46

Criminologicall·ariah/n ll'llh oulcome (\urriral
Criminological characteristic

Log
Rank

Age first com iction
No. prior cOil\'iction~
Alcohol prior
Violent prior
Drug prior
Total tim~ in rrison

2.71
7.71
0.03
0.46
1.86
5.68

df

2

2

mw~ni.\)

p ,·alue

Significance

0.0998
0.0211
0.8992
0.4963
0.172-l
0.0583

NS

s

NS
NS
NS
NS

As can he seen from a re,·ie\\ nfTahk 46. only the numhcr of prior conYictions reached
significance (p

=

0.02). This significant result is illustrated in Figure 9.

Figure 9

Time to re-offcnd sun·iyaJ cun'es for number of prior con\'ictions
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As can be seen from examination oft he sun·ival outcome data in Figure 9.
numhcr of iXior conYictions was significantly associated \\ ith outcome (Log rank 7.71.
df 2. p = O.C21 ). Per:-,ons \\ ith no prior com·ictions \\ere less likely tore-offend than
persons ''ho ''ere uncmpln)ed. At all time points during the 18 month
persons'' ith

'10

follov~·-up.

prior com ictinns \\ere at a lm\er risk of reo!Tending compared to
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participants with one or more prior COJ1\'ictions. Participants v..:ith six or more prior
convictions \\Cre the most at risk of re-offending throughout the.! foliO\\ up.
An examination of current criminological characteristics compared to outcome
was undertaken. The results arc presented in Tahle 47. As can be seen from examination
of this Table. the number of presenting offences \\ere associated \Vith outcome. Of the
indidduals with one presenting offence, 25 (32.-l%), rc-ofTendcd whereas 48 (67.6%) of
participants with

t\\O

or more presenting offences rc-offcnded.

Table 47
('w-ren! criminologh'aljn'(?lile H'ilh outcome (f?ffend did not re-t?ff'end)

Current criminological
characteristic
No. of presenting offences

Number re-offending

I
2:2
Presenting offence
Alcohol related
Drug related
LSI-R Scores
Low 0- 13
Low I Moderate (14 -23)
Moderate (24-33)
Moderate I High

23159
48191

%
re-offending

31.4
67.6

40193

43.0
54.4

31157
9132

28.1
41.1
67.9
76.4

30173
19/28

13117

LSI-R scores \\ere also associated\\ ith outcome Vvith indiYiduals with higher scores reoffCnding at a higher rate than participants Vvith lo\\er scores. In terms of the type of
presenting ofTenee. drug related offenders

(n~3I.

5-1.4%) re-offended at a slightly non

significantly higher rate than participants v.ith an alcohol related offences (n~40. 43%).
As can be seen from an examination of Table 48. indi,·iduals with one
presenting offence took on a\crage longer (395.5 da)s) to re-offcnd than indiYiduals
\\ho had t\\O or more presenting offences (366.31 da)s}. Participants whose presenting
ofTence \\as alcohol related took on average 65 days longer tore-offend than
participants \\-hose prl.!senting otTence

\\aS

drug related. Of most interest is the

difference in time to rc-off(:nd amongst the different categories of the LSI-R.
IndiYiduals with a loVv LSI-R score took on average 179 days longer than indiYiduals
v.ith a moderate high LSI-R score.
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Table 48

( 'urrenl criminological profile \l'llh /8 monlh ow come
Current
criminological
characteristic

Mean
time to
reoffcnding
(max days
= 548)

No. of presenting
offences
I
2':2
Presenting offence
Alcohol related
Drug related

LSI-R Scores
l.o\\ 0- 13
l.o" I Moderate
( 14 -23)
Moderate (24-33)
Moderate I High

Cumulative 'Vo of offenders by 90 day
inten·als

270

360

o;:,n

1

90
%n

180
%.n

395. I
366.3

43 5
31.3

65.2
50.0

66.7

91.3
81.3

100.0
91.7

100.0
100.0

402.0
337.7

37.5
'0'
j_,_,

50.0
61.3

62.5
77.4

77.5
96.8

90.0
100.0

100 0
100.0

455.8
406.0

22.2
33.3

33.3
56.7

67.7
60.0

88.9
83.3

100.0
93.3

100.0
100.0

275.6

47.4
30.8

68.4

84.2
69.2

89.5

46.2

100.0
92.3

100.0

276.4

In the first instance. chi

~quare

1

73.9

Yon

84.6

100.0

anal) ses of these results were undertaken. The

results arc presented in Table 49. As can be seen ii·om a revie\\ of this Table. LSI scores
\\ere the on I) criminological \ariahle that \\as significant!) associated \\ith outcome
with lo\\er scores (lnwcr ri~k) being associated \\ith not re-offcnding.

Table 49

Current

crimmolo~ica/

rariahle.\ u·ith outcome (chi .\qllare)

Current criminological
variable
No. presenting offences
Alcohol/ drug presenting
I.SI

x2.720
0.590
13.483

df

p value

Significance

0.099
0.442
0.001

NS
NS

s

These criminological \ariahlcs and generic presenting oflCnce type \\ere analysed using
survival analysis. and the results of these anal)scs are presented in Table 50. As can be
seen from Table 50. LSI-R scores and generic presenting offence were significantly
associated. Persons \\ith a presenting offence for drink drh ing had a lm\er risk ofreoffending throughout the 18 month folio\\ as compared to the other generic presenting
offcn<.:es (drugs. general thl.'fl. general\ iokncc. motoring and public order).
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Tahle 50

Curren/ crimhwlogical \'ariahle\· lrilh oulcome (surril'al
Current criminological
Log
-variable
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -Rani.
No. presenting offence ...
1.91
J\lcohol! Drug presenting
2.-17
19.8-l
LSI
Generic (?:resenting offence 15.68

df

mw~nn)

p value

Significance

0.167
0.116
0.000
0.008

NS
NS

s

s

The results of' the sun i,aJ anal:se'> l(x LSI-R scores an: presented in Figure 10.

Figure 10
Time to re-offend sun·ival cun·cs for LSJ-R scores
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J\s may he seen from
'A ere

c~amination

of these sun i\ al outcome data. I.SI-R scores

significantly associated '' ith outC\)J11e (Log rank

= \9.84. df 3. p = 0.0002).

LO\\CT

scores on the LSI-R ''ere associated \\ ith a Jm,cr risk of rc-offcnding. J\.t all points
during the 18 month follm\ up period indi\iduals \\ith lo\\ LSI-R scores \\ere at a lower
risk ofrc-offcnding than persons 'Aith higher LSI-R scores. lndhidua\s with LSI-R
scores in the moderate high range (33-42) had the highest risk of rc-offcnding during
outcome.
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Co:-.: rcgre!-.sion models ''e'fe used to e:-..amine the independent efiCcts of the
\ ariahks on outcome after adjusting for other cm ariates. Additionally. the Cox
regression analyses \\en: used to identify \ariahlc~ that \\ere most statistical!)

significant!) J!-.sociated "ith rc-offending. I fence a modelling strategy that im olvcd
variable reduction was adopted. DuL' to a small sample si7c and a large number of
variables only' nriablcs \\ ith a log rank test score of p< 0.1. from the survival anal) ses.
\\ere included (sec Appendix 3 for a list of these \ariahks). The lirst anal) sis imohcd
entering indi\ idual \ ariables into their O\\ n Cox regression models (i.e .. unin1riatc
analysis). therefore obtaining hazard ratios for independent \'ariables before adjusting
for other covariates. The results of these Co\ regression analyses arc silO\\ n in T(lhlcs
51-56.
i\s can be seen from a review of Table 51. age was statistically associated with
outcome. Jndi\'iduals 0\er 37 )Cars of age had a 65% reduced risk ofre-offending than
did persons aged 25 )Cars or )Otmgcr. Persons aged 26-36 )Cars had a 43% reduced risk
ofre-offcnding as compared to persons aged 25 )cars or younger. Being emplo)Cd was
also positi\ ely

as~;ociated

\\ ith outcome\\ ith employed indi\ iduals hadng a 61%

reduced risk ofrc-olf~.:nding as compared to unemplo)cd persons.

Tahlc 51

Uniwtriale ana!y.\i.\

(~{demographic

Co,'ariatc

cm·ariates in ('ox re;:ressron model

Hazard
Ratio

95%.CI

Lo"t'r

p-valuc

l'l'l'cr

Age

::; 25 yrs
26-36 yrs
:,::37 yrs
Marital status
Single I di,·orccd
Married I relationship
Employment
Unemployed
Emploved

1.000
0.565
0.351

0.328
0.194

0.973
0.634

0.040
0.001

1.000
0.950

0.584

1.546

0.837

1.000
0.393

0.239

0.648

0.000

As can he seen from examination of Table 52. neither drug of choice nor drug
dependency \\ere signilicantly associated \\ith outcome.

Drug

n:lat~d oiT~TH.:L's:

Factor:-. in rl.·dw..:ing

r~~oiT~Th.ling
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I a hie 52

llalard
Ratio

Co\ariate

95%,('1
Lo\\er

r-\aluc

l'ppcr

---------

----------

llrug of choice
1.111111
1.516

11.9511

2.417

ll.IIRI

1.0011
0.594

11.)44

1.024

1).(161

Alcohol
Illegal drugs

llrug dependent
~n
Y~s
--~~--

As can he :-.~en from I ahk 53. th~ numhl.·r of prior com ictions \\as statistically
as~ociah.:tl

\\ ith outcome. Pl.·rsons ,.., ith :-.ix or mor~ prior com ictinns \\ere I .3 tim~s

more like!) to re-ofll:nd than indi\ iduals ,.., ith no prc,·ious com ictions. Total amount of
time spent in prison \\as also ncgnth l.'l) nnd signitkantl) associated..,.., ith outcome.

Tahlc 53
l 'nil·ariaf<' (111ul.\'.\i.\ of hi\'lorical criminological co\'£fl'iaf<•s in ('ox regn·\·shm modd

('o,·ariatc

Hazard
Rutin

Lo\\cr

l'ppcr

-~~~--

No. prior convictions
0
1-5
2:6

----------

······--

1).028
1.0110
2.203
2.924

0.941

UD

5.158
6.512

0.069
0.009

1.000
0.678

0.426

1.081

11.102

1.000
1.424
1.861

0.741
1.102

~.73R

).142

0.289
0.020

Age first offence
S 18 yrs
:::: 19 yrs
Total time in prison
0 \\Ccks
1-12\\ccks
> 13 \\ccks

----~~----~

As can he seen from Tahlc 54. in the uni\ariate anal)si:-.. LSI-R scores \\ere
statistical!) associated with outcome \\ ith indh iduals in the moderate and
moderate/high ranges hcing at a greater risk ofn:~ofll:nding compared to indi\ iduab in
the IO\\ range. Persons in the moderate range and thl.! moderate high range had a

66~'0

and 71%. respccti\'cly. increased risk of rc-olTending comparl.!d to those in the Jo,..,
range. Generally there appears to he a posithc trend ht.:t\\een risk ofre-ofTcnding and
LSI-R scores. Interesting!). a general\ iolcnce prl.!senting ofll:nce \\as posith·cl)
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associated \\ith outcome. Indi\iduals ''ith thi:-. type of presenting offence ''ere

93(~0

less

likely to rc-offend compared to indiYidua\s '' ho did not haYe a presenting offence of
general violence. Persons'' ith a presenting offence for drink dri,·ing had a

4:?.~;,

reduced

risk of re-offending. IndiYiduals "ith a drug related presenting otl'cnce \\ere 1.1 more
times likely to n:-ofTcnd than indiYiduals \\ho did not hme a drug related pre'>cnting
offence.

Table 54

t'nh·ariale analysi,· olcurrenl criminological cm·ariales in ('ox regres.\ion model
p-,·alue

Hazard
Ratio

Covariate

LSI-R scores
Low( <:13)
Low/moderate ( 14-23)
Moderate (24-33)
Moderate I lligh (34- 42)
Cencric presenting offence
Drugs (\S. other pres. orrences)
General theft(\ s. other pres. offences)
General violence (vs. other pres. offences)
Drink driving (vs. other pres. otl'cnccs)
Motorin!:\ (vs. other ~res. of'f'enccs)

Lower

llppcr

1.00
1.61
3.68
4.02

0.765
1.663
1.712

3.393
8.153
9.414

0.210
0.001
0.001

1.13
0.63
0.18
0.58
1.06

0.562
0.291
0.064
0.137
0.583

2.250
1.350
0.532
2.-158
1.911

0.002
0.-160
0.859

0.739

0.:?.33

As can he seen from Table 55. medium and high lc\ cis of Recovery Capital
\\ere negati,·cly associated \\ith outcome. lndi\·iduals \\ith medium or high

lcH~Is

of

Recovery Capital \\ere 55% and 80% respectively. less likely to rc-offend compared to
participants \\ith low levels of'RecO\'Cf)' Capital. Generall: there appears to he a
negative trend hct\\een

Recon~ry

Capital and risk. {'fre-ofTcnding (i.e .. an increase in

recovery Capital reduces risk ofrc-offcnding).

Table 55

Cnintriate

ww~rsis

of Recm·o:\· Capital in ('ox regrnsion

Covariate

Recovery Capital
Low(<: 54)
Medium (55-6 7)
lli~h (< 68)

Hazard
Ratio

1.00
0.45
0.19

95%CI

p-value

Lower llpper

0.268
0.19:1

0.770
0.099

0.003
0.000

Drug related

ofl~nccs:

JJ(>

ractors in reducing re-ofknding

Fach of the components ofRcco\er: Capital
univariate anal: sis. As can he

~een

\\a~

indh iduall: suhjcch.:d tn

from Tahle 56. each of the compnncnt parb of

Rccm·cl")· Capital \\ere positi\ cl: and '>tatisticall: a\sociatcd \\ ith outcome. lligh"-·r
le\·cls of !Iuman. Social. Ph: sica I and Cultural Capital

\\Cn.·

as'>ociatcd \\ ith a n:duced

risk of rc-otTcnding as compared to indi\ iduals \\ ith hn\cr lc\cls of these capita b. In
this instance. higher lc\cls of each of the component parts ofRecon:r: Capital
associated \\ith a 50% or greater reduction in

rc-ofl~nding.

\\a~

For example. indi\ iduals

"ith a high lc\ el of !Iuman Capital and Physical Capital demonstrated. rcspccti\ cl:. a
6SC'/o and 62%rcduccd risk of re-oftCnding.

Table 56

L'ninwiale analysis o(componenl pari\'

Covariate

c~f

Recm·e1:r ( 'apital in ('ox regre.\.,ion
Hazard
Ratio

95%CI

p-value

lower llpper

Human Capital

LowS 33
High:::: 34
Social Capital
LowS 12
High:::: 13
Cultural Capital

Lo\\ S 13
High:::: 14
Ph) sica I Capital

Low :S 2
High> 2

1.00
0.35

0.210

0.593

0.000

1.00
0.42

0.254

0.705

0.001

1.00
0.40

0.246

0.661

0.000

1.00
0.38

0.230

0.632

0.000

As can he seen from Table 57. neither one-to-one supervision as part of a court
disposition. a community sen·icc order nor a fine \\ere statistically associated \\ ith
outcome.
Table 57

l rnh'llriate

ww~r.\i\·

oj'('ourf dispmition in ('ox regre.,.,ion

Covariate

Court disposition
No one-to-one
One-to-one
No CS/Fine
CS/Fine

Hazard
Ratio

1.00
1.50
1.00
0.52

95%CI

p-value

Lo\'\o·er Upper

0.926

2.415

0.100

0.256

1.030

0.643

\)rr~,·nc..:~:

Drug n.:latcd

r~,·ducing

I actor" in

r~,·gr..::--:--ion

\ tulth ariall' ( \)\

r..:-ortl?nding

molkl"

th..:n

\\L'I'l'
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anal~ ~..:d.

These models included

all 'ariahk" anal~ ,~,·d in th~,· unh ariat..: nwlk·b. :\lkr l(m:..:d-~..·ntr~ of\ aria hies into the

multi\ariatt:

lllt\d~,·\

a

"h-'P''b~,•

\ariahlt:

~..:kcti\\ll,using

hack\\ard elimination. ''as

undcrta"cn h\ obtain a tina\ llH\dd '' hi...·h indulkd 'ariahks that ''ere most significant\)
a:--~tK·iat~,·d

"ith tHitl'tHlk'.

In tlk·lir"t

in~l<llll'C RccoH·r~

C..1pital \\as inchllkd \\ith all th..: \ariahh:s c-..:ct:pt

1(\r tiK· l..'omponcnt parh of R~,·coH·r~ ( 'apital I !Iuman. Social. Cultural and Ph)sical

Capital l. llk'"l,' 'ariahJ..: ...
( 'apital

-.~,.·or~,·

and \\ould

n:ach a linalnwdcl.

1abk

l'\clud~..·d h~,·cau ... ~,· thl..'~ "'-'l'l'

\\l'l'l'

th~o.·rd'or~,·

R~,·,ulh

ink-rll:r..: "ith t\11..·

1(\r thi ... linalmodl.'l

ar~,·

anal~

a""ociall..'d \\ ith Rcco\ l..'r~

..;i..;. I· ight steps \\ere nccdcd to

"ho\\ n in I ahk 58.

~X

\lultirariatc

,ma~ni'

u ith Ret·tn'cl:\ ( ·aJ)i/al

t 'ontrintc

')5%, Cl

llll/llrll
lhtiu

p-,·alu•·

l.mH'r

l'pper

0.~0

O.:!X~

O.X77

·· ~7 ~~..·ar~
:\o. prior con\ ictinn'

11..11

11.1(>')

0.:\66

0.016
11.11111

II
1-~

1.1111
1.X'I

11.7•1~

4.4'11

11.14'1

·. 6

~.47

1.11X1

.:'.661

().():;::!

0.111 X
0.111)1

Ag<·
• :!5~ear..;
::!6

1.110

36 ~ •.:ar~

Rccu\'CI) ('apitlll
10\\ (' 54)
\h:dium (5.:'-(\7)
~lligh t · 6Xl

1.00

:\~can h~,· s~,·~,·n

com iction:-. and
curr~o.·nt ~tud~.

on

OlH.'Om~o.·.

tlfll:nding

O.X(>~

0.100

0 ..~9X

ag~,·d

.\7

Capital
~~,·ar"

Rl.'l'Oh'l'~

mnrc prior com k·tion~ \\l,'rl.'
In order to
aho\C multi\ariatl..'

\\er~,·

;,md

of prior

the mn ... t "ignitkantl: intlw.:ntial

ah~nl..'

had a 6941 n rl·dun·d rb"

hl indi\ iduaJ, "hn "'-'1'1,' 2:' ~ l'ar-. and

k\ cis of Rl.'CO\ ..:r~ Capital had an
indi\'iduals ''ith lm\

numh~,·r

( 'apital rl.'maincd in the final nwdd of this a;·,.:!~ sis. In the

Rcco\1,"1'~

Jndh idu.ll~

a~ ~..·ompar~,·d

0.30h

11.~0
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R~o:ctl\ ~,·r~

agl' and

0 ..:'::!
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anal~si"'

un~.kr. P~,·rsons

"ith high

xuu n r~,•lhtc~,·d ri~" of r~,·-ofll:nding '-'ompar..:d to

Capital. lntiK·cutTl'llt

signilk·antl~

tiK· litK'ar
\\a:--

\ariahk~

ofr~o.·

111tlrc

lih·l~

~tud~

(::!.4

participants \\ith

as~tK'iattnn ~1r R~,·c~l\ ~,·r~
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Recovery Capital \\ith its uncategorised form (i.e .. in its continuous form). l\\Clvc steps
\\ere required to reach a linalmodd \\ ith only age and Recm er) Capital remaining in
the model. In this instance indi\·iduals aged :!6-36 (p = 0.03) \\ere found to hme a -1-5%
reduced risk ofre-offending and persons aged ?:_37 )Cars (p = 0.001) \\ere found to have
a 6 7% reduced risk of rc-oiTending compared to indi' iduals 25 years or under.
Rcco\'ery Capital also remained highly significant (p ~ 0 001 ). The results indicated that
a one score increase in Reco,·er) Capital \\as associated \\ith a 5% reduction in risk of
re-offcnding.
1\ third multivariate Cox rcgression anal) sis \\as undertaken. In this instance
Recovery Capital

\\Us

omitted and its component parts in their categorical form were

included. Thirteen steps \\ere rcquired to reach the tinalmodclthat is shov.n in Tahle
59.

Table 59
J!ultiwlriafe anal_\.\i'i lrilh imlil'idual compmu•nt par/.\ f~/"Recore1:r Capilal

Co\'ariate

Hazard
Ratio

95%CI
Lower

ll

p-,·alue

er

Age

:S 25 years

1.00

26-36 )Cars
?:_ 37 )Cars
Human Capital
Lm'
High
Cultural Capital
l.o\\
High

OAR
0.29

0.257
0.148

0 891
0.569

0.020
0.001

1.00
0.39

0.221

0.703

0.002

1.00
0.45

0.262

0.759

0.003

0.85
0.50
0.28

0.414
0.223
0.094

1.736
1.106
0.857

0.651
0.087
0.025

0.75
1.15

0.174
0.562

3.190
2.352

0.691
0.701

Generic prrsenting offence
Drugs (vs. other pn:scnting offences)
General theft (vs. other presenting offences}
General violence (\s. othcr presenting
offences)
Drink driving (vs. other presenting offences)
Motoring (vs. other presenting off~nce-;)
As can be seen from

cxamination~.)fTahlc

59. similar to the unintriate analysis of these

variahles. age. high levels of Human and Cultural Capital and a presenting offence of
general violence\\ ere statistically inlluential on outcome. In this instance persons aged
3 7 years and aho\ e had a 71% reduced risk of re-offending as compared to persons aged
:?:5 years and helm\. 1\ high lc\·cl of I Iuman Capital as compared to a low level pro\ ided
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a 61% reduced risk nf rt-of!~nding. High IC\els of Cultural Capital provided a

55~/o

reduced risk of re-oftt:nding. lndi\ iduals \\ ith a presenting offence for general \ iolence
had a 72% reduced risk ofrc-otlcnding.
In order to establish the linear relationship of the component parts ofRcco\·cry
Capital \\ ith outcome this multivariate
versions I Iuman. Social. Cultural and

anal~

Ph~

sis\\ as repeated substituting the categorical

sica! Capitals\\ ith their uncatcgorised fi.mns.

T\\elve steps were required to reach a final set of\ariablc.:s. Age (2:: 37 years) remained
signi ficantl) associated \dth outcome (p = 0.00 I). In this instance. persons aged 37
years or o\·cr had a 72% reduced risk of re-o!Tending as compared to individuals aged

25 years or younger. !Iuman and Cultural Capital also remained significantly associated
with outcome (p

= 0.004 and p = 0.002. respecti\·c!y). In this model a one score

increase in lluman Capital \\aS associated with a 5.4% reduction of risk ofrc-o!Tcnding
and a one point increase in Cultural Capital

\\US

associated with a 9.2°/o reduction of

risk of re-offending.
The non-significance of the LSI-R scores in all muJti,ariate Cox regression
models was surprising. LSI-R score-; share common aspects with RecO\'Cf)' Capital and
arc somewhat moderately correlated when continuous forms of the two scales are
compared (r = 0.68). The inclusion ofhoth variables in the same model may haw
resulted in LSI-R scores not reaching significance. In order to test this. a multivariate
analysis equivalent to those undertaken previously that included LS!-R scores and the
other selected variables. but excluded all Recowr) Capital variables was undertaken.
The final Cox

regre~~ion

model. reached\\ ithin six stL"ps. confirmed that LSI-R

\\US

not

associated \\ ith outcome in the presence of other CO\ ariates.
In light of the abme results the hypothesis

\\US

upheld. Reco\ery Capital along

Vvith age was found to he more significantly associated \\ith outcome than demographic.
criminological and drug usc\ ariahles.
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Chapter Four Discussion
It is considered that the key innm ation of this \\ork \\as the application of a
sociological concept. Recm er~ Capital. to the management of alcohol and other drug
related oftt:nding. Th!.! concept of Recm Cl") Capital has robust sociological credentials
and had heenutilised h0 Cloud and (iran field (2001) to explain the phenomenon of
natural reco\ cry from drug dependence. It is belie\ ed. hm\e\'er. that this research was
one of the first attempts to apply the concept of RecoYcry Capital in an operational
setting to a cohort of persons \\ ith alcohol and drug problems. Furthermore. because the
author's area of interest \\as alcohol and drug related offending. it is hclie\ed that this
\\aS the first attempt to apply the notions ofRecoYery CapitaL as espoused hy Cloud
and Granfield. to the area of criminal heha,·iour. The results of the study have therefore
heen of considerahlc interest and i11\'ite the further application of the concept of
Recovery Capital to both the addictions and criminal hehm iour fields.
The research also speaks to the complex it~ of therapeutic jurisprudence. \\'hat
was clear from the results was that outcome \\as significant!) influenced by the le\els
of presenting ·Recover) CapitaL It could he. given the inno\'ative and thereb)
exploratory nature of this research (ho\\C\'Cr ''ell theoretically justified). that the central
role of Reco\'ery Capital in determining outcomt: \\US surprising and is thcrt:fore
questionable. Thus. the nature of the study. especially its design and implementation.
merits close scrutiny.
This study \\as a naturalistic. ·real \\Orld·. cndeann· . , dl the intake data v.ere
derived from clinical reports undertaken by probation officers. and alcohol and drug
counsellors. going about their C\ cr)day business.

Dc~pitc

the oh\ ious inherent research

\\cakncss of such a process (particular!) in tt:rms ofrcliabilit) ). it is noted that all the
probation reports \\ere composed using a standardised procedure and the alcohol and
drug reports v.ere undertaken h) two expericnct:d clinicians working to an agreed
format. It is considered that these reports offered a rich source of data from \\hich the
o\'erall Recovery Capital scores were able to be deriYed. It could therefore he argued
that the strength of this stud) is that it relied on e\ cry day practice and that as such the
findings are highly replicable in the real world of therapeutic jurisprudence.
Ho\vcvcr. it is noted that. traditionall). the gold standard for assessing the
impact of therapeutic

intern~ntion

is the randomised control trial. As noted by

Chamhless and llollon ( 1998)... in our\ iev. crticac 0 is hest demonstrated in randomised
clinical trial (RCTs)- group dt:signs in \\hich patients are randomly assigned to the
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treatment of interest or one or more comparisons conditions- or carefully controlled
single case experiments and their group analngucs·· (P. 8). Interestingly. Chambless and
Hollon noted as an aside that '"this approach has not gone without challenge'" (p 9)
The chalkngcs to RCTs in the e\a\uation of the impact of psychotherapy. and
more specially in this case of therapeutic jurisprudence. arc basically three fold. The
first is that the imposition of a randomised controlled procedure immediately distorts
\\hat happens in real life. This is so because the requirements of equality or cquh·alence
bet\\leen an) 1\vo or more comparison groups can only be achie\'ed by the use of
stringent inclusion/exclu~ion criteria. 1\s adroitly and humorously noted by Briere
(2004). the difficulty in rei) ing on n:search to guide clinical practice is that in research
trials. patients\\ ith ··oogcr hoogers or'' hatisnames". in addition to the presenting
condition of interest. are immediately excluded from any research trial. IIO\\C\ cr.
clinicians. on a daily basis. see clients\\ ith the presenting conditions accompanied\\ ith
··oogcr boogcrs" and "\\Otsisnamcs". In more professional language clients v. ith a
'clean· single diagnosis arc rare: what is more common in everyday clinical life is that
patients present\\ ith dual or multiple diagnoses. This contention has been more
formally articulated by Gold fried and Wolfe (1998). They argued that although RCTs
have impeccable internal validity this is always. and on!~. achieved at the cost of
ecological validity. Hence. RCTs while achieving research certainty do so at the expense
of ·real life· clinical complex it).
The second challenge to RCTs is that in order to achieve a RCT some patients
need to be allocated

<n\a~

from the acti\e intef\ention into a comparison group. The

difficulty with this is that most comparison groups arc either untreated controls or
receive a placebo (empty) intervention. In the case of therapeutic jurisprudence the
extant evidence that drug problems arc amenable to intervention ensures that the
requirement of an RCT design to exclude half of an) investigative population from a
kno\\n-to-he-cffecth·c intervention poses serious ethical questions.
There is a further difficulty in that even if some patients are excluded from the
active clinical intef\ entions of interest. if an alternative intef\ rntion is offered that is
neither placebo nor a \\aiting list control. then how the comparison intef\ ention is
delivered is of utmost importance. llnfortunatcl). as noted hy \Vcsten and Morrison
(:~001

). many reported!) ·active· comparison interventions arc not delh·crcd hy persons

\\ho ha\C expertise and com iction about that compari~on intern~ntion. In effect. many
supposed active comparisons are nothing more than time spent in clinical contact \\ith
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indi\ iduals \\ho do not real I) ascribe to the altt.:rnati' e intervention they are delivering.
The

,·er:

real dirticulty here is that \\hen acti\e comparati,·e interventions are delivered

b) skilled therapists \\ho an: persuaded by the alternative modality then the superiority
of the intcr\'cntion ofintt.:rest is seldom (ife,cr) found to be superior. Indeed. a
penincnt example of this is the NIMH depression stud) (Elkin. 1994) that demonstrated
an equi\'alcnce of outcome across four \'Cry difiCrcnt types of therapeutic interventions
for the management of depression. This'' hole issue of equh·alcncc of therapeutic
inter\'entions has also been demonstrated in Project M/\TCII in v. hich three contrasting
and distinct therapeutic modalities \\ere all t(nmd to he equally effective. Gossop (2005)
in a recent re\ ie'' of\\hat \\Orks in the treatment of alcohol and drug dependence noted
that .. changes in hehm·iour after treatment ha,·e often hecn attributed in a non-specific
manner to therapeutic and cognitive processes \\hich may ha\e occurred during and
atlcr treatment" (p. 8) In his paper he acknowledged that factors such as 'therapeutic
relationship' and 'treatment engagement" arc considered to be important variables in
successful treatment intcf\ entions. These tindings raise a key question as to \Vhat works
in therapy.
Evidently. it may not be the

1)

pc of treatment that matters. but the ·non specitic

factors· such as the quality of the therapeutic alliance. Thus. any controlled trial of a
therapeutic jurisprudence intcrn!ntion \\(llild need. in order to demonstrate the
supcriorit) of any intcf\ ention. a random allocation of patients into an alternative
intenention that \\as run by skilled and committed proponents of that intervention.
Based on the c\'idcnce to date one would anticipate equal impact. Hence, given the
abo\'C discussion. a strong case can he made for the usefulness of naturalistic designs
such as that employed in this study. \Vhat has to be stressed is that

naturali~tic

designs

arc not directed at demonstrating the effccti\ cncss or efficacy of inten'entions. Their
strength lies in determining those variables that arc associated \Vith outcome in the real.
day-to-day. clinical \\orld. Thus. it is considered that this study has strong ecological
valid it). but this \vas inevitably achieved at the e"pensc of internal consistency.
There arc a number of other possible methodological concerns inherent in the
study. The first is that the exploratory nature of the study necessitated the
opcrationalization of the concept ofreco\'ery capital. As outlined in the methodology
this measure ''.:as deri\'ed from careful examination of the literature as to the conceptual
underpinnings of the recm cry capital. Then the four component parts of Recovery
Capital were operationali~.:ed via detailed scrutin) of case record material. Thus. li·01n a
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qualitative investigation a scale was then established that was used as a quantative
measure. Such scale development could be subject to criticism in that the psychometric
properties of the measure \\ere not investigated. llov. e\·cr. this aspect of the research
\\'as essentially exploratory in nature and \\as. as far as is known. the first attempt to
apply the concept of rccowry capital to offending behaviour. Furthermore. the study
had an overall agenda of being an investigatiOn of an innovative therapeutic
jurisprudence intervention of which RecO\ ery Capital was one part. The study was thus
not research into scale development. hut rather the naturalistic application of a
promising idea to an area of considerable social concern.
Given the e;..plorator) nature of the research and the innoYative operational
nature of the deriYed recovery scale every effort \\as made to ensure that the scale as it
stood was unambiguous and required no interpretation. Indeed. the scale was
deliberately designed as being a check list in which the presence or absence of specified
aspects of recovery capital \\ere marked. ;\s \\-as demonstrated in the inter-rater
reliability study undertaken as part of the scale development the inherent simplicity of
the items ensured high inter rater reliability. It is contended that what \\as derived is
essentially an operational check list of recovery capital.
In the event. the results indicated that the idea of recovery capital. as
operationalized. \Vas significantly associated with outcome. It is acknowledged that the
recovery capital measure as it stands requires further refinement. For example. the four
components of recovery capital were clearly inter-coJTclated and there may v.:ell he
considerable redundancy in the scale as it stands. Indeed. the four components may not
he independent. nonetheless the instrument as a whole \Vas more powerful a predictor nf
outcome than were any of its four individual components. Unfortunately. because of the
dichotomous nature of the check list items. it

\\US

not possible tnundcrtake

f~tctor

anal:sis to tease out the factor structure of the instrument or the contribution of specific
items. However. given the apparent relevance of recoYery capital as a predictor of
outcome. the further retinemcnt of the scale. and its application elsC\\hcre. could no\\
be considered a priority. From the results it could he an interesting enterprise to
undertake a prospective study in which the social capital scale (the one that correlated
most highly \Vith the other three) \\as used an independent prcdicthc measure and run
against the other three capital measures. From such a stud) it would he possible to
determine whether social capital. or any one of the other capitals. could he removed
from the scale without causing it any predictive harm.
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l-la\ ing articulated a defence of the design of the study. and thereby its
limitations. it is rcleYant to consider the implications of the overall results. The research
v.as drin:n by four h) pothcscs and in the discussion that follows these arc addressed
sequentially.

~~~pothe.\is

one

Hypothesis one was that there would he a positive association between level of
'Recovery Capital' and outcome. Thus. individuals with higher bels of Recovery
Capital were predicted to take longer tore-offend. This hypothesis was supported.
Recm·ery Capital was significantly associated with outcome over the follow up period
(p ~ 0.001 ). T"enty t\\o percent of the individuals assessed as having high levels of
Recovery Capital rc-offcnded. whereas of the individuals assessed as having low
Recovery Capital. 73% re-offended. lndi,·iduals with high levels of Recovery Capital
were found to ha\'e an 80% reduced risk of re-offending compared to individuals \Vith
low ]e,·els of Recovery Capital. An investigation into the linear association of Recovery
Capital with outcome revealed that a one point increase in Recovery Capital score was
associated with a 5 %reduced risk of re-offending. What this effectively means is that
for every 10 point increment in Reco\'ery Capital score the risk of re-offending was
reduced hy 50%.
The association of Recovery Capital with recidivism is in line v.ith Moos'
(2003) perspective. He wrote ··reople \\ith addictive disorders exist in a complex weh
of social forces. not on an island unto themselves. free of social context. Formal
treatment can he a compelling force for change. hut it typically has only ephemeral
influence. In contrast. relati\ely stable factors in people's lives. such as infonnal help
and ongoing social resources. tend to play a more enduring role"' (Moos. 2003. p. 3).
The fact that levels of Recovery Capital were associated with outcome gives rise
to a number of issues. First. o\'er the past two decades a significant focus has been
placed on investigating the association between drug use and offending behaviour. The
aim of this endcmour hns been to de\'elop a better understanding of the nature of this
relationship and ultimately to establish how such problems may best he managed. To
date. the evidence has given rise to a variety of therapeutic intcr\'entions that directly
target dmg usc or drug use and offending behaYiour. Less formal consideration appears
to have been given to the wider social context of the individual. As noted by Gossop
(2005). "interventions taking place during treatment are just part of a much wider range
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of factors that can influence outcomc ... environmental supports and stresses can

influence outcomes ... the gains produccJ b} an effective treatment programme can he
undermined and neutralised by ad\ crsc social and environmental factors·· (Gossop.
2005. p. I 0).
In light of the

re~ults

of the current

inten'ention that is predicated on
offence) ma) be

le~s

t)

re~earch.

it may he that a therapeutic

pc of offending (e.g .. alcohol and drug related

relevant than a generic respor.<-....: to offending that encompasses the

individual"s total social and ps}chological resources. A d1rect i:nplication of this study
is that there is a need for the de\elopment and delhery of programs that address levels
of Reco\'l.~ry Capital as opposed to focusing predominantly on drug and alcohol
offending behaviour.
A further implication of this finding is that to single out particular types of
offences for interventions could he inequitable: Persons
into~icated

(or to fund future drug

u~e)

v.~ho

commit crimes \\·hile

arc effecti\ely being offered an intensity of

service that a:. identical offence undertaken b:y a non-drug using person would not
prompt. It is acknm\lcdgcd that this is a perspccti\e that has been adopted by some
criminal sector agencies. for example some probation sen·ices in the United Kingdom
(see Attenborough. 2002). The critical issue is that such thinking has. in the case. of
alcohol and drug related offending been obfuscated by the often political drive to
address the high incidence of this type of crime. i\ final. critical. implication of the
overall Recm·ery Capital results is that in future evaluations of therapeutic
jurisprudence interventions there \viii appear to be some need to incorporate notions of
Recovery Capital into their design.

Hypolhe.\i., tll'o
The second hypothesis

\\US

that the constituent components ofReco\ery Capital.

namely social. lluman. Cultural and Physical Capital. would not be indi,·idually
influential in determining outcome. This h) pothcsis was rejected. Each of the
component parts of Recovery Capital was found to be significantly associated with
outcome. Indeed these associations were strong. The results from the univariate analysis
shov-.cd that each component of Recovery Capital was significantly associated with reoffending behaviour. High. as opposed to low. levels of these capitals. resulted in the
following risk reductions: I Iuman- 64%. Social-57%. Physical- 59% and Cultural61%.
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\\US

unaffected by the other criminological. demographic and drug usc variables. Of interest
\\as that the results of the multiYariate analyses in \\hich the component parts of
Recovery Capital \\ere included \Vith all the criminological. demographic and drug usc
variables demonstrated that t\\O component parts of Recovery Capital \\ere especially
robust predictors of outcome. These wen: Human and Cultural CapitaL '' ith high levels
of Human Capital providing a 61% risk reduction of re-offending and a high levels of
Cultural Capital being a~sociated \\lith a 55% risk reduction. Physical and Social
CapitaL though significantly associated with outcome in the univariate analysis. did not
reach significance when compared to the other \·ariahlcs: in this instance. age and
presenting offence type. along with I Iuman and Cultural Capital. \\ere deemed to he
more intluential.
The strength oft he impact of the component parts of Recovery Capital can be
demonstrated by noting that a one point ir1.:reasc in I Iuman Capital scores was
statistically associated \\'ith a 5.4% reduced risk ofre-offcnding and a one point increase
of Cultural Capital \\as associated \\ith 9.2% reduction in nsk ofre-offending. /\s may
be appreciatt.:d. these arc po,verful associations and speak clearly to the intluence of
these

t\\O

domains.

As pre\·inusly stated. lluman Capital encapsulates a pcrson"s knowledge. skills.
educational credentials. emplo) mcnt and physical and mental health. In the current
study. a participants" drug use and their psychological resources for managing their day
to day existence \\ere also assessed under the remit of Human Capital. The current
results indicate a significant association between levels of !Iuman Capital and outcome.
Drug use can clearly intluencc a person"s lifestyle and access to coping resources.
llo\\cvcr. this occurs \\ithin the mw:h broader frame\\ork of a person·s total existence.
Individuals who engage in drug usc and offending hchm iour who ha\ e higher le\·els
Human Capital an~ better ·equipped" to avoid re-ofTcnding or becoming immersed in an
offending lifestyle. This result speaks to the importance of routinely assessing these
I Iuman Capital factors before referring indi\ iduals to intervention programmes. By
doing this. service prO\ iders \\ill be able to
tho~c

re~crve

resource intensive interventions for

most in need.
The results of the current study also indicated that people"s connection to their

community. and the nel\\orks \\ithin v. hich they function. arc also of considerable
importance. Cultural Capital embodies an individual's il1miliarity with cultural norms
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and the ability to act in one's ov..n interest within those norms. In the present study

Cultural Capital assessed people's connection to .Jersey in terms of their permanency in
.Jersey. Participants· social networks \\ere also assessed to establish their potential for
influencing bcha\ iour and lifest) le choices. A person's accommodation was also
considered in terms of its permanency and suitability. rhe significant inOuence of
Cultural Capital again emphasises the importance of considering aspects of a people ·s
life. other than their drug usc and offending behaviour. when developing interventions
targeted at reducing

recidiYi~m.

In particular. a pcrson·s O\erall ability to manage

everyda) life. their ability to establish appropriate attachments with others and to
ultimately feel ·connected' to the community in ''hich they li\'c seem to be critical
factors. Although this information is not necessarily new. it dot:s beg the question as to
why. in an attempt to reduce rccidi\ism. so much emphasis is placed on curbing
individuals· drug use and changing their cognitions. Perhaps a more relevant style of
intervention \vould he one in \\hich an offender"s lifestyle is assessed and resources are
targeted at the identified areas of need.
It is helieYt:d that this research encompassed the tirst attempt to operationalise
the concept of Recovery Capital into its component parts. Gi\'cn the innovative nature
of the questionnaire utilised to ilssess Recovery Capital. the above findings were
surprising and therefore need to he cautious!) considered. \N'hat is of interest is that the
measure correlated'' ith the LSI-R thereby hcstO\\ ing the derived Reco,·ery Capital
measure '"ith some face validit). Importantly. hm\cn:r. the combined Recovery Capital
measure. and its component parts. outperformed the LSI-Rasa predictor of outcome.
Certain!). the measure. as is. ma::- require further rclincmcnt. hut the replication of the
tindings of the significance of this measun: in the treatment of alcohol and drug related
offending certainly appears to he strongly merited. Its usc in the hroader addictions
field also appears \\arrantcd.

I ()pothe.\i.\ 1hree
The third h) pothcsis \\as that court disposition would not influence outcome.
Consideration of the intlucncc of court disposition

\HIS

deemed a necessary part of the

process of examining the potential impact of Recovery Capital on outcome. To exclude
the impact of court disposition'' as considered to he imprudent. This hypothesis was
supp011ed. In the current stud). none of the court dispositions. when the results were
analysed using suni\ a! analysis and Co\ regression. v..as significantly associated" 1th
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outcome. liO\\e\·er. it is relevant to note that when using a chi square analysis the

community service I line disposition was significant. This result indicated that there was
a positi\'e association bet\\ecn indh iduals "ho recehed a community scn·iec order or a
fine and 18 month outcome. However. as indicated by the non-significant result of the
survival analysis. this

a~sociation

was not found consistently over the total 18 month

follm\ up period.
The impact of individual (one-to-one) supervision as part of a court disposition
was also examined. No significant association \\as found het\\CCn clients who were
required to attend individual (one-to-one) regular appointments \\ith either a probation
officer and/or an alcohol and drug worker and outcome.
A degree of caution needs to be exercised when considering these results as
there arc a number of factors that may have influenced this outcome. First. it is possible
that undergoing a thorough and confronting assessment was enough. in itself. to impact
on an individual's drug usc and thereby offending behaviour. The assessment process
may ha,·e been particular!) pertinent for lirst time offenders (n=28) or people \\ho had
not previously undergone such an alcohol and drug assessment. It is also possible that
r~pcat

oftCnders had reached a point in their drug usc and offending "'hereby one more

assessment was one too many. Of interest is that the referral of offCnders to the Alcohol
and Drug Sen·icc for an assessment of their drug usc in relation to their offending
beha\'iour was a nC\\ occurrence in Jersey. Hence. for indj,,jduals who ''ere not already
in contact \vith the Alcohol and Drug St.!n·icc. their court referral may have been the
first time that the: had been required to speak'' ith a rclati\'e stranger about their drug
use. As Miller ( 1983) perceptively commented about motivational intervie\\ in g.
exposure to an interview in ''hich an individual hears him or herself recount the less
good things about their alcohol usc. can he salutar:. This contention has been well
supported by an important. early. British treatment study. in which the impact of a
single comprehcnsi\·e assessment

se~~ion

was demonstrated to be of considerable \'alue

in prompting hchaYiour change (Orford & Edwards_ 1977).
The non-significance in this study of court mandated treatment is noteworthy.
This result is contrary to the majorit) of evidence that
in reducing drug use and offending hchm iour

e~pouses

llm\cn~r.

the

cfticac~·

of treatment

because there was no

comparati\·c control group the results of the current study should not he interpreted as
indicating that the treatment inten·ention \Vas not effcrth·e. It is. for example. not
possible to say \vhcther the indi\ iduals '' ho recei,·ed treatment \vould have offended
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more without this in ten ention. A more accurate reading of the results may be that the
treatment intervention \\as merely a less pov.erful player in determining outcome than
those dimensions tapped hy Recovel) Capital.
It is also possible that indh·iduals who \\Cre not mandated into treatment by the
court did in fact engage in treatment. FoliO\\ ing their alcohol and drug assessment. they
may have decided to engage in \'Oiuntary treatment. Although the current study was ahle
to identify those individuals'' ho \\ere in treatment at the time of their court referred
assessment. and

tlh)SC

\\ho received court mandated inten·ention. it \\as not possible to

identify those \\ho engaged in voluntary treatment following their assessment. It is
possible that some indi,·iduals follov.cd up their assessment b) seeking out treatment.
;\salient issue is that diflCrences in levels of Recovery Capital may ha,·e
impacted on court disposition. Clem I). court dispositions range in their se\·erity from
binding over orders and'or fines to the 111ore severe imposition of incarceration. It is
generally assumed that the se\·erity

ofth~ dispo~ition

speaks to the severity of the

presenting offence and the relentlessness of an ofTcnder"s engagement in criminal
activity. Probation orders and treatment orders \\ere considered to be service intensi\e
and v..·cre therefore rcsened for higher risk offenders with demonstrable areas of need.
For offenders \\hose needs \\ere less marked. and \\ho had lower lc,,els of risk ofrcoffcnding. it was assumed that the) \\'OUld receh e lesser court dispositions such as fines
or community sen icc orders. Very lm\ risk indh·iduals could therefore receive binding
over orders or smaller fines. Jersey Probation officers \\ere required. as part of their
assessment procedure. to screen all offenders using the LSI-R. LSI-R scores were then
used to guide probation officer's dbposition recommendations. The Jersey Probation
Sen·ice guidelines stipulate that a binding o\cr order. community scn·ice order or fine
was recommended for offenders \\ ith I.SI scores of0-15. For !.SI-R scores of 16 and
m,er a recommendation of a probation order'' as made The recommendation of
treatment orders remained under the jurisdiction of the Alcohol and Drug Scn·icc.
Consequently. treatment orders \\ere recommended on the grounds of treatment need as
opposed to criminogenic need.
Additional anal: sis of the mean scores of LSI-R and Rccm·cry Capital for each
of the court dispositions \\as undertaken. It was found that the only statistically
significant di!Tcrcncc in LSI-R. scores and Rccm cry Capital scores was amongst
individuals \\ho recei,·cd a community service on.kr. a line or a binding mer order as
compared to other court dispositions such as probation orders and 'or treatment orders or
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custody. In effect treatment orders and probation orders \\ere targeted at offenders with
a greater need and an increased risk of re-ofll:nding. Thus. these offenders ,,·ere more
likely to re-offend and prohahly did so in

~ome

cases despite access to treatment.

The non-significant impact of court disposition in the current study is of interest.
There has heen considerable debate around the issw.:s of mandated treatment in terms of
its efficacy in reducing drug related crime and the ethical parameters of coercing
individuals into treatment. In light of the current results. it might he that such debates
are

unnece~sary.

In terms of responding efll:cti\'cly to drug n:lated offl:nding. it may he

that court disposition is an erroneous !->tarting point. Instead it may he that a

1110\C

tm\ards inten cntions that address the holistic need" of olll.:nders. he this in the
community or in prison. is a more prodw..:ti,·e \\a) to go. Treatment will clearly hme its
part to pia) hut as ad.nowledged h) Gossop (2005). there is a need to he aware of the
'bigger picture· of a person's life.

l~IJWfhc:.\i\ four

llypothesis four \\as that. although demographic. criminal and drug use factors
\\otlld influence outcome. it \\as belien::d that RecO\ery Capital would be the strongest
predictor of outcome. This h: pothesis

\\US

upheld. In the first instance demographic.

criminological and drug u..,c \ ariahh.:s and lc\ cis of Rccm cr: Capital and its component
parb. \\c..·r~..· anal: sed u:-.ing sun hal anal: ~is. rhc \ariahks that were significant \\ere
then entcrc..·d into auni\ariatc anal:sb. The results of this uni\ariatc analysis .;;hm,cd
that age. cmpto: ment !->latus. I.SJ-R :-.core. numher of prior offences. total time spent in
prison. l) pc of pr~..·senting. offence and Je, cis of Reco\ cry Capital. and its component
parts. \\ae all statbticall: associak'd \\ ith outcome. lim\ ever. a multivariate anal: sis of
thc sckctcd \ ariahlc!->

1'1..'\

cakd that. along \\ ith agc. Rccm cry Capital was the best

prc..·dictor of outcome. It is of signi licancc that the cnmparati\'e \ariablcs included the
folhl\\ing.: marital !->tatll!->. c..·mplo:mcnt status. drug dependence. LSI-R scores. number
of prior com ictions. age of first of!C:nct.!. total time in prison. presenting offence t) pe.
one-to-one court mandatcd super\'ision and communit: scr\'icc/finc court disposition.
As "ill be appr!..!ciakd. all of the aho\c \\ere found to be influential on outcome but in
the final analysis. Rccm cr: Capital and agc ''ere the two that were the strongest
predictors.
Of interest is that in this :-.tudy the multi\'ariate analyses indicated that Recovery
Capital \\as signilicantl: and po<.;iti\ t:l) associated with outcome ''hereas LSI-R scores

1.11
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v.cre not. In order to explore the possihilit) that Recm·er) Capital and its component
parts ·interfered· \\ith the LSI-R these \ariahles \\ere rcmo\·ed. E\·en \\hen Reco\cr)
Capital and its component parts \\ere excluded and LSI-R \\as included with the full
range of criminological. demographic and prc:-,cnting ,·ariahks. prcYiously deemed to he
associated v..ith outcome. !.SI-R

!~tiled

to achicYe signilicance. \\rhat is of considerable

interest is that tv.o components of RccoYCr) Capital. namely I Iuman and Cultural
Capital. outperformed LSI-R. Recmuy Capital has. "·hen compared to the LSI. a
hroad~r the~1retical

base. Interestingly. the variables that essentially reflect this wider

theoretical approach arc Human and Cultural Capital. It is considered that the
superiority ofReco\cry Capital as a predicthe outcome \ariahle o\·er the LSI-R score is
of great

interc~t.

LSI-R is. to date. the accepted gold standard for determining actuarial

risk of re-offcnding: thus the superiority of Reco\ cry Capital in the current results
certainly merits its replication and for the use in criminogenic literature.

( 'ondud1ng comment
The key implication of this study is that the social context of people who
commit alcohol and drug related offences matters. Indeed. this context matters more in
determining eventual outcome than any other single ntriahle. har age. Though.
obviously. age and stage of life are reflected in the concept of Rcco\·ery Capital. The
results of this study therefore represent a challenge to the prevailing view that the hest
response to alcohol and drug related offending is to mandate the offender into some
form of alcohol and drug rchahilitation. In this study. the dispositions imposed hy the
cmn1 had little (if any) impact on re-offcnding and this included court mandated
treatment. In the final analysis the best predictor of outcome

\\US

the level of Rccm·cry

Capital possessed by the offender at time of committing their offence.
The conundrum is that the literature is replete \dth rl'search that demonstrates
the effectivcnc.;;s of treatment in reducing drug usc per se and drug related offending
(Gossop. 2005). llm\e\·er. the success of treatment in reducing drug usc. and therefore.
drug related offending. ma) not be as clear cut as it first appears. Saunders and Allsop
(1985) articulated some of the dra"hacks in attrihuting the successful resolution of drug
use to treatment alone. In their discussion Saunders and Allsop argued that although
individuals often reduce their drug usc follll\\ing a treatment episode. individuals·
ability to maintain the gains they made in treatment are more dependent on factors that
arc extemal to the treatment the) received.
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There is a further problem that has been identified by Davies (1997). From

inten:iev.s with over 500 drug users. Davies determined that at any time any drug user
could he located in one of five drug usc sta~es. The first

\.I.. as

hedonistic drug use in

which the drug user enjoyed his/her drug ust: and \Hts relatively immune to advice. The
second was a state marked by contradictoriness in which good drug usc experiences
were challenged hy nasty ones. Davies found that such users were immune to advice.
The third stage v.as that of addiction. in \\hich users insistently spoke of·having to use·
and being ·unable to stop' their drug usc because of their addiction. Such users Da,·ies
found v.;ere immune to ad\ icc. The fourth stage \\as one of inconsistency in v..,:hich ·J
can't st0p' \\as replaced by ·1 have to stop' and drug usc

\\aS

interrupted by sporadic

attempting at quitting. Such users tended to seck out treatment. The final stage \\as a
split stage that Dm·ies encapsulated as the ·up and our or 'down and out' stage. His
words reflect the natural rcnnery literature that some drug users after years of usc \\·alk
U\\ay \\hereas others are so defeated hy thcir drug use that they succumb to on going
usc. The importance of all this is that Davies considered that the tirst three stages were
about individuals ·'getting \\orsc" and the final t\\C stages as them ·'getting better''.
Controversially. he con~idered that this v.as a natural process upon which drug
treatment had little impact. II is perspective is perhaps to some extent supported by the
current study.
As noted hy the founders of ·Recover) Capitar Cloud and Granfield (2001) the
implications of the natural recon:ry litcrature is that it suggests that treatment providers
need to ··pay closer attention of the personal attributes of their clients and the social
cm·ironmental contexts in which their substance dependent clients are embedded" (p.

99). The importance that diffcring le\els of sociaL personal and physical resources had
on re-offending bchm iour is clearly demonstrated h) the results from the current study.
Individuals deemed to have more personal and social resources either did not rc-offcnd
or re-offended less frequently than indi,·iduals v.ith less of these resources. This finding
v.as in keeping with the results of Granfield and Cloud's (200 I) research that examined
the role of Social Capital amongst 46 former alcohol and drug dependent persons v. ho
terminated their drug usc \\ ithout engagement in treatment. Granfield and Cloud found
that the individuals in their study had managed to resolve their drug usc without
engaging in treatment because they essentially had high levels of Social Capital prior to
and during their drug usc and this ··prm ided them \\ ith the essential resources to
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negotiate conventional life "'hile simultaneously participating, at varying degrees. in the
life of the drug world" (p. 99).
The findings of the current study also support Andrews and Bonta's (1982) view
that not all offenders present with the same level of need and therefore not all offenders
require the same level of service provision. Granfield ct a!. (2001) have extended this
view to the addictions field and argue for the importance of viewing treatment options
along a continuum from least intrusive to most intrusive. They consider that levels of
Recovery Capital could be a useful means of allocating treatment resources to clients.
Clients with low levels of Recovery Capital are likely to benefit from more protracted
and comprchensi,·e interventions "'hereas individuals with higher levels of Recovery
Capital are more likely to benefit from less intrusive and resource intensive
interventions. The essence of this debate was eloquently summed up by Edwards
( 1982). "Therapeutic "'ork is only likely successfully to produce movement when its
efforts are in alignment with the real possibilities for change within the individual. his
family and social setting. The basic work of therapy is largely concerned with nudging
and supporting the movement along these 'natural' path"ays of recovery. We need a far
more developed sense of peoples innate capacity for recovery and the possible
dimensions of recovery rather than the belief that we can impose therapies on people
who are to be marched along at our dictate. The clumsy therapist is like someone who
tries to carve a piece of wood without respect for the grain. and therapy must always be
matched to individual need" (p.l78).
In view of the current results that indicate the important role that a person's level
of Recovery Capital has on subsequent offending behaviour, it seems germane to refer
to the community reinforcement work of Azrin. Sisson, Meyers and Godley ( 1982).
Their approach involved the manipulation of environmental factors to facilitate and

maintain change. The focus in this approach was to assist the client restructure or even
establish enhanced relationships. occupational opportunities and social connections. The
purpose of this was to improve the client's life to a sufficient extent that drinking
became considerably less wortlmhile. Indeed access to such improvements was made
contingent on being abstinent. This approach has consistently been found to be better
than more individual and psychotherapeutically focused programmes. It may be that this

is the direction in \\lhich service providers need to move.
In summary, the current research findings are in keeping with much of the
literature in the areas of drug usc and criminality. Individuals presenting to both
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treatment and/or criminal justice agencies have different levels of need and associated
risks. This difference in need is largely accounted f(>r by the social milieu in which
clients exist. Although drug use clearly has an impact on a person's lifestyle and his or
her criminal behaviour. it seems that a person's lifestyle. or social context has much

more of an influence on a person's desire/need to use drugs and/or engage in criminal
behaviour than any specific factor. Recovery Capital is the term that has been coined to
describe the social milieu of an individual and comprises Human. Social, Cultural and
Physical Capital. In the current research. each of these components parts of Recovery
Capital was found to be significantly associated with outcome. but Recovery Capital
when considered in its entirety \\as found to be more influential on outcome than its
individual component parts. The results of the current study are in keeping with the
insight of Saunders and Allsop. "there has developed a gro\\ing awareness that the
social milieu of the client has greater impact upon outcome than any strategy devised in
a clinic ... the engine room of remission is within the social milieu of the individual". It
is noted that the majority of the above cited studies were published in the 1980s. It is
therefore salutary to consider that the themes contained therein have been reflected in
the current study.
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Appendix I

Recover)· Capital Measure

~~

Yes

No

Human Capital
Education
I.

Is literate

:!.

('ompleted primal) education

3.

Completed ... ccondar) education to 15 )Cars

4.

Ohtained qualifications at school

0

5.

Participated in formal education after school

6.

Completed formal education after school

7.

1.\.hihited heha' ioural prohlems at school

0

l>evclopment
8.

I lad stahlc childhood (ah~ence of DV. suhstancc usc.
death'\.

9
10.

acrimoniou~

dhorce etc)

I lad re\\anfing parental relationship
I lad reward111g other relationship (c g. sibling. aunt).
grandparent. famil) friend. etc.)

II.

b .. pl·ricnced ph)sical/se:\ual abuse as a child
Attachment

12.

lla~

13.

Maintams long term attachments (long stand1ng

capacity to form adult attachments

partner. friend. acquaintance)
14.
15.

lias ~tahlc nehH1rl... of support

b. social!)

i~olatcd

Kno"' ledge mental ability
16.

Able to manage everyday problems

17.

Is ahlc to set goals commensurate with

18.

lias in~ight into problems

19.

0
0\\11

capacity

0

lias cmpath:y for others {has regard for others and
their \\elfarc. capable of understanding feelings of
others)

Personal characteristics

20.

lias been asse'\sed as having a low level of mental
functioning {low IQ. poso;ihlc hrain da~nage)

:21.

lla~

current acute medical condition

0

22.

II a'\ hi-.tnl") of dunnic medical condition

0

Total
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Yes

23

No

Has a significant history of aggrc~sion'? (has
difficulty contro1\ing temper. a significant proportion
of offences are aggression related)

24.

Cope.;; well \\ ith

~tres-.lfru~tration

(has coping

0

strategies other than aggression, substance usc)
25.

Is a J..nm' n victim of spousal abuse

26.

Is a J..nm\n perpetrator of spousal abu<;c

27.

Frequently engages in recklcssne'is. rbk taJ..ing and
impulsive hcha\ iour

28.

lias a good self-presentation (socially oriented and
communicative)'?
Mental health

29.

I Has a current mental health dia~nosis (excluding
alcohol and drug use)

30.

Has ever had a mental health diagnosis (depression.
anxiet). personality disorder)

31.

lias engaged in self harm

32.

Has attempted suicide

33.

Has received ps)chiatric/psychological intervention
Adverse adult life experiences

34.
35.

Raped. <>exually assaulted as an adult
Death. chronic illness of significant other
Suh.Hance l/\·e

36.

Commenced using cannabis prior to 15:;. rs

37.

Commenced w.. ing hcrom before 18 years

38.

Is dependent on a substance (includes

phy~ical.

emotional and ps)Chological dependence)
39.

lias more than 2 )Cars problematic drug usc

40.

I las a drug con" iction under age of 18 years

41.

b a User dealer
Employment

42.

Currently employed

43.

Frequently unemployed

44.

lias lost work through usc of drug<>lalcohol

0

Total

!53
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Yes

~0.

45.

H<~<>

stahlc current \\ork hi<>tOI)' (hern

111

No

Total

same job for

6mth<> +)
Total Human Capital

/45

Social Capital
Famil~

46.
47.

of origin

Has regular contact with family of origin?
Rclationsh1ps \\ 1th family of origin rem force
su~ject's

48.

current prohlemat1c lifestyle?

Vic\\S current rclation<;hips '' ith famil) as

pn~iti\·C

Procreation family
di~satisficd

49.

Is currcnllj

50.

l-la<; \\ ithin Ja<;t 6 111011th" e.-...pcricnced

'' ith relational circumstance
acrimoniou~

separation
51.

Indication of current poor family functioning (e.g.
involvement of children's service. dome<>tJc ,·iolcnce
unit).

52.

Has dependent offspring

53.

Spouse has criminal invohcment

54.

b part of a family unit

Employment
55.

Permanent employee (I )Car+)

56.

lias credibility to protect

57.

E.-...pre~ses

interest/commitment tm\oards then·

employment
58.

lias smooth wo1 J.. relationship<>
Support from agencies

59.

Has had appropnate contact with alcohol and drug
sePwicc

60.

Has had appropriate contact with support agcnc) e.g .

AANA
Friends Support network
Appears to ha\e criminal acquaintances

1

Appears to ha\C criminal friends

I'

Seems to a'><>ociatc with those \\ho taJ..c illegal drugs
(speed, heroin)

j

~~-------------------------------------~
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Yes

No.

No

Total

Accommodation/community functioning

6-J.

Has a ret.:ent hi..,tm: of unstable accommodation

65.

Subject currently manages their linances dTecti\ely

66.

Subject

67.

Subject able to usc alcohol and \\elfarc

ha~ con~truct1ve

leisure pursuits
~erviccs

Total Social Capital

122

Cultural Capital
.lerse~·

Connection to
68.

In Jerse: J+yrs

69.

Born in Jersey

70.

Rc<>idcntially qualified (horn & educated in .Jer...,ey or

71.

Famil) of origin in Jcrsc)

lived in.Jcr'ie) for 20 years)

f-amily of procreation in Jersey (if no children

72.

111

Jersey- 0)
73.

Lducatcd m.Jerscy

Community connection

7-J..

I Ia~ adult nct,,orl-.s in

75.

Engages in organised Jcrsc) acti' itics

Jcr~ey

76.

Has long term acquaintances in Jersey (J+y rs)

77

English

78

lla~

i~ fir~t

partner in

language
.ler~cy

Connection to drug using communi(\'
79.

Sociali~c.., almo~t

80.

Spend~

81.

e\.dusl\cly \\llh

~uh'itancc

u . . cr<>

mo<>t of spare time into\.icatcd

lla:-. a long :-.tanding connection with drug user:-. in
Jersey (l+yrs)

Dc\'iancl'
82.

Ilia.., crimmal offence other than drug and alcohol
related offence'>

83

I Ia.., a hi:-.tor) of de\ iancc/heha\ iouml problems in
adnles~.::t..·nce

8·l.1lla~ het..·n int.:ar~.::crated
85.

lias
I

k~~

than 10 com ict 1nn..,

I
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Yes

No.

No

Total

Permanency in .Jersey
86.

Emplojed in Jero;;ej

87.

lias permanent address in Jcrse_}

Accommodation
Is homclc~s if yes go to question 93. if no go to next

88.

question

89.

Lives in a hostel. campsite. crashing \\ith friend if)CS
go to question 93. if no got to next question
Lives in temporary accommodation -guest house,

90.

sharing\\ ith fricnd/familj. if)CS go to quc:-.tion 93. 1f
no go to llC:\t question

91.

lives in long term rental property if yes go to question
93. if no go to next question
Lives in private house (i.e. house is ov.ned by them)

92.

Total Cultural Capital
Ph~·sical

/25

Capital

Assets
93.

0\\ ns house

94.

Owns business/own company

95.

lias :-<wings

Income
96.
97.

Earns m cr £10.000

I Eanh over

98.

£20.000

Farm, o\cr £30.000
I

Financial !'itmllion

99.1llas scnotl' financ1al problems (debts)
100 I Reliant on \\Clfarc/~ocial assistance

Total Physit•al Ca. pita I

Total

I

Rt•con·~·

/8

Capital
/100

I
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Appendix 2
Question

Scoring aid for Recover)· Capital Measure
Scoring guide for Rcco\'Cry Capital Measure

1.

Score I if client attended school and his literacy is not otherwise questioned.

5.

Score 1 if client engaged in any further education for a month or more even. if
they did not complete the qualification (i.e. attended llighlands college.
apprenticeships)

6.

Score I if client completed any t) pe of qualification after school. this includes

7.

Score 0 if client e'hibitcd bcha\'ioral problems at school (e.g. disrupli\ c.

apprenticeships and other trade qualifications

aggressive. truancy. saw a psychologist etc).

If no behavioural problems at school arc mentioned score 1.
8.

Score I if client enjoyed a stable childhood.
Score 0 if domestic violence. sexual abuse. death of parent. serial foster care.
acrimonious diYorce occurred.

9.

Unless otherwise slated (e.g. client has maintained contact \\ith a parent.
client speaks of a positive relationship with a parent) a;sumc that clients" ho
experienced an unstable childhood did not ha\·e a rc\\arding relationship\\ ith
either parent and score 0.

10.

Unless otherwise stated

a~sume

that clients \\ho experienced an unstable

childhood did not ha,·e a re\\arding relationship with another family member
and score 0.
I 1.

If ph) sical!sexual abuse as a child not mentioned score I.

12.

Score 1 if client seems able to form adult attachments (e.g. sibling. friend.

13.

Score 1 if client has or has had an adult attachment lasting over 1 year.

14.

Score 1 if client has regular contact\\ ith stable others (i.e. 3 or more

partner. relative. \\Ork colleagues)

indh iduals). For example a general sense that the client is part of the
community and has people that he/she can turn to.
15.

Score I if client has a regular social contact\\ ith t~m1ily mcmhcr(s)/partncr
/friends or there is a general sense of client belonging to community.

16.

Score 1 if client is a hie to identify and manage
evidence in adult life of capac it: to address

C\

C\ eryday

problems e.g.

cryday problems.
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Score I if report indicates that the client is realistic in their ability to set goals
for themselves e.g. has realistic expectations of themselves.
Score I if client demonstrates insight into their problems e.g. able to identify
link between substance use and criminality/personal problems.

19.

Score I if client is able to express remorse about the impact that their
oflcnding has on others I has general abilit) to be empathic.

20.
21.

Score I if the client's IQ. mental functioning is not mentioned specifically.
Score I unless client has acute medical condition e.g. broken leg. road traffic
accident injury.

22

Score I unless client has a history of a chronic medical condition e g ..

2-t

Score I if client can tolerate stress ti·ustration \\ithout problematic use of

Hepatitis C. heart disease etc.

drugs/ alcohol/ aggression (i.e. has presence of alternative coping strategi1 '~)
25.

Score I if domestic dolence is not mentioned.

26.

Score I if domestic violence not stated in report.

27.

Score 0 if client has a history of engaging in reckless behaviour irrespective of

28.

Score I if client is socially oriented and communicative.

29.

Score 0 if client has received a mental health diagnosis excludi.1g alcohol and

heing intoxicated.

drug use.
30.

Score 0 if client has e\ er received a mental health diagnosis excluding alcohol
and drug use. If none mentioned score I.

31.

Score 1 unless self harm behavior is noted.

32.

Score 1 unless suicidal beha\ iour is noted.

33.

Score 0 if client has ever had formal contact\\ ith psychologist/psychiatrist.

3~.

135.

Score I if rape or sexual abuse as an adult is not specifically mentioned.
Score 0 if death or illness ofsignit;cant other is mentioned. Score 1 if these
are not mentioned.

36.
38.

Score 1 if the age of commencing cannabis is not stated.
If client is ph: sically. emotionally. rs: chologically dependent. ackno\\ ledges
a dail: habit score 0. ·hinge· usc docs not count.
Score 0 if client has more than l\\o years of problematic substance usc e.g.
criminality. relationship troubles. dependence.
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Score 0 if client has a history oflosing jobs and spending frequent amounts of
time unemployed.

44.

If informati n not mentioned score i.

45.

Score I if client has kept a job f(Jr 6 months or more.

46.

Score 0 if current communication with family of origin is not mentioned

47.

Score 0 if famil} of origin engages in deviant behaviour and/or problematic

48.

Tr} to gauge an impression ofclient"s perception of their family. If they

substance usc.

maintain regular contact and it is not othcn"ise stated assume they Yiew
family relationships as positive and score I.

50.

If client dissatisfied \\ith current relational circumstances score 0 e.g doesn't

52.

Score I if client has child/children beiO\\ the age of 18 years of age.

53.

Score 0 ifpanner/spouse engages in illegal activity including illegal drug use.

54.

Score I if client lives with dependent children (this includes li,ing with a

56.

Score I if client has a reputation as a reliable worker/upstanding citizen. Also

like being single. relationship strife. etc.

Score I if client does not have panner.

panner who has children. a single parent living with children).

score 1 if client has a history of being a reliable worker with no recent history
(within last 5 years) ofemplo}ment difficulties as a result of deviance and/or
substance misuse.

57.

Score I if client is committed to their employment I motivated to maintain
v.ork seems to dcri\·e pleasure/job satisfaction from working. If client
unemployed score 0.

58.
59.

Score I if client gets along \\ith superiors and colleagues.
Score I if client has appropriately attended an alcohol and drug agency. If
client has not attended alcohol and drug sen ices. but docs not warrant their
intcrYcntion still score I. Dctoxcs/contact \\ith alcohol and drug \vorkers
\\ hilst in prison do not count.

61.

Score 0 if the report mentions deviant acquaintances.

62.

Score 0 if the report mentions deviant friends.

63.

Score 0 if client associates\\ ith peers/acquaintances that misuse suhstances
(i.e. has contacts with the drug using communit) ).

L__ _____L________________________________________________

~
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If client is tcmporaril> staying with a friend/family member or has recently
moved out of their usual accommodatiOn score 0. This includes being
remanded in prison.

65.

Score 1 if client has accommodation and money for food and essentials.

66.

Score 1 if client engages in a constructive leisure pursuit.

67.

Score I if subject has been in Jersey for more than 6 months.

70.

Score I if client hom in Jersey or has lived in Jersey for 20 +years.

72.

Score 0 if client does not have a family of procreation in Jersey.

74.

Score I for clients \\ho live. work and have established themselves in Jersey.

75.

Only score I if client has established constructive hobbies. interests that they

E.g. someone who is known. has a history in Jersey.

participate in Jersey.
76.

If client in Jersey for 3+ years score I. unless client is socially isolated. in
which case score 0.

77.

Score 0 if client was horn in. and predominantly raised. in a non-English
speaking country and/or an interpreter \\·as required.

78.
79.

Score I if client has a current partner in Jersey.
Score 0 if client spends almost all of their time with substance users e.g.
Clients \\ho arc entrenched in their drug usc. this could include user dealers.

street drinkers.

80.

Score 0 if most of time is taken up\\ ith using sub:->tances or obtaining

81.

Score I if client docs not regularly use illegal drugs or has made changes to

substances. This does not include \\eckend/binge drinkers.

get a\\·ay from drug using friends.
Speeding and minor traffic offences do not count.

87.

Score 1 if client is based in Jersey and vic\\S it as home. Score 0 for clients
\\ho are seasonal \\Orkers. tourists or Yisiting friends

96.

Include allowance received from partner if client recei\·es one.

99.

Score 0 if client has significant debls.

100.

Score 0 if client rccci,cs \\dfare benefits
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Log Rank Test Scores

Variable

Log rank

df

p "alue

significance

Demographic
Gender
Age*
Marital status

1.62
13.58

2

0.203

NS

0.001

s

0.43

0.837

NS

14.46

0.000

s

Drug of choice*

3.10

0.079

NS

Drug dependence*

3.60

0.058

NS

Employed*
Drug Use

Drug treatment
In voluntary treatment

0.90

0.763

NS

Treatment voluntary/mandated

1.47

0.225

NS

Historical Criminological
Age first conviction*

2.71

No. prior conviction*

7.71

2

0.099

NS

0.021

s

Violent prior

0.46

0.496

NS

Alcohol prior

0.03

0.899

NS

Drug prior

1.86

0.172

NS

Total time in prison*

5.68

0.058

NS

Current Criminological
Age at presenting offence*

13.58

0.001

s

No. presenting o!Tcncc

1.91

0.167

NS

Generic presenting offCnce*

15.68

0.008

s

Alcohol or drug presenting

2.47

0.116

NS

l.SI-R scores*

19.84

0.000

s
s
s
s
s
s

Recovery Capital
Rcco\cry capital*

29.74

0.001

Human capital*

16.96

0.000

Social capital*

11.61

0.001

Ph) sica! capital*

15.15

0 000

13.96

0.000

Cultural capital*
------------------
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Variable

Log rank

df

p value

161
si~nificance

Court Disposition
Custodial

0.01

0.919

Probation

0.-14

0.506

Treatment order

1.06

0.303

CS I Fine*

3.58

0.059

Binding O\'Cr order

0.05

0.829

One-to-one supervision*

2.74

0.098

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

*Variables that \\ere included in the stepwise \·ariahlc selection (backward elimination)
multivariate analyses.

